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ABSTRACT

This research is an attempt to explore Hardy’s unorthodox attitudes to Christianity
after he lost his religious faith on the intellectual level, but retained it at an emotional level.
The research seeks to answer the question of whether Hardy embraced an alternative belief
system to supplant his loss of faith in Christian dogma after he was acquainted with Darwin’s
writings. The thesis argues that Hardy did embrace an alternative ‘religion’ and this was the
Positivist ‘Religion of Humanity’. The methods ado.ted in undertaking the research consist of
the thorough investigation of primary resources through intensive textual reading, focusing
on the themes that are relevant to the thesis question, and assessing the textual themes against
intellectual movements and biographical details.
The research concludes that Thomas Hardy lost his orthodox faith on the intellectual
level, but retained his emotional attachment to the Anglican Church, and that he embraced
Positivist philosohy. Although Hardy viewed the universe as devoid of providence and ruled
by an apathetic and capricious Power, he armed his protagonists with Positivist merits and
evolutionary meliorism to help them endure their daily suffering. Moreover, Hardy endowed
his protagonists with Comtean merits that set them intellectually and spiritually ahead of their
communities. However, Hardy’s protagonists’ noble intentions are baffled by the
deterministic laws of the ‘Immanent Will’, Darwin’s law of natural selection, and the laws of
social and religious constraints that Hardy believed to rule human life.
The afore-mentioned findings are significant because they may lead to the correction
of the common misconception that after he lost his orthodox faith intellectually, Hardy did
not embrace any other religion. Although the research findings showed that Hardy embraced
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the Positivist Religion of Humanity, he did not completely assent to Positivism as a belief
system but only as an ideal because his realistic sense of human frailty and fate was tragic.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Thomas Hardy (1840–1928) has been the field of interest for a myriad of literary
critics, in particular because of debates over his alleged loss of faith and his reticence about
his religious beliefs. One of the central concerns of critics has been to present Hardy as a
doubter or free thinker, an anomaly (and thus a genius) in his Victorian age (Schweik, Hands,
Collins). However, if we look at his novels, we see many references to Biblical texts and to
the church. This leads me to ask a number of questions: What was Hardy’s relationship to the
Church? What were the theological and philosophical ideologies of his time? What is the
relationship of the religious attitudes in the fiction to what we know about the writer’s
biography?
The Victorian age was one of anxiety (Schwartz, 1970, 739). It was an age of
conflicting doctrines and ideologies and what follows is a brief survey of the map of religion
and philosophy prominent in that age. The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the major
spiritual influences on Hardy’s writings after his alleged loss of religious faith and to show
that Hardy did not completely lose his faith; rather, as noted, that the Positivist Church
became a significant component of his religious thought. This argument has been rarely
advanced by Hardy’s scholars.
As early as 1830, Thomas Arnold, headmaster of Rugby School wrote, ‘The Church
as it now stands, no human power can save’ (Schneewind, 1970, 49). This declaration reflects
the precarious state of the English Victorian Church, not only at the level of religious faith,
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but also at the level of the Church’s involvement in the political regime and parliament of
England at that time (Schneewind, 1970, 49). At that time, the English Victorian Church
started to lose its privileges, by the gradual yielding of its power and influence to the key
figures of the political arena; the monarch and the Parliament (Schneewind, 1970, 50).
Protestant Christianity was the main religion of England. Other religions and sects
had almost no significant effect. Such religions, including Judaism and Roman Catholicism,
never really integrated within the English Ecclesiastical order, except as a negative ‘mirror’
for self-definition. There was a violent protest against the Pope’s decision to restore Rome’s
influence over Catholics in England, by endowing their clergy with senior regional titles in
1851. The Parliament acceded to popular opinion and enacted a law forbidding the use of
such titles (Schneewind, 1970, 54). In short, ‘Romanism’ represented a low-level threat to the
Church of England. The Church of England was characterized by its inclusiveness of a wide
range of religious beliefs, while remaining the one dominant Church (Schneewind, 1970, 5455).
Inside the established Church of England there were three parties; the two larger ones
were attempting to control power, doctrine, and policy within the Church. They were the ‘low’
churchmen, or Evangelicals, and the ‘high’ churchmen, or, as they were called, the
Tractarians, Puseyites, or Ritualists (Schneewind, 1970, 55). The third party was small but
powerful and constituted men who opposed the idea of the aggressive heterogeneity of
conflicting parties of churchmen, instead, inviting conformity and accord, and by 1853 they
were classified as the ‘broad church’ party (Schneewind, 1970, 55). The creed of the
Evangelicals stressed individual piety, the experience of conversion and salvation, and the
necessity of individual redemption. The high churchmen stressed the adherence to the
sacramental ritual of the church and its historical continuity, ascribing to its priests rightful
descent from the Apostles. The ‘Methodists’, a group of preachers formed by John Wesley
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and George Whitefield in 1740, promoted the revival of emotional religion based on the
primitive belief that the vicarious atonement of Christ had been earned by every Christian
man. The later generation of Methodists failed to keep the great influence of their
predecessors. Thus, the belief in absolute faith in salvation became a reason for arrogance and
for disparaging other religious ways (Schneewind, 1970, 55). Some outstanding intellectuals
belonged to the Evangelical Church of England: the Brontё sisters, Macaulay, George Eliot,
Samuel Butler and Elizabeth Barrett Browning among literary figures; Peel, Gladstone, and
Lord Shaftesbury among politicians; Leslie and James Fitzgerald Stephen, John Ruskin, and
Henry Sidgwick, among the critics and philosophers; E.B. Pusey, John Henry Newman
(although later he converted to Catholicism) , Benjamin Jowett, and Charles Kingsley, among
the influential religious leaders (Schneewind, 1970, 58). By the 1870s, the power of
Evangelicals started to decline. They based their doctrine on the Bible, but they could not
endure the wave of scepticism led by scholars and philosophers such as Charles Darwin,
Thomas Carlyle, following Hegel and Kant and engendered by the findings of scientists
which aroused doubts in the authenticity of the biblical accounts of creation. They failed to
answer, on a rational basis the questions and claims of the sceptics; on the other hand, the
shortcomings of the High Church centred on its institutional nature and its affiliation to the
established government of England.
In demonstration of the conflict between the decline of religious belief and the rising
spirit of rationalist secular thinking in Victorian England, Cardinal John Henry Newman
stated: ‘It is as absurd to argue men, as to torture them, into believing’ (Schneewind, 1970,
60). In the late 1830s, he reached a conclusion that although churches were authoritative, they
were not infallible; he aroused doubts about the authority of the church.
In this context, the Oxford Movement arose and set itself the task of enhancing the
position of religion by resorting to a conservative attitude of shielding religion against
3

scientific scepticism and the emergence of democracy. Its conservatism engendered its
alienation and even its retreat from providing solace to the daily suffering of man
(Schneewind, 1970, 62). Schneewind argues that ‘the broad church group was the
intellectually progressive wing of the established church’ (Schneewind, 1970, 62). Its flexible
and inclusive doctrine was evident in setting itself the task of reconciling the incongruities
amongst religious doctrines and sects existing within the Church of England. Thus, its
doctrine was apt to admitting almost every man holding the basic Christian beliefs.
The Dissenters, as an opposing movement to the Anglicans, believed in the necessity
of the truthfulness and honesty of the clergy. Unlike Anglicans, they rejected the mechanical
and formal admission of its followers. According to the Dissenters, the credibility and dignity
of a clergyman stems from his spiritual eligibility, rather than from his apostolic pedigree.
One of the signs of the Dissenters’ discrepancy from the Anglicans was that many of the
former adopted adult baptism. They regarded the individual conscience as the decisive
criterion for interpreting the Scriptures. The Non-conformists spread out their doctrine in
England not only though their charismatic preaching, but also through their involvement in
politics and social work. Non-conformists, however, tended towards literal understanding of
the Bible, and so were unable to accommodate the rising power of scepticism (Schneewind,
1970, 65).
In 1830, a group of ‘lower critics’ was formed in Germany to verify the grammar and
philology of the two given Testaments. They assumed that the Bible was ‘The Voice of Him
that sitteth upon the Throne’, as one orthodox writer had put it (Schneewind, 1970, 67).
Although they believed that the word and life of Christ were infallible, they discredited the
infallibility of the writers of the Scriptures. Therefore, they reached a conclusion that the
Scriptures should not be accepted as literal truth. For instance, they discredited the Old
Testament belief that Moses was the writer of the Old Testament. The intervention of the
4

philosopher Immanuel Kant and of the post-idealists Johann Gottlieb Fichte and Friedrich
Hegel inspired a number of critics to suggest views according to which the Bible should be
considered, not as a historical chronicle that happened to have discrepancies, but as a
document presenting a higher kind of truth (Schneewind, 1970, 68). The pioneer of these
‘higher critics’ who made a huge influence on England was D.F. Strauss, whose book The
Life of Jesus (1835) was translated into English by Mary Ann Evans (George Eliot) in 1846
(Schneewind, 1970, 68). Strauss studied the Gospels to scrutinize the significance of the life
of Jesus. He reached a conclusion that disturbed English conservatives, which was that the
Gospels were based on myths. Hegel had posited that religion is ‘the perception of truth, not
in the form of an idea, which is the philosophic perception, but invested with imagery’
(Schneewind, 1970, 68). In spite of his sceptical theory on the Gospels, Strauss postulated
that the life of Christ is immune from Higher Criticism; as it appeared in his preface: ‘the
essence of the Christian faith is perfectly independent of his criticism (i.e. the criticism of
Christ)… The supernatural birth of Christ, his miracles, his resurrection and ascension,
remain eternal truths, whatever doubts may be cast on their reality as historical facts …The
dogmatic significance of the life of Jesus inviolate’ (Schneewind, 1970, 68). Finally, Strauss
concluded that the Christian religion is essentially ‘identical with the deepest philosophical
truth and presents it in a sensuous form’ (Schneewind, 1970, 68).
Hegel, the eighteenth-century philosopher, had a significant influence on
philosophical thought in England. He posited that the universe as the manifestation of the
‘Absolute’ in a state of ‘struggle with itself is the deepest philosophical truth’ (Schneewind,
1970, 68). Strauss’s interpretation of the Absolute was different from that of Hegel’s. Hegel
viewed the Absolute as the Supreme Being with absolute power to rule the universe, whereas
Strauss believed the Absolute to be Humanity, deeming the life of Jesus as the higher ethical
ideal and a resource for Humanity (i.e. mankind) from which to learn and emulate. According
5

to Strauss, Humanity is the broad incarnation of Christ where ‘the human and spiritual
natures’ are united (Schneewind, 1970, 68-69).
Hegelianism led the campaign of relegating the epistemological (sensory) method of
empiricism common in Victorian England to a subsidiary component of Positivist philosophy.
Hegel’s positive theory posited ‘a new philosophical basis for theology’ (Schneewind, 1970,
83). According to Hegel’s philosophy, the human mind evolves to a better understanding of
existence and the universe. Hegel believed that the natural phenomena, the eras of human
history and all disciplines of thought and art, are all manifestations ‘of the self-development
of ‘the Absolute’, ‘the ultimate reality’ that we try to apprehend in a myriad of ways. If one
accepts Hegel’s idea that the Absolute is God, then one’s Christian belief becomes
subordinated to higher abstraction and sectarian dogma has to open up to more liberal
theology. Hegel’s premise received supporters in England; in 1889 a group of Oxford clerics,
under the influence of T.H. Green, published a collection of essays entitled Lux Mundi, in
which they proposed that ‘a combination of the belief in progressive revelation with Hegelian
idealism’, could position their faith ‘into its right relation to modern intellectual and moral
problems’ (Schneewind, 1970, 83). The Hegelians took the incarnation of Christ, rather than
His Crucifixion, as the focal point of their liberal theology. Therefore, they broke with the
Evangelicals in this respect. They argued that God healed the breach between Himself and
His creation out of benevolence. Consequently they had only a little place for the belief in
Christ as a saviour, because they ruled out the belief in the damnation of man, since God is
All-Benevolent. They reached a conviction that religion contained truth, not only emotion,
and this belief could be advocated without being at odds with the findings of secular science.
They deemed that ‘the advance of secular knowledge…is for faith, an acquiring gain’
(Schneewind, 1970, 83). The followers of Hegel argued that the backbone of science is
‘abstraction’, dealing with and exploring bare facts, thus it could not cover the whole truth of
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man, for it (science) could not transcend to explore the moral and spiritual side of man
(Schneewind, 1970, 83).
The English clergy in general were less competent to engage in philosophical
arguments than the German clergy, because the latter were highly educated in comparison
with their English counterparts. Schneewind states that, ‘A Liberal Congregationalist
complained of it: “The fact is, that, filled with an unfounded alarm, people are getting into the
habit of listening with nervous anxiety to every student [minister] they happen to hear...to
discover whether he has any leaning to Germanism’ (Dale, 1898, 69). Owing to their literal
belief in the Bible, English clerics diverged from Higher Criticism and that divergence
stemmed also from English chauvinistic prejudice against the German Higher Critics. Two of
the clerical authors of Essays and Reviews were convicted of heresy in a church court in 1860
(Schneewind, 1970, 69-70).
In 1844 an anonymous publication entitled Vestiges of Creation posited that the
creation of living beings was the result of biological evolution. This hypothesis denied the
role of an Architect of the universe and it paved the way for Charles Darwin’s Origin of
Species in 1859. Both works propounded that species of creatures had developed through
natural processes of selection and adaptation. This premise of evolution defied the message in
Genesis, that man had been created in the image of God, and that the world was created in
seven days. It also undermined the ‘argument from design’, positing that Creation could be
‘the result of chance’ (Schneewind, 1970, 72-73). Like the Hegelians, however, John Tyndall,
an outstanding Victorian physicist, ruled out the probability of a war between religion and
science, since the field of interest of each discipline is different; whereas science appeals to
the human intellect, religion appeals to human emotion.
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Since the seventeenth century, English philosophy centred up. On ‘empiricism’:
attaining epistemological knowledge through observation of natural and universal phenomena.
In the eighteenth century, David Hume argued that knowledge inferred from observation did
not travel further than the powers of observation; consequently ‘empiricism’ could not unfold
the ambiguities and secrets ‘of the future, of laws of nature, of the essence of physical objects,
or the soul’ (Schneewind, 1970, 76). In 1779, he published Dialogues on Natural Religion, in
which he demonstrated the incompetence of empiricist principles in reaching rational
‘knowledge of God or the creation of the universe’ (Schneewind, 1970, 76). Hume’s critique
was continued by John Stuart Mill, whose heavy emphasis on empiricism, individualism and
essentially a hands-off, live-and-let-live ethics promoted a humanism linked to another
philosophy. This new trend (school) was French Positivism, pioneered by Auguste Comte
(Schneewind, 1970, 76-77). Comte worked as a secretary to a French count, Henri de SaintSimon. Saint-Simon held that history unfolds two repeated cycles of chronological eras: ‘the
organic and critical’. In the ‘organic’ era, society witnesses stability and unity under the reign
of leaders who reached a common basis ‘of a coherent doctrine of morality and religion’
(Schneewind, 1970, 77). In the ‘critical’ (cataclysmic) era, peace and tranquillity are violated
by ‘sceptical writings’ such as those of Voltaire (Schneewind, 1970, 77). Stability of society
is deeply disturbed by violent changes (such as revolutions) triggered off by the excluded and
disfranchised classes. This turbulent era ends gradually when a new integration of morality
and political belief receives a consensus amongst the leaders and the people. It seems that the
Saint-Simonians inferred their model of history from the paradigm of the French Revolution.
Although Comte followed the above-mentioned view in essence, he added to it the
theory that the types of thought, serving to unify society over different organic periods,
undergoes an evolution which controls the passage of human history. In his writings, he
posited three stages of thought. In its first stage, thought is ‘theological’: men interpret events
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by attributing them to the dispensation of a god or some supreme being. This stage is
replaced, after a transitional period of scepticism, by ‘metaphysical’ thinking, in which events
are construed by attributing them to astrology and witchcraft, where events can be known
only implicitly by tracing their effects. In this stage of thought, the state of society is
characterized by cataclysmic events: revolutions, insurrections and the like. The third stage
‘is reached, after another transitional period’, when thought evolves and becomes ‘purely
scientific or positive’ (Schneewind, 1970, 77-78). At this stage, Comte argues, we are no
longer interested in answering the question, ‘Why does this sort of event occur?’ Instead, we
are interested in investigating the circumstances and phenomena that engender the occurrence
of the event by following logical deduction (Schneewind, 1970, 78).
Comte foresaw that Western Europe was heading towards the positivist stage and the
role of intellectuals was to help in the transition. ‘Now, the existing disorder is abundantly
accounted for by the existence, all at once, of three incompatible philosophies – the
theological, the metaphysical, and the positive. Any one of these might alone secure some
sort of social order; but while the three coexist, it is impossible for us to understand one
another upon any essential point whatever’ (Comte, 1876, 35). According to Comte, a thrifty
‘and peace-loving society’ would be the product of the dissemination of Positivist thought.
Society would be united by philanthropy and evolutionary meliorism, rather than by fear of
deities in Heaven, or by reign of terror practised by armed tyrannies. This is because
philanthropy would eventually lead to the emergence of ‘a new religion, the Religion of
Humanity’ (Schneewind, 1970, 78). Thus Comte posited an alternate and challenging religion
to Christianity. Nevertheless, the positivists did not aim to subvert the dogma of Christianity;
instead they tried to explain it. The positivists believed that Christianity had reached a state of
anachronism. That is, by the Victorian era, Christianity had become invalid, since it appealed
only to the emotion, rather than to the intellect of man. Comte believed it was time for a new
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religion which would integrate human emotion and intellect, aiming at instilling people with
self-sacrifice to serve the welfare of man, and that was the Religion of Humanity. A positivist
Church was inaugurated in England by Richard Congreve in 1859 (Schneewind, 1970, 78).
English intellectuals, such as John Stuart Mill and George Eliot were influenced by
Positivism, believing it to offer comfort to humanity from its daily agonies (Wright, 1986,
72). This thesis argues that Thomas Hardy also adopted Positivism as an ideal, reflecting old
church- based faith but never subscribing to it fully as a set doctrine.
In Britain, positivism had an exponent of a kind in the utilitarian John Stuart Mill.
Although he rebuffed Comte’s Positivist Church, he sided with the major tenet of its
philosophy (Mill, 1865, 29-33). He agreed with the emphasis on human thought ‘as a
historical agent’ (Schneewind, 1970, 79), and with Comte’s identification of his time as a
period of transition. Mill deemed empiricism to be the sole new unifying doctrine of the
human thought and emotion. He aimed to prove the authenticity and accuracy of our
experiential knowledge derived from observation, especially when applying ‘the law of
contradiction’ (i.e. the anomalies of natural phenomena), on which, in his view, logic rests,
considering ‘the law of contradiction’ the exception that confirms the rule of the consistency
of natural laws. Although Mill disagreed with Hume’s scepticism in general, he agreed with it
in respect of religion. ‘The rational attitude of a thinking mind towards the supernatural…is
that of scepticism’, Mill wrote once in his published The Essays on Religion, where he
conducted a careful scrutinizing to verify the truthfulness of religious doctrines, by adopting
empirical techniques of observation of matter, nature and the universe. He reached a
conclusion that, out of all these techniques, ‘only the argument from design’ could shape the
path leading to the possibility of the existence of a god. Although this god could not be the
dogmatically believed in Christian God, it would be the product of philosophical ideology
based on empiricism and aimed to integrate the human thought and emotion in one doctrine:
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the Religion of Humanity. The existence of Mill’s god was attained philosophically by
logical deduction, and not by blind adherence to the Christian dogma. Accordingly, his god is
not omnipotent and all-knowing, but rather is limited in power and knowledge, and
consequently in authority. Yet his god is motivated by benevolence and philanthropy, and
certainly by other benign motivations (Schneewind, 1970, 79). Although Mill viewed Christ
as the Supreme moral Ideal for Humanity to emulate, his thinking was usually frowned upon
by orthodox believers for its religious scepticism and epistemologically deduced god.
Thomas Carlyle, the prominent Victorian philosopher, was a clear instance of the
Victorian scholars who denounced their religious faith. Oulton argues that his writings were
not very helpful in uncovering his religious views since his ideas, such as in Sartor Resartus
(published in 1833) were disguised in the language of metaphor. In this book, Carlyle
advocates the necessity of the evolution of religion; that is, religion had to develop as society
developed, in order to cope with the evolution of human thought and scientific discoveries.
Although Carlyle insists that ‘Thought without Reverence is barren, perhaps poisonous’, he
reduces the existence of God to a code of morality. God himself has been dispensed with by
the end of the book. Carlyle propounded that ‘religion is composed of various symbols, and
that the symbols appropriate to one generation (including Christ himself) are not always
helpful to the next’ (Oulton, 2003, 3). Carlyle’s interpretation of the Hebrew Psalm
demonstrates his call for liberal thinking, by virtue of which man can attain an ontological
understanding of the universe, ‘Well sang the Hebrew Psalmist: “If I take the wings of the
morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the Universe, God is there.” Thou thyself, O
cultivated reader, who too probably art no Psalmist, but a Prosaist, knowing GOD only by
tradition, knowest thou any corner of the world where at least FORCE is not? The drop which
thou shakest from thy wet hand, rests not where it falls, but to-morrow thou findest it swept
away; already on the wings of the North-wind, it is nearing the Tropic of Cancer. How came
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it to evaporate, and not lie motionless? Thinkest thou there’ (Carlyle, 1833, 121). This Psalm
demonstrates Carlyle’s critique of the inculcated and dogmatic faith in God, and his applause
of the evolutionary rational and secular thinking that could lead man to scientifically
understand the significance of existence.
Kingsland argues that evolutionary ideas originated in Britain by the biologists Darwin
and Huxley were developed by radical reformers to defy the power of the aristocracy and the
Church in the1830s and 1840s. In its turn, the church considered the theories of evolution as
heretical and derogatory to the literal belief in Biblical genesis. Darwin dismissed any role of
a divine creator, denying man moral commitment or spiritual significance, since Darwin
turned the environment where man lives into an arena ‘where survival is for the fittest’.
Because Darwin was a biologist, his theory of evolution had no place for man’s moral and
spiritual development by means of divine revelation and heavenly dispatched prophets. His
theory also ignored advanced human intellectual merits and mental faculties which
discriminate man from lower creatures; instead he relegated man to being a descendant from
lower creatures (Kingsland, 1988, 175).
Indeed, Darwin’s law of struggle for survival which governs his theory of natural
selection is not exclusive to individuals within one single species, but extends to include
individuals of various species in that struggle. Hence Darwin envisaged the world as a jungle
of cut-throat competition amongst men for food resources, where the weaker loses to the
stronger (survival of the fittest). This hypothesis turned men into creatures driven by
selfishness and mercilessness; therefore he concludes that this planet does not bring
happiness to man.
In conclusion, during the Victorian era the Church of England lost its influence over
its followers because it could not reconcile the emerging spirit of scientific enquiry with
12

dogmatic beliefs in creation. This led many Victorian intellectuals, such as Thomas Carlyle
and Thomas Hardy to renounce their inculcated religious faith. Philosophical trends assumed
a mediating role between religion and secular science. Moreover, Auguste Comte, the French
philosopher, established a new church, which was the Positivist Church with its Religion of
Humanity. Thomas Hardy, as a man of letters was not in isolation from the upheaval in
England on the levels of science and philosophy. The receding influence of the Church made
him resort to scientific theories on creation, such as Darwin’s theory of evolution, and to
philosophies of humanist comfort, such as Positivism.
Literature review
In her book, The Victorian Period: The Intellectual Cultural Context of English Literature,
1830-1890, Gilmour reads literary texts in relation to the supposed intellectual and emotional
characteristics of the Victorian period. She argues that Victorian people were obsessed with
time, because they felt that they were victimized by it. The rather rapid rhythm of daily life
imposed on them by industrialism caused this: ‘The intellectual discoveries of the period, in
geology, evolution, biblical criticism, archaeology, anthropology’ (Gilmour, 1993, 25) cast
the seeds of religious doubts in the minds of the Victorians about the validity of the scriptural
accounts on the Creation. As Oulton notes in her book Literature and Religion in MidVictorian England, the religious census of 1851 indicated a lack of church attendance
nationwide (Oulton, 2003, 3). She states too that bishop. Colenso’s Pentateuch discredited
the biblical myth of the Deluge by applying geological methods to his investigation (Oulton,
2003, 3).
Gilmour suggests that modern discoveries and conquests of Time and Space (i.e.
geology and astronomy especially) have surpassed the imagination of the Classical Epic.
Tennyson, the Victorian poet, had foreseen this in his poetic collection ‘Parnassus’ (1889)
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and its poem ‘Terrible Muses’ was inspired by Fitzgerald’s remark: ‘it is not the poetical
imagination, but bare Science that every day more and more unrolls a greater Epic than the
Iliad; the history of the World, the infinitudes of Space and Time! I never take up a book of
Geology or Astronomy but this strikes me’ (Gilmour, 1993, 26).
The scientific discoveries and explorations of the Victorian era implied the littleness
of man against a Universe marked by its infinity and timeless antiquity. Thus the Victorian
man sought solace from an already doubted religion and ‘the optimism from the Romantics’
(Gilmour, 1993, 26), by resorting to the more durable and authentic scientific discoveries.
A number of Hardy’s major critics will be referred to in this literature review, such as
Schweik who investigated Hardy’s negative portrayal of the clergy in his time. Schweik also
traced Hardy’s nostalgia towards his lost faith. Hands sets out Hardy’s critique of the
shortcomings of dogmatic Christian beliefs, and his portrayal of the malpractices inside the
church. Deborah Collins focuses on Hardy’s deployment of fate in his novels, and the conflict
of pre-destination and free will, especially the exclusion of the role of Providence in his later
novels, whereas Beer discusses the depth to which Hardy’s intellect had been influenced by
Darwin’s writings.
Schweik argues that the influence of contemporary scientific theories and ideology of
the Victorian age on Hardy’s works is multi-levelled and complex, thus this influence is open
to various interpretations. Yet Hardy’s abundant use of biblical allusions in Far from the
Madding Crowd, the first novel he wrote after the loss of his orthodox faith, implied Hardy’s
nostalgia towards Christian belief (Schweik, 1999, 54). Hardy’s autobiographical admission
to ‘stick to his own side’ concerning his belief in the Anglican doctrine on infant baptism,
had an echo in Far from the Madding Crowd, where the folks of Weatherbury were involved
in a light-hearted conversation revealing the contrast between Anglicans and Nonconformists
14

(FMC, 1965, 296). Thus Hardy’s use of biblical allusions was not always with the purpose of
ridiculing Christian doctrine, but to convey to the reader how he missed a lost faith, though
light-heartedly, as Schweik suggests.
Schweik argues that Hardy’s loss of faith in Christian dogma had a major influence on
his representations of religion (Schweik, 1999, 55). Hardy had made it clear that he believed
in The Origin of Species (Millgate, 1984, 158). In his early youth Hardy thought of taking
orders as a clergyman, but out of respect for his spiritual advisor, Horace Moule. Hardy could
not proceed in his ecclesiastical ambition while holding agnostic views because of Darwin’s
writings. Millgate asserts that, sometime in 1865, Hardy ‘could hardly take the step with
honour while holding the views that on examination he found himself to hold’, which
provides a biographical evidence of Hardy’s agnosticism (Millgate, 1984, 53). When a
clergyman asked Hardy how to reach a compromise between the benevolence and
absoluteness of God, and the agonies of human suffering, Hardy told him to resort ‘to the life
of Darwin and the works of Herbert Spencer and other agnostics for a provisional view of the
universe’ (Millgate, 1984, 214).
From the moment of his acquaintance with Darwin, Hardy became an agnostic, yet he
remained emotionally attached to the Evangelical Church of England. His writings reveal a
critique of the harmful influence of dogmatic and institutional Christianity. They also show
his nostalgia for a by-gone faith, as Schweik asserts: ‘Yet although Hardy became an agnostic,
he remained emotionally involved with the Church: many of his writings dramatize aspects of
the pernicious influence of religious doctrines or the ineffectuality of institutional Christianity,
but he could also evoke a wistful sense of the loss of an earlier, simpler faith’ (Schweik, 1999,
55-56). In other instances Hardy used biblical allusions to draw the character of many of his
folk in Far from the Madding Crowd, as in his portrayal of Gabriel Oak’s character: ‘Farmer
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Oak had one-and-half Christian characteristics too many to succeed with Bathsheba: his
humility and a superfluous moiety of honesty’ (Far from the Madding Crowd, 1965, 35).
Schweik shows how Hardy’s portrayal of the clerics in his novels aimed at
expressing the negative effects of Christian teaching. Hardy’s character sketch of the clerics
varies from the ‘fanatical text-painter in Tess’ (Schweik, 1999, 56), to the ironical portrayal
of Angel Clare’s brothers, denouncing their human frailties and vices (snobbery and
foolishness), questioning their competence for being righteous representatives of the Church.
Indeed, Hardy portrays the clergymen with overt enmity. Maybold in Under the Greenwood
Tree is a miser and a believer in class distinction, whereas Swancourt in A Pair of Blue Eyes
is depicted as a ‘social snob’ (Schweik, 1999, 56).
In 1922, Hardy suggested a need for a compromise between enlightened religion
which is the safeguard of humanity against perdition, and what Matthew Arnold described as
‘complete rationality, which must come’ (Arnold, 1960, 325). Hardy’s vision of an ideal
Church which aims at the moral edification of its followers, rather than appealing to their
sentiments with its ceremonial and ritualistic formalities, as the contemporary establishment
Church does, discloses an implicit conception of the vital role of his visionary Church,
implying that he did not lose hope in the emergence of an ideal Church, which is yet to come.
Thus I disagree with Schweik’s claim that unlike Matthew Arnold, the Victorian poet who
suggested poetry as an alternative moral guide to substitute for a no longer competent
Christian doctrine, Hardy did not suggest any alternative doctrine to replace his lost faith in
his novels (Schweik, 1999, 58). On the contrary, Hardy did suggest Positivism to replace the
dying Christian orthodoxy.
Schweik demonstrates that Hardy’s use of biblical allusions serves many purposes.
Sometimes they are used to illustrate the setting, which is the pervasive technique in Far from
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the Madding Crowd. At another level, Hardy’s negative attitude towards the clergymen of the
Church varies between sympathetic mockery in his early novels, such as Far from the
Madding Crowd, and open satire in his late novels such as Under the Greenwood Tree, A
Pair of Blue Eyes, Two on a Tower, and Tess of the d’Urbervilles.
In his book, Thomas Hardy: Distracted Preacher, Hands lists the Christian doctrines
that Hardy disparages in his novels. In A Laodicean, he says, Hardy is interested in criticizing
inherited faith and debates whether people should refuse such an enforced religious belonging,
as appears in Paula’s refusal to be baptized at her adulthood (Hands, 1989, 82). Hardy
cherishes work motivated by good will, and not necessarily ordained by orthodox faith
(Hands, 1989, 84). ‘Be rich in good works’, Hardy underlined in 1 Timothy VI, and in
January 1863 put a bracket beside Matthew VII, 20: ‘wherefore by their fruits ye shall know
them’ (Hands, 1989, 84). Hands draws a comparison between Thomas Hardy and Matthew
Arnold in their view that we should not express religion as pharisaic dogmatism (Hands,
1989, 85). He shows that Hardy belittles the belief of ‘justification by faith’, regarding it as
having small significance compared to practical charity (Hands, 1989, 85). We see it in Tess
of the D’Urbervilles, when society excludes Tess for being a fallen woman whereas her
seducer/ rapist Alec is forgiven for a sin he committed deliberately (Hands, 1989, 85).
Hands shows also how Hardy exploits food and drink to mark the incompetence of the
established Church in his novels. In the well-known scene at Weatherbury, in Far from the
Madding Crowd, Hardy draws a comparison between the shear-barn, the church and the
castle, portraying the first (the shear-barn), as a provider of the salvation to the body (Hands,
1989, 92). In the barn the shearers kneel in pursuit of their duties: ‘there are more ways than
one, Hardy might almost seem to suggest, of reverencing the Lamb’ (Hands, 1989, 92-93).
Hardy uses alcohol to condemn the corruption of the Church, by turning into some kind of
religious preaching auditoria (Hands, 1989, 94). ‘The workmen at a church near Gaymead in
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Jude put their rum bottle and rummers on the communion table’ (314); the Mellstock choir of
Under the Greenwood Tree consume their hot mead and bread and cheese in the church’s
gallery (55); and their counterparts in A Few Crusted Characters take a gallon of hot brandy
and beer into the afternoon service of the Sunday after Christmas, consuming it during the
Absolution (Hands, 1989, 94). By contrast, taverns serve as places for performing Christian
rituals. Hands writes: ‘Pubs serve as the settings for Baptist hymns in A Laodicean (65). A
psalm in The Mayor of Casterbridge (242) and a recitation of the Creed in Jude (142) are
clear evidences of the violation of Christian rituals’ (Hands, 1989, 94). Hardy opposed the
sentimentality that prevailed in the Church of England: ‘Religion, as a mere sentiment, is to
me a dream and a mockery’ (Hands, 1989, 97).
Hands argues that Hardy does not position Christianity as superior to other kinds of
belief in Wessex. In The Return of the Native, the church is almost deserted on the Heath:
‘Going to church, except to be married or buried, is ‘a very curious thing’ and altogether
‘exceptional’ (Hands, 1989, 89), the pagan rituals of the bonfire of winter equinox, the
burning effigies and inherent superstitions imply that there is a religion other than
Christianity in the Wessex landscape (Hands, 1989, 89). The novel shows that the heath men
felt that the relics of their pagan creed were less strict and authoritarian than the Christian
dogma which could not tolerate any liberty in sexual relations outside the framework of
marriage (Hands, 1989, 90). It is the stern dogma of Christianity and the social norms arising
from it that seals Tess’s fate.
Gose demonstrates the connection between evolution and anthropology in Tess of the
D’Urbervilles. He argues that certain images and incidents in the novel illustrate the
association of primitive rituals and the process of psychical evolution of Tess. The Chase, the
site where Alec’s seduction/rape of Tess occurs, is portrayed by Hardy as dating from
antiquity; and Tess is victim to primitive rituals of sacrifice in the novel (Gose, 1963, 263).
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Karl argues that Hardy’s purpose behind his manipulation of coincidence in his
writings is to condemn a malign universe in the sense that it is indifferent to the human
suffering: ‘His reliance on cosmic irony and chance occurrences of implausible events
bolstered his way of working; for a dependence on chance enabled him to touch his subject,
as it were, from the side and gave substance to his oblique attacks upon complacency,
deviation, and immoderation. Chance, in effect, was his weapon to strike through surface
reality to areas where the poetry of man offers resistance to the drab starkness of a malevolent
universe’ (Karl, 1960, 202). Collins argues that although Hardy allows Tess and Henchard to
be fatalistic about their accidental ordeals, Hardy was neither a fatalist nor a determinist, for
he did not leave his ‘characters helpless against the great battery of evolutional forces with
which he must deal’ (Collins, 1990, 102). Instead, he armed his characters with free will:
‘Darwinism may yet be countered by individualism, ‘chance and chancefulness’ and ‘by
adaptability’ (Collins, 1990, 102). However, in the bitter conflict of free will versus
predestination, the deterministic laws of chance, Darwinian nature and social constraints
always win out in Hardy’s novels suggesting Hardy’s tragic vision of life, a vision I contend
has to be set against sympathy for Positivism, especially in his later novels. I disagree with
Collins when she depicts Hardy’s universe as malign, because Hardy deemed the universe
apathetic to the human suffering, and it is only the universe’s capricious manipulation of
chance and accident that causes the ordeal of Hardy’s characters, despite their free will.
Gillian Beer traces Hardy’s embracing of Darwin’s theory of evolution which led
him to abandon his Christian orthodox faith to sometime in 1865. Beer posits that Hardy’s
acquaintance with Darwin influenced his vision of life, and his literary works. Hardy
incorporated the theory of evolution in the plots of his novels, handling the instinct of fear as
the ‘psychical evolution’ which created his plot: ‘The double sense of apprehension is crucial
for Hardy. It includes both the senses of fear and of awakening- and these senses are not
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opposed or disconnected. Though terror maybe an obliterative experience, fear makes keen. It
awakens thought and sensation. The self becomes alert, ready, yet passive. And this is very
much the situation created in the reader by the contradiction of plot and writing in Hardy’s
work’ (Beer, 2000, 221-222). As an evolutionary meliorist, Hardy endowed his protagonist in
Jude the Obscure with evolutionary meliorism, to reconcile the concrete existence of man
and the abstract ‘Immanent Will’ of Schopenhauer (Boris, 1992, 2). When in Jude the
Obscure Sue Bridehead expresses her grievance to Jude that ‘the Power had poured down its
wrath upon us’ (1965, 402), she demonstrates the oppressive power of the ‘Immanent Will’,
despite Jude’s evolutionary meliorism to survive the ‘lawless caprice’ of that ‘Power’ (Scott,
1960, 275). In Tess of the d’Urbervilles, Tess attains her Comtean altruism, which concurs
with Hardy’s evolutionary meliorism epistemologically (i.e. through her powers of
observation; of seeing and feeling) (Hyman, 1979, 182). Wright cites the influence of the
Comtean concept in the evolutionary role of time in Tess the d’Urbervilles and The Return of
the Native, as he refers to Hardy’s deployment of ‘the looped orbit of time’ (Wright, 1986,
211). Ultimately, Hardy endowed his protagonists with Positivist merits in order to
individualize their progressive role since Darwin’s theory of evolution marginalized the
significant role of the individual at the expense of the recognition of the role of the group.
Hardy’s Comtean protagonists are shown not as pawns at the hand of the capricious
‘Immanent Will’; rather, they struggle against it, and wield their weapons of evolutionary
meliorism and Comtean altruism Hardy armed them with. Therefore, Wright supports my
argument for Positivist elements in Hardy. However, I suggest that they were not a complete
substitute for Christian beliefs but were modified by Hardy’s rustic sense of life’s hardships.
Asquith argues that Hardy’s religious views underwent almost drastic changes
‘From his Evangelical fervour in the late 1850s through a period of doubt in the 1860s to an
atheism that promoted the contemporary critic Edmund Gosse to ask why Hardy “Should rise
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up. in the arable land of Wessex and shake his fist at his Creator”’ (Asquith, 2009, 1).
Asquith argues that Hardy’s novels are characterized by their negative view of Christianity
and their privileging of Hellenism over Hebraism (Asquith, 2009, 1). He also argues that
Hardy was always careful to draw a line ‘between faith and the way that it is organized
through religion’ (Asquith, 2009, 1). The spirituality of many of his characters springs not
from their Christianity, but from the more vital Hellenism with its liberal sexuality, which is
treated as sin in Christianity (Asquith, 2009, 1). ‘In Hardy’s Wessex Christianity fits easily
with pagan ceremonies such as the Club Walking’ (Asquith 2009, 1) because rural people, as
the narrator notes in Tess of the d’Urbervilles, ‘Retain in their souls far more of the pagan
fantasy of their remote forefathers than of systematized religion taught their race at later date’
(TDU, 1960, 134).
Asquith ascribes Hardy’s Hellenism to the influence of Matthew Arnold’s Culture
and Anarchy. In Hardy’s later novels the energy and spirit of the Pagan world are continually
contrasted with a Christian world of repression. In Jude the Obscure, for example, Sue
Bridehead continually characterizes Christianity as a faith full of taboos, encoded in ‘thou
shalt not’, seeing her sexual liberation with Jude as a return ‘to Greek joyousness’ (Asquith,
2009, 1). Hands also quotes Angel Clare as he says to his father: ‘It might have resulted far
better for mankind if Greece had been the source of the religion of modern civilization, and
not Palestine’ (TDU, 1960, 112). From the view of the Hellenistic Nature, Tess’s experience
of losing her virginity was justifiable as a natural and inevitable process, unlike the Hebraist
view, which offers Tess no redemption but social condemnation and excommunication from
the Church. In this respect, Bonaparte argues that the scene of the execution of Tess is
evocative of the crucifixion, not to suggest the concept of Christian sacrifice, but to hint that
Tess was victimized by the wrong norms both religious and social (Bonaparte, 2011, 415). I
agree with Asquith’s depiction of Hardy’s inclination to Hellenism against Hebraism in his
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novels, and see this as consistent with his adopting the more human-centered theology of a
positivist Christianity. But in later works, Hardy also questions the adequacy of Hellenism as
a substitute for Christianity.
Dolin and Widdowson argue of the relationship between Nature and spirit in Hardy’s
novels that:
The spirit leaves traces in Nature, but Nature leaves its material traces in the human,
however much the Angel Clare and postmodernists of this world may baulk at the fact.
This is most obvious in the body, which is the material base of the human, and which
is (though many now repress the fact) a natural, material object in the world. But the
language of the spirit, of desire, is constrained, deflected, sometimes scrambled or
obliterated by the very matter which allows it to become articulate (Dolin and
Widdowson, 2004, 20).
Both Dolin and Widdowson agree with Hardy on his perception of anthropomorphic
attributes of Nature and its interaction with the theme and characters of the three novels
which will be examined in this thesis, Far from the Madding Crowd, Tess of the
d’Urbervilles and The Return of the Native. I support Dolin and Widdowson’s observations
on the organic relationship between Nature and characters in Hardy’s novels, but they ignore
the adverse role of Nature embodied by Egdon Heath in The Return of the Native, and how it
shapes their lives and casts their fortunes, dooming any sign of rebelliousness against the
grandeur of the Heath. To counterpoise the notorious impact of Egdon Heath on the life and
fate of the heath men, Hardy endowed his protagonist, Clym, with evolutionary meliorism
and Positivist philanthropy and altruism and assigned him the task of leading his society to
spiritual fulfillment.
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In her article, ‘Natural history and the Novel: Dilatoriness and Length and the
Nineteenth-Century of Everyday Life’, King uses the example of Jane Austen’s Emma to
illustrate the significance of the length and function of observation of nature in Victorian
novels. King argues that Austen – as all other Victorian novelists – captured the pause of time
in her novels to portray natural processes and phenomena with the purpose of observation
which aspired to be a spiritual and even theological meditation on nature. King could not rule
out that the possibility of such observation of nature would slow down the rhythm of the
narrative. Nevertheless, she suggests that this technique was used also with the purpose of
keeping both the protagonist and the reader in anticipation; the former to reach his goal and
the latter to reach the end of the book (King, 2009, 460). King aims to unfold the forgotten
origins of these descriptive techniques which have been so long related to the narrative and
plot (King, 2009, 461). She ascribes such descriptive practices to ‘natural theology’; i.e., the
practice of observing natural phenomena which mounts up to some kind of worshipping of
nature which is one of the major manifestations of the Romantic school in the eighteenth
century, rather than for the author’s self-indulgence or the reader’s diversion. When King’s
premise is applied to Thomas Hardy’s novels it may subvert the allegations made by critics
like Beer, Hands and Collins that Hardy had lost his religious faith after his acquaintance
with Darwin’s theory of evolution and his book on The Origin of Species, of which Hardy
declared himself to be one of its first exponents. On the contrary, the descriptive scenes of
nature in Hardy’s novels may entail the possibility of Hardy’s performing his rituals of
natural theology.
In his critique of The Return of the Native Goode suggests that: ‘Indeed the novel is
generally rebuked for falling into the gap [i.e. the gap engendered from Hardy’s aspiration of
the universality of his literature, but he fell into some kind of mediocrity] Hardy does not
seem able to decide about the attitude he wants us to take to his protagonists – is Eustacia, for
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example, a romantic rebel or a silly provincial little girl whose idea of life is a shopping trip
to Budmouth? Nor does he mediate the individual experience with the sense of community
we find in Far from the Madding Crowd: it seems to be a novel nakedly confronting ‘the
march of mind’” (Goode, 1988, 38). When Goode appraises The Return of the Native as ‘the
most thematically ambitious novel he [Hardy] has yet attempted by a very long way’, he adds:
‘and yet it seems to lead us nowhere. No amount of rereading can make the three novels
which follow it anything but bad novels which would not be read if Hardy had not written
them. At precisely the point when you would expect Hardy, having reached his mid-forties
and achieved a certain reputation, to be at the height of his career, he goes through an eightyear period during which his best work is a few powerful scenes, some brilliant ideas and a
handful of short stories’ (Goode, 1988, 39).
It can be seen from the above that although Hardy lost his faith in Christian dogma,
he did not dismiss God from his novels, but this is a capricious Hebraist God, ruling a
universe indifferent to human suffering. Indeed, some of his critics remarked on the conflict
between Hebraism and Hellenism in his novels, concluding that although Hebraism wins out
over Hellenism, Hardy’s Hellenist characters win the sympathy and pity of the readers. In
contrast, Hardy’s detractors criticize his daring attack on God and his fall into a state of
mediocrity in writing his novels.
The thesis requires the researcher to work in Victorian literature, its social context,
and to examine how critical views of Hardy have changed over time. Recent developments
have changed the ways we look at Victorian literary texts. The twentieth century witnessed
the emergence of various schools of literary criticism. Some of them focused on the historical
and religious approaches of the literary text, as discussed in Gilmour’s The Victorian Period;
the Intellectual and Cultural Context of English Literature: 1830-1890. Other schools like
Russian Formalists and New Criticism focused on the objective interpretation of the literary
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text, regardless of any historical, religious, social or philosophical surroundings the text may
potentially refer to. The Relativist school leaves the job of literary criticism entirely up to the
reader’s own subjective interpretation. I am going to employ a mix of close reading of
primary texts, contextual historical reading, and biographical criticism, using Hardy’s own
letters and statements.
Hirsch is typical of many critics of Victorian literature in the way he reads novelistic
technique as an indication of the writer’s attitudes to the intellectual movements of the
historical period. King views the technique of observation of nature in the Victorian novel as
a ritual of worshipping nature. The technique of stirring the emotions of the readers by the
novelist aiming to draw the readers’ attention to his themes and vision, by creating a sense of
sensation in the reader has its share in this essay. The technique of interrupted narrative
focuses on the novelist’s aim, through the narrator, to squeeze his own conception of
magnifying the provincially topographical significance of the Wessex landscape of his setting,
with the purpose of universalizing the magnitude of the suffering of his characters. While all
the above-mentioned approaches apply to the thesis (Thomas Hardy and his religious views
after the alleged loss of his faith), they yield different outcomes.
In his book, Interpreting the Text, Newton argues that the whole process of literary
interpretation is in debate in twentieth-century criticism (Newton, 1990, 11). He draws on the
study of a parallel discipline to that of literature, that of the study of religious texts. Textual
interpretation of religion preceded and led to the principal debates on literary criticism.
‘Hermeneutics’, the theory of interpretation was applied first in the interpretation of religious
texts. According to Newton, cultures were formulated by the prevalence of specific
interpretations of the world, and cultures deteriorated when these interpretations failed to
endure the existence of alternative interpretations. Metaphorically speaking, orthodox
Christianity sharply declined in the Victorian age which was an age of secular science and of
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a rising spirit of enquiry, because it failed to explain the Scriptural supernatural accounts and
anecdotes about the creation of man and the universe on scientific bases (Newton, 1990, 11).
In modern times scientific discoveries and scientific rationalism displaced the
interpretations of religious texts for the sake of the interpretations of the new ideology, which
is that of scientific rationalism, although science by itself could not create debate on the large
cultural scale apart from literature, unlike religion whose influence declined in the Western
society. Consequently this led to a ‘cultural vacuum’ (Newton, 1990, 11). This cultural
vacuum caused the shift of interpretation debate from science to literature, since the core of
the former is based on data and documented concrete facts, thus science could not undergo
much interpretation.
I.A. Richards was a pioneer of New Criticism. Richards believed that literature played
a leading role of moral guide in the West, displacing both the eclipsed influence of religion
and the amoral role of emerging Science, as he argues in his essay ‘Poetry and beliefs’ first
published in Science and Poetry in 1926 and following Matthew Arnold’s essays (Newton,
1990, 12). Richards draws the boundaries of what he calls the realm of ‘emotive utterance’,
which embraces the inhabitancy of human beings (Newton, 1990, 13), to define literature. By
‘emotive utterance’ Richards means the words and expressions uttered by people out of their
emotional reactions to certain experiences and situations, denoting it as ‘pseudo-statement’.
Newton holds that Richards’ New Criticism dismisses science from the realm of ‘pseudostatement’ since science deals with truths and factual reality and equates religion with
domains such as ethics and metaphysics since they occupy a common realm of abstractness,
thus, they share the same low level of ‘pseudo-statement’ (Newton, 1990, 13). Newton sees
Richards as arguing that in the past religion exploited both metaphysics and ethics to prove
religious truths, thus, religion occupies along with metaphysics and ethics a common realm of
abstractness. This critical trend represents the dismissal of domains such as religion, science,
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ethics and metaphysics outside the realm of criticism, where literature occupies it fittingly. It
is a more modern sense of a technology of literary study devoid of moral intent that goes
back to critically inspect the attitudes of Victorian texts once uncritically accepted as properly
ennobling. Hence, since the literary text is such an ambiguous, subjective thing, we can
determine possible meanings. We need to look to contexts, autobiography/ social ideas to
deeply explore an author’s mind.
There are some features in common between the schools of Russian Formalists and
the New Criticism. Both of the schools emphasized the integral indivisibility of form and
content in a literary text. This raises the question: if the Victorian writer-critic saw form as a
means to the end of conveying moral content to the reader, then seeing form and content as
indivisible makes for a different approach to what we read and what we read for. The critical
focus of the two aforementioned schools was viewing the literary text as an object of
interpretation, discarding ‘the intention of the author or the psychology of the reader’
(Newton, 1990, 15). The difference between the two schools is that the New Critics
conceived of meaning (or content) as a pseudo-statement with ‘unique semantic functions’
beyond paraphrase, whereas the Russian Formalists viewed form as superseding meaning in
critical significance (Newton, 1990, 15).
My own project takes part in the shift of focus in literary criticism of Victorian
literature in the twentieth century. If we go with the New Critical Formalist idea that content
is manifest in form and technique, and that the text is all, then Hardy’s repeated biblical
allusions and metaphors must lead us to the conclusion that he remained interested in
conventional Christian, Victorian orthodoxy. However, other aspects of Victorian studies (the
ones that look at historical context, intellectual movements, and so on, and which also take in
examination of non-literary texts) lead us to conclude Hardy was not immune to the science
and scepticism of his times, and require a fuller reading of the novels in context to bring out
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the nuances, contradictions and ambiguities of thought and feeling that many critics like
Hands, Schweik and Collins see as typical of that period. It can be seen from the above that
by applying the critical approaches of both schools to Thomas Hardy’s novels, we can see a
struggle going on between ongoing attachment to and critical distance from the church and
infer the influence on Hardy of Darwin’s book The Origin of Species. Moreover, according to
the critical criteria of both schools, Hardy’s novels should be relegated to the level of typical
Victorian tragedies written with a rather exceptional creativity, ignoring the premise that
these novels transcend their provincial borders both in setting and theme to address man’s
daily suffering in a universe devoid of providence.
If one adopts a relativist approach to the novels of Thomas Hardy as Hirsch’s critique
implies (Hirsch, 1967, 8), it would almost entirely be up to the reader to pass critical
judgement as subjective opinion. As far as the thesis question is concerned, the reader could
label Hardy as a devout Christian believer, a deist, an agnostic, or an atheist. But using
Hirsch’s theory that meaning is a fixed ‘historical phenomenon’ that is related to the writer’s
intention, allows us to work with a range of evidence to arrive at some more viable
judgement about the truth of an author’s beliefs.
This thesis, in discussing Hardy’s feelings as well as his intellectual points in relation
to religion, is informed by Richards’ definition of literature as ‘emotive utterance’. This and
psychoanalytic literary theory allow the view that Hardy was aware – though intuitively – of
the relationship between emotion and the force of fiction, and that we therefore can infer an
authorial attitude from representations in the text. Therefore, he manipulated his outstanding
creativity to mobilize the emotions of his readers, their sympathy towards the vicissitudes and
tragic ends of his protagonists, and to draw the readers’ attention to the Christian dogma
which failed to save and redeem his protagonists I should add that I do not propose to employ
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psychoanalytic theory in this thesis, but rather work with available documents in a more
formalist manner.
In his later novels, Tess of the d’Urbervilles, The Return of the Native and Jude the
Obscure Hardy concluded that neither Christianity nor any other doctrine were able to
provide man with spiritual relief from his daily suffering, nor redemption (De Laura, 1967,
381). However, the tradition of interrupted narrative emphasized the premise that Hardy did
not completely lose hope in the emergence of a visionary church that would aim at the moral
edification of its followers, rather than fascinating them with ceremonial formalities.
A historical and religious approach suggests that Hardy did lose his faith in
Christianity after his acquaintance with Darwin’s The Origin of Species. Russian Formalism
and New Criticism, whose focus is the objective interpretation of the literary text only, allow
for the belief that Hardy remained a devout Christian, owing to his abundant use of biblical
allusions and imagery in the form of his novels. Hirsch’s critical theory of a fixed ‘historical
phenomenon’ governing the meaning related to the writer’s intention may support the thesis
topic. Applying this theory would indicate that Hardy’s observation of nature made him a
romantic pagan. However, when the criterion of the force of emotion in fiction is applied to
Hardy, it strengthens the assumption that he manipulates his readers’ emotions to lead them
to his tragic and universal vision of heroic man in a universe devoid of providence. Part of
this heroic endeavour derives from Hardy’s subscription to Comte’s Positivist Religion of
Humanity. Although it could be argued that Hardy grows more fatalistic as he ages, there is a
clear and persistent line through all his works demonstrating his significant subscription to
positivist ideals. I have merely arranged the texts to highlight this more clearly.
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CHAPTER TWO

Religious Representations in Far from the Madding Crowd

This chapter aims to support the thesis claim that although Hardy had lost his
religious faith on the intellectual level, he remained emotionally attached to the Evangelical
Church. Moreover, following the loss of his religious faith intellectually, as early as 1859, he
kept looking for alternative religions, such as Nature, food and drink, until he embraced the
Positivist philosophy with its Religion of Humanity. In this chapter I will discuss the traces of
agnosticism in some of Hardy’s poems as supportive of the premise of Hardy’s loss of
dogmatic faith. The theme of the providential role of fate will be argued in the analysis of Far
from the Madding Crowd. I will argue that the moral role of fate in this novel does not
necessarily indicate that Hardy was optimistic about fate. Hardy’s versatile use of biblical
allusions will be discussed in this chapter as proof of his emotional attachment to Christianity.
Hardy’s concept of love will also be discussed in this chapter, as well as how Hardy armed
his characters with free will and realistic potential in contrast to their biblical counterparts.
Hardy’s poetry provides another perspective on his fluctuating religious beliefs. In
‘God’s Funeral’, for example, the surface meaning of the poem suggests his emotional
devoutness. Although Hardy uses words such as ‘loving-kindness’ and ‘long suffering’, with
biblical resonances, he sows the seeds of his intellectual scepticism about the dogmatic belief
in God, as Rimmer suggests. Hardy depicts the mourners in this poem, who ‘lie down liegely
at the eventide/ And feel a blest assurance he was there’ (XI) in an echo of ‘the last verse of
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Psalm 4, often used as an evening prayer’ (Rimmer, 2006, 21). Nevertheless, Hardy’s poem
has an undertone of the poet’s perception of the anachronism of God, when the poem refers
to the past (by-gone) existence of God in ‘he was there’ (Rimmer, 2006, 21). As we shall see
in Tess of the d’Urbervilles, the narrator laments the absence of God from Heaven, ‘God’s
not in his Heaven: all’s wrong with the world’ (TDU, 1960, 324). In a similar context, the
theme of ‘God’s Funeral’ suggests submission to the idea of God’s death by making the
speaker join the mourners. However, the speaker in the poem follows the mourners as if he
were mesmerized and helpless: ‘mechanically’, ‘dazed’ and ‘puzzled’ (Rimmer, 2006, 22),
which echoes Jude’s comparison of mead and creed in their intoxicating effect, on the
weddings of himself and his cousin: ‘I was made drunk to do it. You were the same. I was
gin-drunk; you were creed drunk. Either form of intoxication takes away the nobler vision’
(Jude the Obscure, 1965, 395). The closure of the poem presents the corpse as an irrefutable
evidence of God’s death, as Rimmer suggests (Rimmer, 2006, 22). The dead deity assumes
various figures; ‘from a “man-like” shape’ to an ‘amorphous cloud of marvellous size, /At
times endowed with wings of glorious range’ (III) (Rimmer, 2006, 22). In short, Hardy’s
poem endorses the poet’s belief in the past existence yet the absence of God from His Heaven.
This is consistent with Hardy’s view of the universe as being devoid of Providence, since
God is not in His Heaven, and it is up to the poet, i.e. the speaker of the poem along with
mourners, to imagine the shape of God depending on His [i.e. the deceased God’s] corpse and
the intoxicating orthodox mystical belief in Him, as it haunts their fantasies.
Thomas Hardy’s deployment of fate and chance in his novels promotes an interesting
study of his own views of the universe and the dispensation of fortune. In Far from the
Madding Crowd chance plays a vital role as an agent mobilized by Providence. This can be
seen when Bathsheba by pure chance passes by Oak’s cottage to discover that the ventilators
have been shut down, and Oak is nearly dying from suffocation and she saves his life. The
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second scene which signifies moral chance is when Oak notices – accidentally – that
Bathsheba’s ricks are on fire and leads the extinguishing operation. These incidents are
consistent with the literary genre of this novel (morality novel), which compels Hardy to
exploit fate and chance to bring about poetic justice. The happy ending of the novel is also
consistent with this genre.
The theme of a providential universe is arguably exclusive to this novel, for in
Hardy’s later novels such as Jude the Obscure, Hardy reached a conclusion that neither
‘Providence or love of God directed the universe’ (The Life and Work of Thomas Hardy,
Millgate, 1984, 364).1 Hardy’s view of the universe is mentioned in Millgate’s The Life and
Work of Thomas Hardy: ‘The natural world was a set of “nicely balanced forces”’, explicable
in scientific terms of cause and effect; the universe was neutral and indifferent to man. In
short, Hardy’s view of the neutrality and indifference of the universe in this novel is
consistent with his later statement, ‘The Cause of Things’, he wrote in 1920, ‘is neither moral
or immoral, but unmoral: “loveless and hateless” I have called it, “which neither good nor
evil knows”’ (quoted in Millgate, 1984, 441).
Before writing this novel, Hardy read Comte’s Positive philosophy in 1870 (Millgate,
1984, 79). The influence of Comte’s book on Hardy was so evident that the critics of Far
from the Madding Crowd attributed it to George Eliot (Millgate, 1984, 100). Hardy’s
portrayal of Gabriel Oak’s character as a paradigm of the Positivist protagonist informs us of
Hardy’s affiliation with Positivist beliefs. Oak’s progressive merits of leading and protecting
his community safely against natural disasters reflect the Positivist belief of self-sacrifice.
Equilibrium is one of the themes of Far From the Madding Crowd (Southerington
1971, 33). The novel also includes the theme of the unattainable love of Gabriel Oak and
Bathsheba, the theme of poetic justice where finally good is rewarded and evil is punished,
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and the characterization where the sketch of each character is drawn with social and religious
temperance. There are two exceptions to this thematic pattern: Troy’s philandering and social
climbing tendency, and Boldwood’s hereditary mental instability. 1 This equilibrium was
intended by Hardy to accomplish the happy ending of the novel, since it is a providential
novel. Even the relationship of characters and Nature is generally harmonious, except for the
incidents of the furious storm and fire, which are tamed safely by Oak and his crew, without
causing any catastrophic consequences. This equilibrium and reconciliation of man to fate is
badly disturbed in Hardy’s later novels. As Southerington says, ‘It has been almost
unanimously agreed that Hardy’s tragedies are of Fate rather than tragedies of character’
(Southington, 1971, 33). However, in Hardy’s later novels, the roles of Fate and character are
not incompatible, for in these novels Hardy manipulated Fate as human-made.
As we saw above, Hardy’s controversial relationship with the Bible and the Scriptures
after the loss of his religious faith on the intellectual level has engaged his major critics.
Rimmer argues that Hardy’s relationship to the Bible and the Book of Common Prayer is
complex. Hardy’s scriptural allusions entail both Hardy’s intellectual movement away from
the church and his continued emotional attachment to it. In 1890, Hardy wrote that: ‘I have
been looking for God 50 years, and I think that if he had existed I should have discovered
him’ (quoted in Millgate, 1984, 430), although Rimmer believes that Hardy’s note is
evidence of his retaining faith in a Supreme Being (Rimmer, 2006, 20), notwithstanding the
surface meaning which may imply his agnosticism. Rimmer’s premise concurs with
Schweik’s when the latter interprets Hardy’s multi-connotation usage of biblical references.

1 Also there is no extremity in the events of the novel, excep.t for Fanny’s tragic death and Boldwood’s
murdering of Troy, although the latter incident flows as a logical consequence of Boldwood’s violent reaction to
the sudden reappearance of Troy, and consequently the thwarting of Boldwood’s scheme of courting Bathsheba.
As for the former incident, it illustrates Troy’s villainy and his ill will of manipulating the two women in his life,
Fanny Robin and Bathsheba Everdene, the former to satisfy his sexual desire, whilst the latter satisfies his vice
of betting on horse-racing.
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Hardy’s relationship with orthodox Christianity was acquired through inculcation and
not as an intellectual conviction. The nostalgic influence of these memories had a significant
impact on Hardy’s artistic genius. Although it was very characteristic for Victorian artists to
use biblical allusions in their works, as a ‘habit of mind’, it is Hardy’s usage of biblical
allusions for multi-layered implications that distinguishes him from his Victorian
contemporaries.
Far from the Madding Crowd can be viewed as an innovative version of a pastoral
novel, more than realistic nature, not Wordsworthian, not a pastoral idyll but nature that can
be bountiful and rewarding at times, but also boisterous, furious, and threatening the
livelihood of the Arcadian or rustic peasants. As Squires argues in ‘Far from the Madding
Crowd as Modified Pastoral’, that the novel remains pastoral by reflecting Hardy’s nostalgia
for a rural world, and by idealizing the aesthetic values of the country rather than depicting its
‘coarseness’ (Squires, 1970, 299). Hardy’s later novels such as Tess of the D’Urbervilles, The
Return of the Native and Jude the Obscure are characterized by the tragic conflict between
the protagonists, Tess, Eustacia and Jude and an indifferent universe. Far from the Madding
Crowd is an exception to this bleak vision. Hardy’s choice of the pastoral compelled him to
commit himself to a narrative pattern in which poetic justice is fulfilled, good is rewarded and
evil is punished. The role of fate is providential in this novel, as Elliott tells us. 2 However,
this is not evidence of Hardy’s intellectual conviction about providential fate but rather
because of the generic constraints of the pastoral form. Hardy adopts an agnostic view in this
novel despite its being richly endowed with biblical allusions. Fate allows for ups and downs
and these elements balance in a manner allowing for but not demanding a governing divinity.
As far as establishment Church beliefs go, however, Hardy is more clearly critical.
2 ‘Nor, we should, remember, is fate always inimical in this novel. Joseph Poorgrass acknowledges ‘a happy
Providence’ despite all his and other people’s ‘calamities’ (FMC, 1965, 72), and if Gabriel Oak had a malignant
star, it was ‘assuredly setting fast’ (FMC, 1965, 380), (Elliott, 1966, 10).
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It is Hardy’s critique of the establishment Church that makes him describe the
function of the Shearing-Barn as more long-lasting than that of the church of Weatherbury:
One could say about this barn, what could hardly be said of either the church
or the castle, akin to it in age and style, that the purpose which had dictated
its original erection was the same with that to which it was still applied.
Unlike and superior to either of two typical remnants of medievalism, the old
barn embodied practices which had suffered no mutilation at the hand of time.
(FMC, 1965, 164-165)
Hardy contrasts this with the function of the church:
The Lancelot windows the time-eaten arch-stones and chamfers, the
orientation of the axis, the misty chestnut work of the rafters, referred to no
exploded fortifying art or worn-out religious creed. The defense and
salvation of the body by daily bread is still a study, a religion, and a desire
(FMC, 1965, 164-165).
According to Hardy, the church in general had been deformed by the influence of time, and it
represented a concrete monument of almost obsolete religious creed. On the other hand, the
Shearing-Barn represents a monument and provider of a still valid means of survival, which
is ‘daily bread’ and ‘salvation of the body’ (FMC, 1965, 165). Dalziel asserts the premise that
Hardy was consistent in his denunciation of orthodox Christianity on the intellectual level
after 1859: ‘Paradoxically, however, what is most striking about Hardy’s “non-Hardyan”
sermon is that even as it foregrounds the fundamental shift in his religious beliefs it also
demonstrates that his central preoccupations remained unchanged through his entire life’
(Dalziel, 2006, 13).
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Because it is a providential novel, Far from the Madding Crowd does not reflect
Hardy’s shift towards a tragic vision of life. Nor does it imply that Hardy was optimistic in
his view on fate and consequently a devout orthodox Christian. However, the ongoing ties to
a pastoral world make this stability possible, as Williams argues: ‘Of all his novels [Far
From the Madding Crowd] are the most optimistic and positive. The tensions, far greater than
those in Under the Greenwood Tree, are still contained and harmoniously resolved in the end’
(Williams, 1972, 130).
Hardy has modified the art of Pastoral by dramatizing and realising it, and thus he
breaks away from the traditional Arcadian setting of never-never land. Nevertheless, Hardy
still adheres to the central theme of city-country contrast. In this novel, evil is imported to
Weatherbury, as it is embodied by Sergeant Troy, the Londoner. By portraying Troy as the
urban villain, Hardy attempts to preserve the rural moral purity and serenity against the
double and even crooked standards of the city dwellers. What is unconventional about Far
from the Madding Crowd as a pastoral tale is its undertone of a realistic rural detail; ‘sheep
die, storms threaten, shepherds have misfortunes both amorous and pastoral’ (Squires, 1970,
299). The rustics are ignorant, and their emotional entanglements are genuinely, humanly
passionate and flawed. Oak and Boldwood fall in love with Bathsheba Everdene, who rejects
them both and falls for the allures of Troy. As Squires argues, the literary genre of Pastoral
has undergone a variety of definitions, according to the elements of the Pastoral genre the
scholar focuses upon (Squires, 1970, 300). The mercurial nature of the genre caused one
writer to lament that ‘there are as many definitions as there are critics of pastoral’ (Magowan,
1964, 331). Greg, in his standard historical study Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama (1906),
defines pastoral in terms of its fundamental city-country contrast:
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What does appear to be a constant element in the pastoral as known to
literature is the recognition of a contrast, implicit or expressed between
pastoral life and some complex type of civilization (Greg, 1959, 4)
Hardy conforms to the above-mentioned definition, as his narrator states in the novel: ‘God
was palpably present in the country, and the devil had gone with the world to town’ (FMC,
1965, 163). In his book entitled Some Versions of Pastoral Empson argues that the pastoral
tradition has undergone several transformations beyond its significant Renaissance
flourishing (Empson, 1935, 23). Empson endeavours to display in his various works ‘the
ways in which the pastoral process of putting the complex into the simple’ have been adopted
in English literature (Empson, 1935, 23). Empson draws the outline of the Pastoral that
applies to different Pastoral works by adopting this simple formula of ‘putting the complex
into the simple’ as the basic thematic structure of the Pastoral. Nevertheless, Empson
succeeds in widening the scope of pastoral (Empson, 1935, 23).
In his introduction to the Anthology of English Pastoral Poetry (1952), Frank
Kermode enlarges earlier concepts of pastoral. He defines pastoral as ‘literature which deals
with rural life’ (Kermode, 1952, 15). Squires argues that both Kermode and Greg share the
same major focus on the incongruity between the urban and the rural: the latter is
characterized by purity, innocence, endurance and cherished still valid values of morality
(Squires, 1970, 301). In his book Elizabethan Poetry (1952), Smith views the pastoral as
‘inherently a criticism of life’ in the English Renaissance (Smith, 1952, 57). Smith argues
that the Renaissance pastoral aimed to represent rural life at its best moral ideal. Renaissance
pastoral writers did so by imbibing the traditional concept ‘of a Golden Age of simplicity and
innocence’ (Squires, 1970, 301) by permeating the Renaissance pastoral with the conditions
of the Golden Age:
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One was a criticism of life by means of adopting the point of view of its
simplest and purest elements; the other was a criticism, of the present way
of life by means of describing an ideal past (Smith, 1952, 14).
This critique of the urban life is set by drawing a contrast between the naïve, humble and
innocent life of the rural on the one hand, and the life of the urban which is characterized by
vanity, affectation, complexity and lack of serenity on the other hand (Squires, 1970, 301).
Squires argues that although Far from the Madding Crowd satirizes the vices and evils of
urbanity as viewed against the good life of the rural, the novel is far too complex to fall under
this general definition of the pastoral novel (1970, 301).
In sum, the essential theme of the pastoral, i.e. the city-country contrast, remained
intact despite the variations in use of the form noted by critics, and that substantiates and
justifies Hardy’s adhesion to the pastoral tradition. However, Hardy rather modified the
traditional pastoral both in form and content. As for the setting, he portrayed Nature as being
boisterous at times, and animated and pathetic at other times, to reflect his vision of the
existence of religions other than orthodox Christianity, such as the religion of Nature. As for
the theme, although he basically committed his novel to the afore-mentioned basic generic
theme of the pastoral, he conveyed to the reader his critique of establishment Church by
contrast with his plausible Positivist Church and its Religion of Humanity. In this context,
Squires argues that Magowan’s definition of pastoral is derived from the ‘ideas expressed by
Smith and Poggioli: pastoral is a narrative form seeking to project within certain arbitrary
limits [of time and space] a vision of the good life’ (Magowan, 1964, 333). In his definition
of the genre of the pastoral, Magowan emphasizes that:
The idea that pastoral is fundamentally “an art of perspective,” or, an art
demanding a proper distance between the pastoral retreat and the urban
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narrator’s vision of this retreat, so that narrator’s vision of the good life is
meaningful for himself (Magowan, 1964, 334)
In other words, Hardy manipulated the requirements of the pastoral genre, of the
momentarily imaginative retirement of the pastoral writer from the urban life and his reorientation to the rural, in order to deploy his own views on the fading establishment church
and thus suggesting its more durable alternative, which is the Positivist church.
In Far from the Madding Crowd, Hardy modernized the traditional pastoral tale by
adding some occasional ordeals that would disturb the organic harmony of Nature and man.
Examples are the sudden death of Gabriel Oak’s flock of sheep by falling into the deep chalk
pit, Bathsheba’s sheep dying from bloating with clover, and also Bathsheba’s ricks catching
fire, and her ricks being endangered by a storm. Furthermore, Hardy engrafted his novel with
tragic elements: the deplorable death of Fanny Robin and her infant, the aesthetically
grotesque incident of Boldwood’s shooting Troy dead and the melodramatically happy
ending of bringing about the reunion of Bathsheba and Oak through marriage. Moreover,
Hardy transformed the stereotypic characters of the traditional pastoral tale – acting as a
chorus or pageantry – into intricate characters, especially Bathsheba, whose character
develops throughout the novel.
Squires notes that Hardy derived the title Far from the Madding Crowd from Thomas
Gray’s ‘Elegy Written in a country Churchyard’ (1759), where Gray commends the rustics
for living ‘Far from the Madding Crowd’s ignoble strife’ and in ‘the cool sequester’d vale of
life’ (Squires, 1970, 304). The very title of the novel suggests the writer’s alienation though
temporarily from the urban life with its speedily harrowing rhythm of life and its complex
and even insincere standards. Hardy commented in his preface to this novel that: we have
escaped the city for ‘the horizons and landscapes of a partly real, partly dream-country’
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(FMC, 1965, vi). Squires argues that in this novel Hardy uses ‘his remarkable aesthetic
technique of the antique and static in drawing the settings and norms of life of the characters’.
Squires draws attention to the activities and duties performed by the peasants:
In this remote setting we find that the ancient occupation of sheep-raising
and its attendant rural tasks are still pursued. Lambing, washing the sheep,
grinding the shears, shearing the sheep, the shearing-supper and
entertainment (Squires, 1970, 304).
As Schweik also asserts, ‘many Old and New Testament references enhance the ambiance of
timeless antiquity which is one of that novel’s most important aesthetic features’ (Schweik,
1999, 56). This suggests that the rustics were untainted by the evils of industrialism by being
associated with antiquity. Brilliantly, Hardy depicts the antiquity of Weatherbury: ‘In
comparison with cities, Weatherbury was immutable. The citizen’s Then is the rustic’s Now’,
and ‘Ten generations failed to alter the turn of a single phrase’ (FMC, 1965, 166). Hardy’s
aesthetic technique of timeless antiquity is used in this novel to suggest that Weatherbury is
protected by its belief in the Holy Scriptures, a belief which aligns with Hands’ interpretation,
which will be discussed later in this chapter. Hardy emphasizes the antiquity of Weatherbury
to suggest that this setting is in harmony with his notion, to stick emotionally to his old side
of faith, without following the new doctrines. Later in this chapter, I will discuss the
interpretations and implications of Hardy’s use of biblical allusions for a variety of artistic
and intellectual purposes.
In his comment on the life of the rustics in his novel, Hardy expresses his critique of
encroaching industrialism upon the rural world:
The change at the root of this novel has been the recent supplanting of the
class of stationary cottagers, who carried on the local traditions and humours,
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by a population of more or less migratory labourers, which has led to a break
of continuity in local history, more fatal than any other thing to the
preservation of legend, folk-lore, close inter-social relations, and eccentric
individualities. For these the indispensable conditions of existence are
attachment to the soil of one particular spot by generation after generation
(FMC, 1965, vii).
Hardy thus nostalgically affirms the ancient existence of the shearing-barn by comparing it to
the church:
They sheared in the great barn, called for the nonce of the Shearing-barn,
which on ground-plan resembled a church with transepts. It not only
emulated the form of the parish, but vied with it in antiquity (FMC, 1965,
164).
As for the characterization, Gabriel is Hardy’s exemplary positivist character, or his natureordained priest. Squires argues that the whole plot of the novel revolves round Gabriel, as
much as the central theme of the novel revolves round the love of Bathsheba by her three
suitors: Oak, Boldwood and Troy (Squires, 1970, 104). Elliott asserts that Oak’s very name
informs his main virtues: ‘strength, bluntless, constancy, and, these, as well as his gentleness
and selflessness’ (Elliott, 1966, 17). Hardy depicts Oak thus:
And from a quiet modesty that would have become a vestal which seemed
continually to impress upon him that he had no great claim on the world’s
room, Oak walked unassumingly, and with a faintly perceptible bend, yet
distant from the bowing of shoulders (FMC, 1965, 3).
Hardy describes Oak’s successful business management in the following terms:
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During the twelvemonth preceding this time he had been enabled by
sustained efforts of industry and chronic good spirits to lease the small
sheep-farm of which Norcombe Hill was a portion, and stock it with two
hundred sheep (FMC, 1965, 10-11).
This passage suggests that in a pastoral world, good will and hard work are economically
rewarding. Hardy depicts Oak’s dedication to the trade of shepherding:
Previously he had been a bailiff for a short time, and earlier still shepherd
only, having from his childhood assisted his father in tending the flocks of
large proprietors, till old Gabriel sank to rest (FMC, 1965, 11).
Hands reminds us that Oak’s first name, Gabriel is a derivative from Hebrew:
‘Gabriel’s Christian name is Hebrew for man of God’ (Hands, 1989, 63). He also suggests
that Oak’s career as a shepherd has the religious implication of a pastor, ‘and his occupation
as a shepherd must have possessed religious as well as Classical connotations for the
Victorian reader’ (Millgate, 1982, 152). Another quality that Hardy endows his protagonist
(Gabriel Oak) which is stoicism:
Yet, although if occasion demanded he could do or think with as mercurial
a dash as can the men of towns who are more to the manner born, his
special power, morally, physically, and mentally, was static, owing little or
nothing to momentum as a rule (FMC, 1965, 11).
Oak is a survivor in that realm of the pastoral and he is a protector of the folk against natural
disasters, such as in his salvage of Bathsheba’s ricks of crops from fire and storm: ‘The fire
began to get worsted, and Gabriel’s elevated position being no longer required of him, he
made as if to descend’ (FMC, 1965, 53). ‘Gabriel took the key, without waiting to hear the
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conclusion of the tirade. Ten minutes later his lonely figure might have been seen dragging
four large waterproof coverings across the yard, and soon two of these heaps of treasure in
grain were covered snug, two cloths to each’ (FMC, 1965, 282). These incidents substantiate
Schweik’s argument that they have the biblical connotation of man having an agency and a
realm on earth to cultivate and protect (Schweik, 1999, 54). Therefore, Hands ranks Gabriel
Oak as one of Hardy’s fictional saints: ‘Gabriel Oak and Giles Winterborne are the saints of
Hardy’s fiction’ (Hands, 1989, 63). Hardy himself portrays Oak thus: ‘Farmer Oak’ who has
‘one-and-a half Christian characteristics too many to succeed with Bathsheba: his humility
and a superfluous moiety of honesty’ (FMC, 1965, 35). Another example of this theme is
seen in the following passage: ‘Very well, said Oak firmly, with the bearing of one who was
going to give his days and nights to Ecclesiastes forever’ (FMC, 1965, 36). In this passage,
Oak’s saintliness is affirmed, and this is echoed in Hardy’s depiction of Oak’s cottage: ‘The
image as a whole was that of a small Noah’s Ark on a small Ararat, allowing the traditionary
outlines and general form of the Ark which are followed by toy-makers – and by these means
are established in men’s imaginations among their firmest, because earliest impressions – to
pass an approximate pattern’ (FMC, 1965, 10).
This biblical allusion entails an equivocal significance. The view of Hands is that it
illustrates the fortitude of the cottage: ‘albeit obliquely, to draw attention to the powers of
endurance which constitute a major part of the thematic concern of Far from the Madding
Crowd’ (Hands, 1989, 44). Oulton suggests there are two ways of interpreting it. On the one
hand, she argues that what is left of the miracle of Noah’s Ark is, apart from its biblical
account, only a model relic for toy makers and a dubious biblical account of the creation of
the world in six days. Her interpretation hints at the religious doubt that characterised the
Victorian age. She quotes the view of Thomas Huxley: ‘School-children may be told that the
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world was by no means made in six days, and that implicit belief in the story of Noah’s Ark
is permissible only, as a matter of business, to their toy-makers’ (Oulton,2000, 4).
Hardy persistently represents Gabriel Oak as a potential priest-leader. Hands argues:
‘The chapter “Troubles in the Fold” develops just as the novel affirms such associative
overtones’ (Hands, 1989, p64), as the novel affirms: ‘Only one man in the neighbourhood
knows the way’, said Joseph, ‘He could cure’em all if he were here’ (FMC, 1965, 157).
Hands, using ideas from Harvey Brooks, draws a comparison between Oak, Hardy’s fictional
priest, and the representation of Christ as the Good Shepherd (Hands, 1989, 63-64). In short,
Hardy’s aim behind his empowering of his protagonist Oak with Positivist merits of altruism
and philanthropy is to indicate that his fictional Positivist priest is practically the only valid
paradigm, compared to the inactive orthodox priest, which is Parson Thirdly in Far from the
Madding Crowd.
Hands argues that Hardy’s metaphors of light in this novel are exploited to illustrate
Oak’s saintliness: ‘Images of light, often emphasized by biblical allusion, increase the
religious overtones surrounding Oak, Gabriel first striking the occupants of Warren’s malt
house ‘as if he had been a light too strong for their sight’ (FMC, 1965, 60), then revealing his
worth to Bathsheba as lightning illuminates a night otherwise as black as a cave in Hinnom’,
and finally emerging to the accompaniment of the hymn ‘Lead kindly light’ as the companion
who, having remained with her ‘through bright times and dark times’, will be able to rescue
her from ‘the chronic gloom of her life’ (FMC, 265, 389, 391, 392). In short, Gabriel is
depicted as an unorthodox saint. This shows Hardy’s intellectual estrangement or incongruity
with the characteristics of orthodox priests. A common man or peasant like Gabriel Oak
assumes the role of a priest and thus Hardy advocates primitive Christianity against orthodox
Christianity.
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Hardy’s intellectual alienation from the establishment church stretches out to include
his critique of the orthodox clergy. Thus, Hardy empowers his hero, Gabriel with basic
Christian virtues to make him supersede the passively portrayed orthodox cleric, parson
Thirdly. Hands argues that Hardy’s unorthodox saints such as Gabriel and Clym reveal their
author’s unorthodox inclination, and they are noticeably active where the orthodox clerics are
not: ‘Hardy’s saints, unlike those of Brooks and Jacob, manifest their author’s anti-clerical
bias’ (Hands, 1989, 64). Hands’ claim is substantiated by Hardy’s portrayal of Oak’s
character:
On Sundays he was a man of misty views, rather given to postponing, and hampered by
his best clothes and umbrella: upon the whole, one who felt himself to occupy morally
that vast middle space of Laodicean neutrality which lay between the Communion
people of the parish and the drunken section — that is, he went to church, but yawned
privately by the time the congregation reached the Nicene creed, and thought of what
there would be for dinner when he meant to be listening to the sermon (FMC, 1965, 1).
However, unlike the orthodox priest who is dogmatically believed to be idealistically perfect,
Hardy’s unorthodox priest, Gabriel is not infallible: witness the oversights he commits inside
the church
In contrast with the idyllic harmony between the shepherd and the benign and
bountiful nature in the traditional Pastoral, Hardy portrays Gabriel Oak as the tamer of
infrequently boisterous Nature. Squires argues that Oak’s harmonious relationship with
Nature implies that he is the Nature-ordained priest, for Nature reveals only to him the tidings
of the impending August storm (Squires, 1970, 313): ‘The night had a sinister aspect. A
heated breeze from the south slowly fanned the summits of lofty objects, and in the sky
dashes of buoyant cloud were sailing in a course at right angles to that of another stratum,
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neither of them in the direction of the breeze blow’ (FMC, 1965, 274), and ‘this was enough
to re-establish him in his original opinion. He knew now that he was right, and that Troy was
wrong. Every voice in nature was unanimous in bespeaking change’ (FMC, 1965, 278-279).
Moreover, Oak’s humane character enables him to receive ‘messages’ from ‘The Great
Mother’ (Squires, 1970, 314) as in this passage: ‘In approaching the door, his toe kicked
something which felt and sounded soft, leathery, and distended, like a boxing glove. It was a
large toad humbly travelling across the path. Oak took it up, thinking it might be better to kill
the creature to save it from pain; but finding it uninjured; he placed it again among the grass.
He knew what this direct message from the Great Mother meant’ (FMC, 1965, 278). In short,
Hardy’s belief in the Comtean Religion of Humanity provokes him to suggest that it is not
only the orthodox priests could receive revelation from heaven, but his Positivist priest,
Gabriel can communicate with Heaven through the ‘Great Mother’ and with Nature as well,
where he reacts actively and timely to these communications, unlike the orthodox clergy.
Although the Pastoral tradition has undergone various formal developments, the
essential theme of the country-city contrast remains intact. In his article ‘The Oaten Flute’
(1957), Poggioli presents one of the best definitions of the Pastoral genre. Although
Poggioli’s definition was never articulated, it could be elicited that: ‘Pastoral, appearing
whenever, metropolitan life grows hard to bear, rejects ambition, opposes wealth, urges a
self-contained community, and tends to create an economic idyll of favourable weather,
bountiful nature, and freedom from work’ (Poggioli, 1957, 147). Moreover, Poggioli argues
that ‘The pastoral ideal seems to survive in varied metamorphoses’ which ‘go under many
names and disguises’ (Poggioli, 1957, 147). In short, Poggioli’s argument showed that the
essence of traditional pastoral ideal of economically contended life, untainted by the vices,
evils and fickle standards of the urban, remained intact throughout the transformations the
form of the pastoral ideal has undergone in modern times. Far from the Madding Crowd falls
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under the modern forms of the pastoral ideal, in that it was a narrative prose, rather than the
traditional form of the pastoral ideal which is usually written in verse, as Robin Magowan
argues in his article ‘Fromentin and Jewett: Pastoral Narrative in the Nineteenth Century’,
‘extends the boundaries of the genre to include nineteenth century fiction’ (Magowan, 1964,
333).
Hands argues that although Hardy denied the Low Church doctrines, he kept his
Evangelical bias towards ‘scriptural allusion’, notwithstanding Hardy’s claim that he
applauded the Essays and Reviews, Hardy disagreed with Jowett’s decree of considering the
Bible like any other book (Hands, 1989, 38). Pinion agrees, saying: ‘No other book, not even
the works of Shakespeare, informed the thought and character of Hardy as much as the Bible’,
‘and no other work was continually in his mind’ (Pinion, 1974, 218). In short, Hardy
dignified the Bible in his works in spite of his abandonment of his orthodox faith.
The influence of the Bible on Hardy is evident in his abundant use of biblical
references. Hands’ statistical study of the number of biblical allusions deployed in Hardy’s
novels led him to the count of ‘over 600 biblical allusions, the largest number, eighty-seven,
occurring in Hardy’s last novel but two, Tess. Four novels, Far from the Madding Crowd,
The Return of the Native, Tess and Jude, exceed sixty references; whilst only three, Under the
Greenwood Tree, The Trumpet Major, The Well-beloved, have fewer than twenty’ (Hands,
1989, 38). Hardy’s most focal and recurrent biblical reference is to the book of Job – ‘a book
much studied in the 1861 Bible’ (Hands, 1989, 38). Job appears in no less than eight of
Hardy’s novels (Hands, 1989, 38). In short, Hardy’s recurrent allusion to Job in many of his
novels suggests Hardy’s awareness of the daily suffering of common man and that is why
Hardy has allegorised this suffering by comparing his characters’ suffering to that of Job.
However, unlike their biblical ideals, such as Job, Hardy’s characters are unaided by miracles
that would help them endure their daily suffering.
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Hardy’s contemporary critics saw this citing of the Bible as significant though they
did not necessarily approve of how he used the material. Early critics found that Hardy’s
references were not informative but rather misleading; whilst friends such as Edmund
Blunden, questioned the necessity for Hardy’s excessive use of them; other critics objected to
what they saw as the mechanically dull references of these scriptural allusions, which made
them like a jargon (Hands, 1989, 38).
Hardy’s use of biblical allusions permeated his plot, theme, and characterisation, with
the purpose of intensifying the afore-mentioned elements of the novel, by modelling them on
the sublime narrative of the Bible. As Hopkins asserts: ‘Thomas Hardy employs dozens of
biblical allusions in intricate, overlapping patterns which contribute to development of
character, plot, and theme’ (Hopkins, 1989, 1) and Springer proposes a similar approach: ‘As
Hardy paints his Wessex and explores these new psychological levels he once again turns to
allusion to reveal, enlarge, intensify, and solemnise’ (Springer, 1983, 57). As for the first
technical effect of giving uniformity to his narrative, this is evident in the scene when
Bathsheba dismisses Gabriel Oak from her service when he criticizes her wanton attempts to
stir Boldwood’s feelings: ‘And he took his shears and went away from her in placid dignity
as Moses left the presence of Pharaoh’ (FMC, 1965, 154). This biblical reference serves both
of Hardy’s above-mentioned purposes: to give an intense dignity to Oak’s departure, and to
foreshadow that like the Pharaoh, Bathsheba will soon encounter a plague (her sheep being
bloated with the clover) and that situation will be redeemed only by the reappearance of the
dismissed Oak (Hands, 1989, 46). As Hands noted, ‘Boldwood’s wait for Bathsheba is twice
compared to that of Jacob for Rachel’ (Hands, 1989, 46): ‘This pleasant notion was now
continually in his mind. Six years were a long time, but how much shorter than never, the
idea he had for so long been obliged to endure! Jacob had served twice seven years for
Rachel: what were six years for such a woman as this’ (FMC, 1965, p384). This biblical
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allusion is used with the purposes of depicting Boldwood’s passionate love for Bathsheba, as
Hardy states: ‘Boldwood felt his love to be so deep and strong and eternal’ (FMC, 1965, 384),
and to forecast the events yet to take place. Hardy portrays Troy’s ill-will and shrewd
scheming towards his wife as the devil scheming in Hell: ‘the careless sergeant smiled within
himself, and probably too the devil smiled from a loop-hole in Tophet, for the moment was a
turning point of a career’ (FMC, 1965, 197). This allusion describes Troy’s cunningly
successful entrapment of Bathsheba’s heart, as Hardy illustrates: ‘Her tone and mien signified
beyond mistake that the seed which was to lift the foundation had taken root in the chink: the
remainder was a mere question of time and natural changes’ (FMC, 1965, 197). On his first
encounter with Bathsheba, Oak peeps at her through a gap in the hedge, in a parallel scene to
that of King David’s seeing his future wife Bathsheba bathing in the moonlight, as Hands
argues: ‘Bathsheba’s name is also of David’s wife, and his singular scene in which Oak
glimpses Bathsheba riding bareback is perhaps intended to recall David’s poetic sight of his
future spouse bathing by moonlight’ (Hands, 1989, 46). This foreshadows the future marriage
of Bathsheba to Oak: ‘The girl, who wore no riding-habit, looked for a moment, as if to
assure herself that all humanity was out of view, the dexterously dropped backwards flat
upon the pony’s back, and her eyes to the sky’ and ‘Oak was amused’ consequently (FMC,
1965, 18).
In short, Hardy manipulates biblical allusions in this novel in a reflection of the deep
influence of the Bible on his works. He was the pioneer who uses those allusions for thematic,
narrative and characterisation purposes. Sometimes this meaning is comic, as when Springer
points at the overtly pervasive irony in Hardy’s biblical allusions as she states: ‘In each of
these instances the comedy follows hard upon or stands in the midst of sorrow, and thus
creates a contrast that brings both relief and perspective. Moreover, each time the vehicle for
humour is the allusion; the irreverent, bantering approach to the religious is incongruous,
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unexpected, unusual, and thus funny and perhaps a little unsettling for the orthodox in
Hardy’s audience’ (Springer, 1983, 90), referring to the scene at Buck’s Head Inn when
Joseph Poorgrass compares himself to some holy man in the time of King Noah: ‘Yes; I see
two of every sort, as if I were some holy man living in the times of King Noah and entering
into the ark’ (FMC, 1965, 330). Hardy’s use of biblical allusions in this novel in particular
‘suggests’ and illustrates the purity and simplicity of rural life, in contrast with the complex
and rather crooked standards of urban life (Hands, 1989, 46). When Joseph Poorgrass is
reprimanded by Oak at the Buck’s Head Inn, on Fanny’s death, the former comments that:
‘Yes; I see two of every sort, as if I were some holy man living in the times of King Noah and
entering into the ark’ (FMC, 1965, 330). Even at his state of intoxication, Poorgrass was still
a Christian believer at his very heart. Rimmer states that, ‘Although Joseph may naively
believe in the power of sacred words to raise his status and get him out of trouble, he sees no
fundamental incongruity between his ‘scripture manner’ and his ‘multiplying eye’, or
between his prayer book and the stuck gate: his use of texts seems innocent rather than
sacrilegious’ (Rimmer, 2006, 23). There are other contentious critical interpretations of
Hardy’s usage of biblical allusions in his characters’ discourses in this novel, as Rimmer
notes: ‘R.H. Hutton is certainly both snobbish and inaccurate when he criticizes Hardy for
giving his rustics more “profane-minded familiarity with the Bible” than is consistent with
the “Heavy bovine character” of rural English workfolk’ (Rimmer, 2006, 23). Rimmer refutes
Hutton’s stereotypical and class distinction-based assumption by which he ascribes profanity
to Hardy’s rustic characters.
Hands argues that Hardy exploits love as a major motif in his novels as placed against
religion and expressed in terms of biblical allusion, (Hands, 1989, 48): ‘Elfride expresses her
feelings for her lovers in the language of Ruth and the Psalms (PBE, 297, 311), and
Ethelberta in the words of Hosea (HE, 272); whilst Eustacia, having ‘mentally walked round
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love, told the towers thereof, considered its palaces’, develops an understandable desire to
meet Clym Yeobright ‘face to face’ (RN, 1980, 92-139). Elliott concurs with Hands that love
is a pervasive theme in Hardy’s novels: ‘The simple, unpromising plot with which we began
this chapter has turned out to be the blueprint of a thoroughly absorbing love-story’ (Elliott,
1966, 14), and that: ‘To Hardy, love was the ruling passion in life, and it is the central theme
of all his major novels’ (Elliott, 1966, 11). Dalziel argues that although Hardy had lost his
faith in Christian orthodoxy, he still embraced love as a saviour: ‘The three points of the
sermon focus respectively on the law as curse, on suffering, and on the saving force of love
— all of which sounds very Hardyan indeed’ (Dalziel, 2006, 13). Dalziel refers to Hardy’s
repudiation of his early Evangelical faith and his retained agnosticism: ‘Paradoxically,
however, what is most striking about Hardy’s “non-Hardyan” sermon is that even as it
foregrounds the fundamental shift in his religious beliefs it also demonstrates that his central
preoccupations remained unchanged throughout his entire life’ (Dalziel, 2006, 13).
Hardy’s repudiation of Christian dogma led him to quest for an alternative religion
until he found his way into Positivism and its Religion of Humanity, with its altruist and
philanthropist creed, as Page points out: ‘Hardy seems to have read Comte to find secular
moral and ethical alternatives to Christianity’ (Page, 2000, 64).
Hands illustrates Hardy’s thematic and aesthetic technique of suggesting the moral
shielding of Weatherbury by Genesis. Hardy portrays Weatherbury as a village emerging
from the Scriptural book, such as when Joseph Poorgrass describes himself: ‘I ought to have
lived in Genesis by rights’ (FMC, 1965, 331). On his journey to Bath in search for any news
about Bathsheba’s sudden disappearance from Weatherbury, Cain Ball describes going to
church and the fashionable prestige of the parsons of the day:
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Oh — and the new style of pa’sons wear moustaches and long beards,” continued the
illustrious traveller, “and look like Moses and Aaron complete, and make we fokes in
the congregation feel all over like the children of Israel (FMC, 1965, 254-255).
Hardy’s use of biblical allusions in the above-mentioned extracts could serve three purposes:
firstly, it could imply that his reference to the fading away rural world against the
encroachment of industrialisation, and secondly it might suggest the ‘timeless antiquity’ of
both the Scriptures and the rustics, and thirdly it could suggest the moral protection and
comfort provided to the rustics by the Scriptures. Hardy’s scriptural reference suggests that
although Hardy had lost his orthodox faith on the intellectual level and turned into an
agnostic writer, he remained emotionally attached to the Bible. The careful depiction of
biblical consciousness integrated into the rustic life suggests Hardy’s nostalgia for the latter
also carries an emotional attachment to the former where his own beliefs might have been.
In his comparison between sacred religion and secular love, Hardy aims to exalt
secular love for its being humanistic, against a fading away orthodox religion. Thus Hands
argues that Hardy’s placement of the sacred beside secular love has a dual purpose; to
ennoble love and reduce the importance of religion (Hands, 1989, 50). This is in contrast to
his contemporaries such as Thackeray, Dickens, or Charlotte Bronte, who used religious
language and imagery to express the intensity of their characters’ affection for their beloveds
and lovers, in a single-levelled expression (Hands, 1989, 50). Other textual examples where
Hardy ennobled secular love at the expense of derogating sacred religion are seen when
Bathsheba’s maid Liddy suggests that it would be less profane – on Sunday – if Bathsheba
tossed the hymn book instead of a coin, on whether it would be better for Bathsheba to send
the Valentine letter endorsed with the sentence ‘Marry Me’ to Boldwood or not: “Let’s toss,
as men do”, said Bathsheba idly. “Now then, head, Boldwood; tail, Teddy. No we won’t toss
money on a Sunday that would be tempting the devil indeed.”
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“Toss this hymn-book; there can’t be no sinfulness in that, miss” (FMC, 1965, 110).
Oak’s amorously bitter feelings about Bathsheba’s alluring gestures to infatuate Boldwood
are portrayed in a religious metaphor: ‘Gabriel at this time of his life had outgrown the
instinctive dislike which every Christian boy has for reading the Bible, pursuing it now quite
frequently, and he inwardly said, ‘I find more bitter than death the woman whose heart is
snares!’ This was mere exclamation – the froth of the storm. He adored Bathsheba just the
same’ (FMC, 1965, 173-174). The last quotation reflects Hardy’s exaltation of love at the
expense of belittling the scriptural disagreement with a playful woman as embodied by
Bathsheba. It also indicates Hardy’s conception of Christian teachings as an inculcated lore,
and not immanent. Sergeant Troy attributes his infidelity and eroticism to the fair sex,
recalling the original sin of Eve’s seducing Adam, thus belittling the saving role of religion
from seduction: “I won’t speak of morals or religion — my own or anybody else’s, though
perhaps I should have been a very good Christian if you pretty women hadn’t made me an
idolater” (FMC, 1965, 196). When Bathsheba discovers her husband, Troy’s infidelity as he
kept a curl of Fanny’s hair in his watch box, he tells her that: “If you repent of marrying, so
do I” (FMC, 1965, 314). This exceptional incident marks Troy’s profanity as he compares his
marriage to a sin of which he repents; it also informs us of their doomed marriage. Here, the
placement of the sacred, ‘repent’ beside the secular, ‘marriage’ is to belittle both the sacred
and the secular, since the latter is based on mismatching and Bathsheba’s misplaced love for
Troy. In the latter example, Hardy uses biblical references to demonstrate his contentious
view of the dogmatic belief that man is a born sinner and that even his wrong choices in life
are considered as sins of which he is compelled to repent, thus illustrating this critique
through his ironic humour as evidences of his less than reverent attitude towards orthodox
belief.
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Hardy’s placement of secular love next to sacred religion is done to add intensity to
secular love in order to illuminate the reader of the character type of his characters (Hands,
1989, 51). Hence the biblical allusion to Adam and Eve in the encounter of Boldwood and
Bathsheba is meant to illustrate Boldwood’s awkward and sedulous passion towards
Bathsheba, believing her to be the only female created to match him: ‘Adam had awakened
from his deep sleep, and behold! There was Eve’ (FMC, 1965, 133). The novel is richly
endorsed with biblical allusions to love: Boldwood’s waiting for Bathsheba to court her was
twice likened ‘to that of Jacob for Rachel’ (FMC, 1965, 341, 355). Moreover, Boldwood’s
agonizingly long and pending courtship to Bathsheba is depicted by Hardy in terms of
biblical allusions: ‘Religious images, such as the comparison of Boldwood to a monk
(FMC,1965, p164), establish the farmer as an intense and isolated character, so that the reader
unlike Bathsheba perhaps, who regards Boldwood as a ‘species of Daniel in her kingdom’,
fully realizes the intensity of passion Bathsheba is capable of kindling in a man ‘not
intolerable to the earnest and those acquainted with grief’ (FMC, 1965, 125, 147).
Sergeant Troy’s overtures to win Bathsheba are portrayed in biblical terms, as when
Bathsheba describes Troy as ‘so profane’ after he accuses pretty women’ of that: ‘Though I
should have been a very good Christian if you pretty women hadn’t made me an idolater’
(FMC, 1965, p196). On the other hand, Troy’s manipulative eroticism towards Bathsheba is
described by Hardy in biblical terms: ‘whilst the sergeant, terms Bathsheba in an allusion to 2
Samuel his ‘one little ewe lamb of pleasure’ (FMC, 189, 193, 195).
As we have seen, Hardy’s contrasting of secular love with the sacred religion is
exploited not only to derogate religion and to ennoble love, but also to illustrate the type and
essence of love in which the protagonists are entangled (Hands, 1989, 49). Boldwood
articulates his bitter disappointment at discovering that Bathsheba has married Troy,
comparing himself to Jonah: ‘I had some faint belief in the mercy of God till I lost that
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woman. Yes, he prepared a gourd to shade me, and like the prophet I thanked Him and was
glad. But the next day He prepared a worm to smite the gourd and wither it; and I feel it is
better to die than to live’ (FMC, 1965, 295). Bathsheba describes her marriage to Troy after
she discovers his infidelity to her with ‘Christ’s last word from the cross (that is ‘it is
finished’) (FMC, 1978, 361) but with an irreverent tone (Hands, 1989, 49). Troy expresses
his sexual attraction to Bathsheba, revealing his ‘diabolic’ character: ‘if Satan had not
tempted me with that face of yours, and those cursed coquetries, I should have married her’
(FMC, 1978, 361). Hands argues that Troy’s character sketch as a fiendish being stems from
Hardy’s character pattern of the atheist villain in his novels: ‘Hardy’s theomachists are
commonly illegitimate (Manston, Troy, Wildeve, Fitzpiers), alien to the environment of
Wessex (Manston, Troy, Wildeve, Dare, Fitzpiers, and unsympathetic towards the Church’
(Hands, 1989, 59). As for Troy’s church-going, Bathsheba innocently adapts his elusive
answer to infer his alleged devoutness before Oak and the rustics: “‘The reason of that is,”
she said eagerly, “that he goes in privately by the old tower door, just when the service
commences, and sits at the back of the gallery. He told me so”’ (FMC, 1965, 219). In a later
scene, Troy’s lie is uncovered and noticed by Oak’s walk back home passing by the
churchyard: ‘Believing that the little gallery door was quite disused, he ascended the external
flight of steps at the top of which it stood, and examined it.’ (FMC, 1965, 221), where ‘a
sprig of ivy’ discredited Troy’s claim: ‘It was a decisive proof that the door had not been
opened at least since Troy came back to Weatherbury’ (FMC, 1965, 221).
Hands refers to ‘Hardy’s mentor Leslie Stephen’ who attributed Hardy’s refuge in
love as a major thematic structure in his novels, to a compensation ‘for the agnostic’ to make
up for the absence of religious faith (Hands, 1989, 52).
In her book, Hardy’s Use of Allusion, Springer argues that the function of the song
‘Lead, Kindly Light’ — ‘Lead, Kindly Light, amid the encircling gloom, Lead Thou me on’
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(FMC, 1965, 448) — sung by the choir is both echoing and foreshadowing Bathsheba’s and
Oaks wavering love affair, owing to Bathsheba’s pride, and the union of the couple at the end
of the novel, as Springer states: ‘Finally, it is also a song which frames the scene where
Bathsheba meets Oak at Troy’s and Fanny’s graves, the choir is singing “Lead, Kindly Light”’
(Springer, 1983, 61). The author of this hymn was Cardinal John Henry Newman, the leading
Catholic convert of the Victorian period. With this interpretation of the afore-mentioned
biblical allusion, Springer asserts the narrative and thematic functions of the biblical allusions
Hardy used in this novel.
In her analysis of the role played by the ‘rustic chorus’ in Hardy’s novels, Springer
tabulates the versatility of that role: ‘In subsequent novels Hardy does expand his rustics’ role,
until they become significant as a chorus, acting as spokesmen for relief, as indicators of the
social norms of the countryside, and most important, as the group which comments on the
action, voices Hardy’s world view’ (Springer, 1983, 82). Following Springer’s critical
approach of the rustics’ role as a narrator of Hardy’s views on the world, it is arguable that
some of Hardy’s discourses between the peasants in this novel, illustrate the
autobiographically informative function of the peasants’ conversations of Hardy’s past
religious views on the infant baptism, and his being “churchy”. These peasants’ conversations
are also informative of the consistency of Hardy’s past religious views after he became an
agnostic writer, as in the ironic conversation between Coggan and Mark Clark at the Buck’s
Head Inn:
“But I’ve never changed a single doctrine: I’ve stuck like a plaster to the old faith I
was born in. Yes; yes; there’s this to be said for the Church, a man can belong to the
Church and bide in his cheerful old inn, and never trouble or worry his mind about
doctrines at all. But to be a meetinger, you must go to chapel in all winds and
weathers, and make yerself as frantic as a skit” (FMC, 1965, 328),
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and:
“D’ye turn after that? No, I’ll stick to my side; and if we be in the wrong, so be it: I’ll
fall with the fallen” (FMC, 1965, 328-329).
Schweik comments on the latter conversation thus: ‘Hardy’s autobiographical account of his
decision to “stick to his own side”’ (Millgate, 1984, 33-34) reveals something of the diverse
ways religion could influence his writing (Schweik, 1999, 55).
Commenting on Hardy’s endowment of his characters with self-assertiveness, Annis
Hopkins argues that it is designed to emphasize the free will of his characters against the
biblical patterns of Dispensation assumingly tailored to lead the lives and save the souls of
both his characters and church followers in general. Hopkins propounds that Hardy stipulates
his own concept of ‘loving kindness’ as a beacon for the moral edification of his characters:
‘Finally, he uses the biblical allusions to propose a new, more humanistic moral system, one
based on human love, rather, than on supernatural intervention in everyday events’ (Hopkins,
1989, iii). This is self-evident in Hardy’s exaltation of love at the expense of relegating
orthodox religion, as it has been seen in Hands’ interpretation of Hardy’s concept of love as it
is suggested in the final scene in Far from the Madding Crowd, where love is the golden
remedy for both Bathsheba’s and Oak’s agonies, and not some heavenly miracle.
According to Hopkins, Hardy subjected dogmatic interpretations of Scriptural
accounts to question. Hardy critiqued the stereotyped and blatant treatment of these accounts
by the establishment church with the aim of forcefully applying them to suit the realistic lives
of ordinary people. The crucial difference between these accounts and the ordinary people’s
experiences in real, contemporary life is that the former, with their divine heroes, whether
prophets, apostles or saints, were aided by miracles which helped them triumph over their
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odds and ordeals, unlike the ordinary people who are deprived of such divine privilege
(Hopkins, 1989, iii).
Hopkins suggests that Hardy had imbued his characters with the merit of being
proactive, unlike their biblical counterparts, who were aided by miracles which were valid
and exclusive only to their age and Oulton refers to the nineteenth-century philosopher,
Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus: ‘the premise being that religion is composed of various symbols,
and that the symbols appropriate to one generation (including Christ himself) are not always
helpful to the next’ (Oulton, 2003, 3).
As for the setting of the rural, Hardy introduces his alternative religion to that of the
establishment church, which is the religion of Nature:
The instinctive act of humankind was to stand and listen, and learn how the trees on
the right and the left wailed or chanted to each other in the regular antiphonies of a
cathedral choir; how hedges and other shapes to leeward then caught the note,
lowering it to the tenderest sob; and how the hurrying gust then plunged into the south,
to be heard no more (FMC, 1965, 9).
This descriptive passage reflects Hardy’s romantic concept of Nature worshipping and that
God is more evident in the wilderness than in the man-built church. When Fanny Robin
makes the fatal journey on Casterbridge highway to meet her seducer, Sergeant Troy, she sits
on the ground, powerless and even breathless because she was exhausted owing to her
pregnancy and long journey, Nature intervenes: ‘Then Nature, as if offended, lent a hand.
Masses of ivy grew up, completely covering the walls, till the place looked like an abbey’
(FMC, 1965, 308). Thus, ever since Hardy lost his religious faith in the orthodox Christian
dogma as early as 1859, he kept looking for alternative religions, such as his ironic religions
of Nature, food and drink.
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Perhaps Hardy’s endowment of his fictional characters with free will and activeness
stems from his romantic glorification of the commonplace and common man at the expense
of the divine righteous, who was privileged by transcendental merits. The two incidents of
natural disasters, for example, Bathsheba’s nearly burned ricks of crops and the boisterous
storm that threatened to soak the ricks are informative of the heroic salvage operations
conducted by Gabriel Oak. In both incidents Oak was the prompt saver, unlike the orthodox
parson Thirdly who, if he were present in these two incidents, would have helped the rustics
in the salvage operations with his invocative prayers only. In these two incidents, Hardy
implies that Gabriel Oak was the adamant and practically reliable shepherd of Weatherbury,
rather than parson Thirdly, the ecclesiastical follower of the Scriptural arch redeemers:
Abraham, Moses and Jesus Christ. At Fanny Robin’s funeral, Oak assumes the highest profile,
whilst parson Thirdly’s role is relegated to a low profile. Hands proposes that as much as
parson Thirdly was the establishment church ordained priest, Oak was Nature’s ordained
priest: ‘There is a natural as well as a Christian religion in the novel, each having its building,
its own priest (Oak, Thirdly), and its own peculiar rituals’ (Hands, 1989, 92). Hardy stated in
1903: “I am not a Positivist, as you know… but no person of serious thought in these days
could be said to stand aloof from Positivist teaching and ideals’ (Millgate, 1984, 53). Hardy’s
words revealed his affiliation to the Positivist Church, in spite of his overt denial of that
affiliation. Gabriel Oak’s altruism, his aptitude to save Bathsheba’s ricks from fire, and his
initiative of curing Bathsheba’s bloated flock with clover reflect one of the prominent
Positive pillars, which is that of altruism (Page, 2000, 338).
In Far From the Madding Crowd, Hardy presents his belief in the Positivist love,
which is embodied by the love affair of Oak and Bathsheba. In his book, The Life of Thomas
Hardy, Paul Turner argues that Far from the Madding Crowd is permeated with a
philosophical insinuation of Positivism. Turner points out that Hardy had read Comte’s
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philosophy while writing this novel (Turner, 1998, 46). Turner posits that ‘Oak’s love for
Bathsheba makes him an altruist’ (Turner, 1998, 46), reflecting Hardy’s concept of love as
‘loving kindness’ and that altruism is realized and achieved through practical experience of
divergence and convergence of the two lovers, and not by virtue of inculcated scriptural
teachings. An example occurs in the quarrel scene when Oak disapproves of Bathsheba’s
wanton attempts to infatuate Boldwood: ‘Thoroughly convinced of the impossibility of his
own suit, a high resolve constrained him to injure that of another. This is a lover’s most
stoical virtue, as the lack of it is a lover’s most venial sin’ (FMC, 1965, 152). When Oak tells
Bathsheba that he overcame the idea of marrying her: ‘“In my not marrying you, perhaps!” ...
“Not by any means, I have long giving up that matter”’ (FMC, 1965, 153), he becomes
Hardy’s spokesman: “Miss Everdene, if you seriously inclined to him, you might have let
him find it out some way of true loving-kindness” (FMC, 1965, 154). Turner argues that
Hardy’s concept of loving kindness echoes the Christian virtue of charity as he states: ‘Comte
called it “universal love”. Hardy still thought of it in Christian terms, as Charity or “lovingkindness”’ (Turner, 1998, 48). Even when Hardy embraced the Positivist Church’s thought
on love after he repudiated the Christian dogma, he modelled Positivist love on the Christian
virtue of charity, implying his emotional attachment to the Christian principal beliefs.
Nevertheless, Hardy modified his concept of love to project his conviction of
positivist love, realizing it as a type of comradely love and companionship replacing the
orthodox concept of ‘God is love’ as interpreted by Patmore: ‘Lovers are nothing else than
Priest and Priestess to each other’ (Patmore, 1931, xxx-xxxi). In short, Hardy replaced the
charismatic, far-fetched Scriptural love with a more realistic love of man and woman,
stemming from the Positivist credo of philanthropy, as in the scene when Bathsheba tries to
dissuade Oak from travelling to America to work there: ‘“Oh, Gabriel, I don’t think you
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ought to go away. You’ve been with me so long — through bright times and dark times —
such old friends as we are — that it seemed unkind almost”’ (FMC, 1965, 450-451).
It can be seen from the above that Hardy’s representation of fate as providential in
this novel does not contradict his pessimistic and agnostic view of the universe. Hardy has
enhanced his position as an exceptional artist of his time by exploiting the biblical allusions
in his novels – including Far from the Madding Crowd – for a myriad of purposes: thematic,
narrative, of characterization and to project his own concept of love as measured against
orthodox religion. In this novel, Hardy reveals his embracing of the Positivist thinking as he
moulds the love affair of Bathsheba and Gabriel in the shape of the Positivist universal love,
based on philanthropy and comradeship.
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CHAPTER THREE
Paganism in Tess of the d’Urbervilles

In Tess of the d’Urbervilles Hardy sets out alternative ethical and moral creeds that
could potentially replace the obsolete creed and norms of the established church and
Victorian society. Although the book shows his ongoing respect for the forces of nature, he
concludes that pagan nature could not successfully replace Christian orthodoxy, because the
animate consciousness Hardy endowed it with was unable to account for the human choice of
good or evil. Seen from another perspective, Hardy’s portrayal of nature is multi-levelled in
this novel. Apart from his interest in pagan nature, Hardy used the natural phenomena, terrain
and landscape as a correspondent medium to the characters’ psychological and emotional
moods and reactions. On a different level, Hardy used his landscape as a moral and
intellectual crucible in which his characters develop through the ordeals and vicissitudes they
experience. Another alternative religion negatively presented and discarded by Hardy, was
‘Neo-Christianity’ (De Laura, 1967, p381), which is embodied by Angel Clare. NeoChristianity is an Arnoldian-established creed advocating agnostic thinking but retaining a
Christian code of morality.
In this chapter I will argue that Tess’s tragedy is wrought by religious orthodoxy and
society, rather than by the Heavenly Dispensation of Fate. Hardy’s philosophical views and
their impact on his concept of tragedy will be investigated in this chapter, in addition to his
modification of the art of modern tragedy. In the last section of this chapter I will argue that
Hardy had stipulated his own valid religion (the Religion of Humanity) that could supplant
the dying religious and social norms in his time. Hardy’s motif of ‘loving kindness’ (TDU,
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1960, 421) is represented by Tess’s philanthropist tendency along with the other principal
tenets of Positivism as demonstrated by Tess’s character.
Bonica’s discussion of Hardy’s quest for alternative moral codes supports the premise
of this thesis of Hardy’s intellectual estrangement from orthodox Christianity. As we have
seen, since Hardy’s renunciation of the Christian creed, he kept searching for an alternative
ethical and moral order which could replace the fading orthodoxy: ‘Hardy aims to show
Christianity as one amongst many religions, viewing it with a detachment temporal and
quizzical. In the words of The Dynasts, its status is that of a “local cult”’ (Page, 2000, 360361).
One of the alternatives Hardy explored was pagan nature. In May 1877, Hardy wrote:
‘I sometimes look upon all things in animate Nature as pensive mutes’ (Florence Hardy, 1962,
114). Almost twenty years later, he admitted, ‘In spite of myself I cannot help noticing
countenances and tempers in objects of scenery’ (Florence Hardy , 1962, 133). Hardy sought
in his animation of natural phenomena a representation of an immanent and inevitable human
urge to resort to Nature to understand the concept of existence and the universe. For Hardy,
orthodox Christianity proved to be withdrawn from daily life and invalid in alleviating human
suffering. Therefore he aimed to establish ‘a frame of acceptance’ (Robertson, 2003, 43) to
tolerate human suffering (Bonica, 1982, 849). Stave sees Hardy’s deployment of pagan
nature in this novel as reminding the reader that natural objects were reverenced in ancient
ages (Stave, 1995, 106), and thus the pagan religion they embody was at times more
sympathetic towards humans, since ‘the God-like creature’ looked down on the earth with
‘interest’, as Hardy’s narrator states in Tess of the d’Urbervilles:
The sun, on account of the mist, had a curious sentient, personal look, demanding the
masculine pronoun for its adequate expression. His present aspect, coupled with the
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lack of all human forms in the scene, explained the old-time heliolatries in a moment.
One could feel that a saner religion had never prevailed under the sky. The luminary
was a golden-haired, beaming, mild-eyed, God-like creature, gazing down in the
vigour and intentness of youth upon an earth that was of interest for him (Tess of the
d’Urbervilles, 1960, 109).
This scene reveals Hardy’s quest for an alternative religion to Christian dogma. According to
Hardy, the religion of the solar deity was sometimes benevolent to man, unlike the existing
disciplines of secular science and Christian theology in Victorian England, for the former
reduces the value of man in the universe, while the latter is apt to persecute the innocent with
its punitive creed, as is the case for Tess. In the end, all three systems are unsatisfactory since
pagan pantheism only gave humans infrequent recognition, secular science eroded the
significance of man, and orthodox Christianity condemned man for unintentionally
committed sin.
In pursuit of his deductive quest to find an alternative religion, Hardy used Angel
Clare’s heterodoxy as a vehicle to contrast Classical and rustic paganism. As Bonica argues,
Hardy sympathizes with Angel’s agnostic heterodoxy as long as the latter reflects Hardy’s
earnest quest for a moral system that could fill in the gap caused by worn out Christian
orthodoxy. 3 Angel found his way in embracing Classical paganism, as Hardy’s narrator
records:
Once upon a time Angel had been so unlucky as to say to his father, in a moment of
irritation, that it might have resulted far better for mankind if Greece had been the
source of the religion of modern civilization, and not Palestine’ (Tess of the
d’Urbervilles, 1960, 203).
3

Although Angel is not Hardy’s most favourite character in this novel.
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This account shows that Angel’s paganism is intellectual, whilst the rustics’ is
instinctive. During Angel’s sojourn in Brazil, he reaches a state of self-realization as he tries
to judge Tess in the light of Hellenic standards of morality. As the narrator tells us,
He had persistently elevated Hellenic Paganism at the expense of Christianity; yet in
that civilization an illegal surrender was not an illegal disesteem. Surely then he might
have regarded that abhorrence of the un-intact state, which he had inherited with the
creed of mysticism, as at least open to correction when the result was due to treachery
(TDU, 1960, 435).
At Talbothays, Angel immersed himself in the habit of reading secular books, a habit for
which he is commended by the narrator, for it freed his intellect from despair at no longer
being able to believe in the details of Christian dogma.
Considering his position he became wonderfully free from the chronic melancholy
which is taking hold of the civilised races with decline of belief in a beneficent Power.
For the first time of late years he could read as his musings inclined him (TDU, 1960,
152-153).
Only after Angel puts the Hellenic code of morality into practice to judge Tess in a new light,
viewing her as a victim rather than a temptress, does he win the applause of the author.
Angel found an analogy between the rustics’ paganism and his own scholarly
paganism and that is what led him to discern a new order of morality in animated nature. At
Talbothays, Angel’s power of observation led him to perceive a religion that could
satisfyingly supplant Christianity, such as when the narrator depicts Angel’s immersion in
rural paganism:
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Latterly he had seen only Life, felt only the great passionate pulse of existence,
unwarped, uncontorted, untrammelled by those creeds which futilely attempt to check
what wisdom would be content to regulate (TDU, 1960, 203).
Ultimately, however, this harmony of natural phenomena is indifferent to human values of
right and wrong. The novel shows that neither Christian Providence nor heliolatry
benevolence were present to save Tess from her rape by Alec d’Urberville (Bonica, 1982,
852). As Hardy’s narrator bitterly wonders,
But might some say, where was Tess’s guardian angel? Where was the providence of
her simple faith? Perhaps, like that other god of whom the ironical Tishbite spoke, he
was talking, or he was pursuing, or he was in a journey, or he was sleeping and not to
be awaked (TDU, 1960, 90-91).
Hardy’s deployment of the role of nature in this novel is multi-levelled. As Bonica
argues, Hardy animated nature in this novel because he intuitively perceived it to have the
potential for assuming an alternative moral system and thus a religion replacing the punitive
and obsolete Christian orthodoxy. Hardy was drawn to nature identified with paganism
because he felt that it was a much more tolerant creed than the relentless Christian code of
morality, especially with regard to the relationships between sexes. However, it is Tess’s
pagan sexuality that gets her into trouble and it fails to provide her with comfort. She
confesses, ‘I shouldn’t mind learning why – why the sun do shine on the just and the unjust
alike’ (TDU, 1960, 162).
Bonica claims that Hardy’s pagan “heliolatries” do not restrain human sexual drive,
and therefore allow us to see Tess as innocent. This is unlike the Victorian convention,
however, which damns Tess without offering her a chance of redemption (Bonica, 1982, 852).
The conversation between Tess and the fanatical text painter supports this. The painter writes
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‘“THY, DAMNATION, SLUMBERETH, NOT”, 2 PET. ii. 3’ (TDU, 1960, 101), followed
by,
having finished his text he picked up her basket, and she mechanically resumed her
walk beside him.
“Do you believe what you paint?” she asked in low tones.
“Believe that text? Do I believe in my own existence?”
“But”, said she tremulously, “suppose, your sin was not your own seeking?”
He shook his head (TDU, 1960, 101).
Tess’s response to the text seeks compassionate pity, but the painter’s slogans offer only
condemnation and damnation:
“I think they are horrible,” said Tess.
“Crushing! Killing!” (TDU, 1960, 101).
Therefore, Hardy’s approach to Angel’s ‘neo-paganism’ is rather ambivalent; on the
one hand he advocates it as it frees Angel’s intellect from subjection to the fading orthodox
Christianity, but on the other hand he critiques it for being unrealistic and untested (Bonica,
1982, 861). Before his marriage to Tess, Angel Clare used to idealize her, falling in love with
her persona, imaging her as a deity. When Angel discovers the shocking truth about her lost
virginity, his neo-paganism does not endure the new situation: ‘He loved her dearly, though
perhaps rather ideally and fancifully than with the impassioned thoroughness of her feeling
for him’ (TDU, 1960, 260). Nevertheless, Angel’s ‘neo-paganism’ is shattered at the first
serious test, when he hears Tess’s confession of her lost innocence:
“But you do not forgive me?”
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“O Tess, forgiveness does not apply to the case! You were one person; now you are
another. My God- how can forgiveness meet such a grotesque prestidigitation as that!”
(TDU, 1960, 292-293)
De Laura discerns Angel Clare’s major blind spot, which is his adherence to social norms and
customs that privilege the ‘sterner sex’ with more sexual liberty than the ‘weaker sex’ outside
the legal framework of marriage (De Laura, 1967, 382), while Lovesey suggests that the
reason behind Angel’s idealization of Tess before their marriage is to supplant the absence of
God in Angel’s agnosticism (Lovesey, 2003, 916), hence, his extreme reaction when she
proves fallible. Despite his recourse to Stoicism, Angel is perplexed after he discovers Tess’s
impurity:
This is the chief thing: be not perturbed,’ said the Pagan moralist. That was just
Clare’s opinion. But he was perturbed (TDU, 1960, 331).
When Angel Clare reads the announcement about the opportunities of agricultural
investments for English farmers in Brazil, he imagines it as an opportunity to escape the yoke
of social customs in his homeland:
Brazil somewhat attracted him as a new idea. Tess could eventually join him there,
and perhaps in that country of contrasting scenes and notions and habits the
conventions would not be so operative which made life with her seem impracticable
to him here (TDU, 1960, 233)
Not long after Tess’s confession of her fall to Angel, she wished in her reverie that their
faring to a foreign land would recuperate their relationship which is flawed by her physical
degeneration, ‘She might have added besides: On an Australian upland or Texan plain, who is
to know or care about my misfortunes, or to reproach me or you’ (TDU, 1960, 312). In this
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novel, landscape assumes an abstractly moral and active role in character development, for
Angel perceives Brazil as a liberating landscape from his bondage to the social customs of
England.
Another level of Hardy’s perception of nature is his endowment of landscape with a
moral and intellectual significance. Tess moves from one symbolic location to another. She
leaves Marlott and goes to Trantridge, which shows the decadent values of the newly rich as
embodied by Alec. This indicates her entrapment and foreshadows her subsequent violation.
Consequently, the landscape of the Chase, with its Druidical, Pagan implications – for as an
ancient place, it was devoid of Christian providence – sealed Tess’s fate. It is here where she
is deflowered by Alec. As Hardy’s narrator tells us, ‘Darkness and silence ruled everywhere
around. Above them rose the primeval yews and oaks of the Chase, in which were poised
gentle roosting birds in their last nap’ (TDU, 1960, 90). By contrast, as Beer argues (Beer,
2000, 224), that at Talbothays dairy-farm Tess experienced her psychological evolution:
On these lonely hills and dales her quiescent glide was of a piece with the element she
moved in. Her flexuous and stealthy figure became an integral part of the scene. At
times her whimsical fancy would intensify natural processes around her till they
seemed part of her own story (TDU, 1960, 180)
In this scene Hardy used the technique of pathetic fallacy where nature harmonizes with the
characters’ psychological moods and emotions. Thus nature functions as a reflective medium,
mirroring the characters’ psychological moods and reactions to different situations.
As for the landscape of Brazil, it witnesses Angel Clare’s moral and intellectual
development, as he feels the first pricks of remorse for his condemnation of Tess for her
alleged fall:
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having long discredited the old systems of mysticism, he now began to discredit the
old appraisements of morality. He thought they wanted readjusting. Who was the
moral man? Still more pertinently, who was the moral woman? The beauty or ugliness
of a character lay not only in its achievements, but in its aims and impulses; its true
history lay, not among things done, but things willed (TDU, 1960, 433)
Hardy manipulated this nature trope to convey to the reader his own view of the
‘cosmopolitan mind’, which is personified by Angel’s companion in Brazil:
The stranger had sojourned in many more peoples than Angel; to his cosmopolitan
mind such deviations from the social norm, so immense to domesticity, were no more
than are the irregularities of vale and mountain-chain to the whole terrestrial curve
(TDU, 1960, 434)
This geographical metaphor serves Hardy’s purpose of showing how local and
Victorian lore and norms are narrow and not immutable. Travel shows how they may be
replaced by universal and general standards of moral judgment (Herbert, 1970, 88). This
geographical shift which symbolizes Angel’s moral and intellectual development is a
reflection of Hardy’s view of the new man: the globally enlightened man with universally
secular knowledge, embodied by the morally developed Angel Clare (Herbert, 1970, 88).
Millgate asserts this idea as he quotes Hardy’s reply to the cleric who asked him about a
scheme of life that could cope with the modernity of the age without compromising belief in
the benevolence of God, ‘Hardy referred him to the life of Darwin and the works of Herbert
Spencer and “other agnostics” for a “provisional view of the universe’ (Millgate, 1984, 214).
The landscape of the Stonehenge, with its mythical associations of pagan sacrifice, to
which Tess and Angel flee after her fatal stabbing of Alec, is deployed allegorically by Hardy
to symbolize Tess’s victimization by the faulty social and religious standards of the time.
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Thus Tess falling asleep near the ‘Stone of Sacrifice’ in the heathen temple of ‘Stone Henge’
(TDU, 1960, 503-504) is symbolic of society’s victimisation of her. In short, Hardy’s
metaphysical deployment of nature in this novel served his multi-purpose usage of animated
natural phenomena in his quest for a sage religion that might replace the relentless orthodox
creed. From another perspective, Hardy endowed the landscape of this novel with a pathetic
fallacy on the one hand, and a symbolic and moral role on the other hand to consolidate the
moral and intellectual evolution of his characters.
Page argues that Hardy’s setting of a pagan rural world in Tess of the d’Urbervilles,
with its superstitions and daily events construed by the Arcadians on the basis of the
supernatural, represents the ‘occult era’ of the Comtean definition of the evolutionary role of
time. Here Tess plays the role of the progressive positivist: illustrating Comte’s vision of the
‘theological stage’, with its three subdivisions, fetichistic, polytheistic, monotheistic (Page,
2000, 69-70), a terminology Hardy applied in describing Tess’s singing: ‘And probably the
half-unconscious rhapsody was a Fetichistic utterance in a Monotheistic setting’ (TDU, 1960,
134). Tess’s recitation of the Psalm suggests that she belongs to an old pagan mindset that is
out of place in Victorian times, because her community was apt to make her a sacrificial
victim to modernity. Hardy’s setting of the two Comtean theological sub-stages of time is to
demonstrate Tess’s progressive position compared to her community’s backward position, for
she surpasses the Fetishistic sub-stage of her community and reaches the monotheistic, on her
way to attain the Positivist era of time, which is usually preceded by a period of religious
scepticism, as she realises in her hymn that she does not know God well as yet. However,
Tess’s Positivist merits are not quite sufficient to make her triumph over Hardy’s ‘inevitable’,
(Millgate, 1984, 265) with its prevalent laws of determinism, and this is, however, the heart
of the tragedy which will be discussed in a further detail in the last section.
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Hardy adopts an ambivalent attitude towards Angel Clare’s character, fluctuating
between applause of Angel’s agnostic thinking, and censure of his slavish compliance with
social conventions. In his analysis of Angel Clare as a representative of the modern man, De
Laura claims that Hardy owed his own interpretation of ‘the modern condition’ of life to
Arnold (De Laura, 1967, 380). In his early poetry, Arnold had expressed the emotional cost
of modernity: ‘the sense of psychic dislocation and alienation, of wandering in an unmapped
no man’s land “between two worlds”’ (De Laura, 1967, 380-381). Although Arnold had
proposed to modern European thought his own remedies for spiritual crisis, Hardy did not
completely adopt Arnold’s ideas. For, according to Hardy, in the 1870s Arnold had ruined
himself by his contentiously interfering position, being ‘metaphysically agnostic but
emotionally and morally traditional and “Christian”’ (De Laura, 1967, 381). De Laura argues
that Hardy knew that his own adoption of Spencer and Huxley could never promise a future
spiritual and moral ideal, instead, the young men of the Victorian age would resort to the
costly idealistic ‘Arnoldian’ remedy prescribed for spiritually and morally agonizing
modernism (De Laura, 1967, 381). De Laura posits that Hardy had inherited the ‘Greek’ or
‘Hellenic’ ideal of life from Arnold and Walter Pater, in his portrayal of his ‘“Arnoldian”
young men’ such as Clym Yeobright and Angel Clare (De Laura, 1967, 381). De Laura
propounds that Hardy’s character sketch of the two above-mentioned characters was derived
from Arnold’s vision of the intellectual character of modern life, but Hardy diverged from the
Arnold of the sixties by denying Arnold’s optimistic remedy as being devoid of any valid
moral code. On the other hand, Hardy decried his own tragic vision of modern man’s ruin
(De Laura, 1967, 381). In other words, Hardy lamented the crisis of modern man, if the latter
were to follow the Arnoldian remedy of ‘Neo-Christianity’, because it adhered to the
Christian orthodox code of morality. Therefore, in novels such as Far from the Madding
Crowd, Tess of the d’Urbervilles, The Return of the Native Hardy prescribed his own remedy
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for the suffering of modern man which was the Positivist philosophy with its Religion of
Humanity. This is why De Laura attempts to prove that Hardy’s censure of Christianity in
Tess is aimed at Neo-Christianity, a novel creed at that time reconciling religious orthodoxy
with the secularism of the Victorian age, spear-headed by Matthew Arnold (De Laura, 1967,
381). Consequently, De Laura assumes that the character of Angel Clare had been moulded in
the shape of Mill’s and Arnold’s vision of the modern man whose flaw, ‘like later Arnold, is
his imperfect modernism’ (De Laura, 1967, 381-382), as reflected in Angel Clare’s
conformity to the traditional social norms (De Laura, 1967, 382). In short, Hardy’s negative
portrayal of Angel Clare represents Hardy’s symbolic indictment of the Arnoldian paradigm
of modern man.
At this point, I disagree with De Laura’s analysis, for it applies only to Angel’s defect
of his conservative ethical and social constraints, whilst on the intellectual level Angel
resounds with the young Hardy, who, at the age of 19, announces himself to be one of the
first exponents of Darwin’s theory, renouncing his orthodox faith but retaining his emotional
and nostalgic attachment to the Anglican Church. As Millgate asserts: ‘and in that same year
– 1859 – he rejected further clerical aspirations, explaining that he could hardly take the step
with honour while holding the views that on examination he found himself to hold’ ( Millgate,
1984, 53). The scene when Angel orders an irreligious book supports this:
‘How can you think of reading it?’
‘How can I? Why - it is a system of philosophy.’
‘I love the Church as one loves a parent. I shall always have the warmest affection for
her’ (TDU, 1960, 149)
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In short, Clare’s retaining affection for the church while rejecting its doctrines is not unlike
Hardy’s own position, but it is not entirely in keeping with De Laura’s reading in that Clare
does eventually move beyond the conventionalism of which Hardy accuses Arnold.
As we have seen in Far from the Madding Crowd, Hardy’s treatment of Providence
and Fate as Heavenly dispensed was neutral owing to the generic constraints of the Pastoral.
In Tess of the d’Urbervilles Hardy’s idiosyncratic view of Providence and Fate is revealed. In
Thomas Hardy – The Will and the Way, Morrell posits that Hardy’s closure in Tess of the
d’Urbervilles: ‘Justice was done, and the President of the Immortal, in Aeschylean phrase,
had ended his sport with Tess’ (TDU, 1960, 508), is to be ‘taken ironically’ (Morrell, 1965,
35). However in an essay entitled ‘The Deadly Misreading of Tess of the d’Urbervilles,
Bonaparte refutes Morrell’s claim. Bonaparte views the novel in question to be based on an
extended metaphor, adapted from the Greek myth of Persephone (Bonaparte, 1999, 415). She
draws an analogy between ‘the real’ and ‘the ideal’, or the fictional and mythical characters,
to illustrate her premise that Hardy had resorted to his potentially mythical plot to convey a
universal truth to the reader about the relationship of man and woman (Bonaparte, 1999, 418).
Bonaparte claims that Hardy used the allegory of Greek mythology because he had deemed it
a still valid medium to carry his themes in Tess. This is because Hardy had realised he could
not base his novel on a scientific paradigm, owing to its limitations as it deals with factual
reality. Nor did he base his story on an orthodox Christian model, whose creed Hardy viewed
as evanescent, as he demonstrates in his recurrent comparison of the function of the mill (as a
provider of daily bread), and the abbey of Welbridge: ‘The mill still worked on, food being a
perennial necessity; the abbey had perished, creeds being transient’ (TDU, 1960, 299).
Bonaparte presumes that Hardy’s ultimate purpose behind his Classical allegory was
to investigate ‘the crisis of faith’ in his time, especially the orthodox belief in the
Dispensation of Heavenly Fate (Bonaparte, 1999, 417). In contrast, Hardy deployed fate as at
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least partly man-made in this novel, viewing Tess as caretaker of her family against all odds
of her father’s inability to work, and his death. Moreover, Bonaparte audaciously posits that
Hardy had deployed the Greek myth of Persephone as an incubator to project his apocalyptic
expectations of Tess. According to Bonaparte, Hardy had stipulated the paradigm of the
Classical ideal — where a new civilization had been established on the ruins of fallen
civilization — to be replicated in Victorian England in the form of a social revolution
(Bonaparte, 1999, 419). This is another instance of Hardy embracing of the Comtean and
Saint-Simonian beliefs in the evolutionary role of time, following Voltaire’s writings and the
paradigm of the French Revolution, for the French Revolution occupied a considerable space
in Hardy’s notes (Wright, 1986, 203). Hardy’s narrator tells us about Tess, that ‘she did not
know that she had been made to break a social law’ (TDU, 1960, 291), which is the law of
patriarchal hierarchy with its derogatory view of women as tainted by the original sin. Instead,
Tess endeavours to propagate Hardy’s concept of ‘loving kindness’, as she preaches to Alec
her belief in the Positivist concept of philanthropy and Hardy’s derivative of it, ‘lovingkindness’. Thus we read her retort to Alec’s scepticism about her religious beliefs, when he
visits her at Master Groby’s farm where she works: ‘She tried to argue, and tell him that he
had mixed in his dull brain two matters, theology and morals, which in the primitive days of
mankind had been quite distinct’ (TDU, 1960, 421).
Hardy’s portrayal of Tess as a social reformist, whose way in life will inevitably lead
to her persecution and crucifixion by the oppressive social and religious norms of Victorian
England, culminates in the scene where the dairy workers evoke the story of Jack Dollop, the
former dairy worker who seduced one of the dairymaids. In this scene the narrator in an
elegiac tone dramatizes the comic scene, while Tess reflects on this anecdote as poignantly
evocative of her own: ‘Yes, there was the pain of it. This question of a woman telling her
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story – the heaviest of crosses to herself – seemed but amusement to others. It was as if
people should laugh at martyrdom’ (TDU, 1960, 232).
In this scene, the narrator elevates Tess to the level of a martyr, echoing Thomas
Gray’s notion that ‘Paths of glory lead but to the grave’. 4 In his attempt to portray Tess as his
evolutionary meliorist heroine, Hardy moulded her on the Classical scale of Persephone, with
whom she shares the symbol of prosperity provider, attained at the expense of a horrible
sacrifice, which is that of losing virginity. In her allegorical interpretation of the character
sketch of Tess and Alec, Bonaparte depicts Tess’s characteristic similarities with Persephone:,
both of them have been abducted, Tess by Alec on the night of her rape and Persephone by
Hades in his carriage; both of them were raped and sacrificed to bring prosperity, Persephone
to the earth and Tess to her family after the death of the family horse, Prince.
Bonaparte argues that Hardy cast the May Pole dance in a form reviving the Pagan
ritual similar to that when Persephone was abducted by Hades (Bonaparte, 1999, 8).
Furthermore, Hardy’s portrayal of the May pole dancers – ‘the distinctness shaping them to
Satyrs clasping nymphs – a multiplicity of Pans whirling a multiplicity of Syrinxes; Lotis
attempting to elude Priapus, and always failing (TDU, 1960, 77) – is a foreshadowing of
Tess’s imminent plight by exploiting a mythical association (Bonaparte, 1999, 8). As for
Hardy’s portrayal of the character of Alec, Bonaparte draws an analogy between Alec and
Hades, as Hardy describes the former, ‘He had an almost swarthy complexion’ (TDU, 1960,
44), in comparison with Hades, ‘as Hades in the Hymn is depicted as “dark-haired”’ (Homer,
cited by Bonaparte, 1999, 422). There is another association of Alec with Hades, when the
former enters through ‘the door of her ancestral sepulchre’ and he lies down pretending to be
4

As noted in chapter two, Hardy adapted the title of his fourth novel, Far from the Madding Crowd from a verse
of Gray’s elegy, ‘An Elegy, Written in a Country Churchyard’.
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dead, in one of his taunts to Tess: ‘In the dusk she had not noticed it before, and would hardly
have noticed it now but for an odd fancy the effigy moved’ (TDU, 1960, 464), suggesting that
the family death vault was Alec’s kingdom, like Hades (Bonaparte, 1999, 422).
There is one exception, though, in Hardy’s depiction of Alec’s character that does not
concur with Bonaparte’s mythical interpretation. It is the scene where Alec likens Tess to Eve,
demonstrating his fiendish will towards her: ‘You are Eve and I am the old other One come
to tempt you in the disguise of an inferior animal. I used to be quite up in that scene of
Milton’s when I was theological’ (TDU, 1960, 445). Hardy’s depiction of Tess as victim of
rape, like Persephone, her Classical pre-figuring, serves to affirm Tess’s purity. Viewed from
a biblical perspective, this scene implies that as much as Eve was ensnared by the allures of
Satan, Tess was victimised by Alec. Here Hardy’s continued use of biblical allusion becomes
more ironically complicated with Classical tropes. The heavy use of Classical references
around Talbothay’s indicates that it is a utopian idyll surviving only in its isolation from
modernity, while they also prefigure Tess’s rape and fall at the hands on Alec the intruder.
Moreover, the mix of Classical and Biblical intertexts indicates the messy transitions of
modern England and parallels at a literary level the dilemmas of Angel and Tess. In short,
Hardy’s ultimate purpose behind his modelling of Tess on the mythical figure of Persephone
is to suggest the victimisation of Tess and to emphasize her evolutionary meliorist role as a
provider of her family, as much as her Classical pre-figure was a provider for the earth with
fruition and fertility.
Bonaparte draws on a comparison which relates Tess to the Classical Hymn of
Persephone, as when Mrs Clare describes Tess as the ‘daughter’ of ‘the soil’ (TDU, 1960,
471). Nevertheless, Hardy’s multi-levelled metaphor diverges from Bonaparte’s Classical
interpretation when Alec compares Tess to her biblical counterparts: ‘surely there never was
such a maddening mouth since Eve’s!’ and ‘You temptress, Tess; you dear damned witch of
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Babylon’ (TDU, 1960, 411). As for Angel Clare, Bonaparte associates him with Apollo, as in
the Garden scene where Angel, like his mythical foil, plays on a harp: ‘she undulated upon
the thin notes of the second-hand harp, and their harmonies passed like breezes through her’
(TDU, 1960, 158). Even the misfortune of Tess’s rape took place in September, which,
according to ‘a mythical calendar’, is the ominous time when predicaments occur (Bonaparte,
1999, 422). Based on the above-mentioned evidence, Hardy’s closure of ‘the President of
Immortals, in Aeschylean phrase, had ended his sport with Tess’ (Tess of the d’Urbervilles,
1960, 508) does not literally contradict the events of the novel, as Morrell posits (Morrell,
1965, 39). As Bonaparte has asserted, the novel bears a potentially mythical plot, so this
concluding phrase of the novel could thematically and symbolically stand for the grim fetish
of obsolete and perverted religious and social norms for which Tess was crucified (Bonaparte,
1999, 430). Wright has suggested that Comte’s diary, which revealed his interest in Classical
mythology and the French Revolution, was copied by Hardy (Wright, 1986, 203), who felt
the appeal of the Comtean belief in the cyclic motion of time, and its promise of the liberation
of man through the outbreak of revolutions, thus fulfilling the Positivist ‘critical stage’ of
time which is characterized by upheavals, like revolutions and resurrections, as we have seen
in Chapter One of this thesis (Schneewind, 1970, 77).
Nearly at the end of his writing career, Hardy had written in a letter: ‘I have no
philosophy’, but merely ‘a confused heap of impressions, like those of a bewildered child at a
conjuring show’ (Millgate, 1984, 411). According to Millgate, Hardy’s notion had given him
the privilege of navigating freely and meditating on the philosophical schools – both
Classical and contemporary – without engaging himself in a philosophical dialectic (Millgate,
1984, 423). Morgan summarizes Hardy’s philosophical thought as holding that the world is
ruled by ‘deterministic laws’ such as the laws of ‘Immanent Will, Darwinism sexual selection,
materialist laws of determinism and the principle of heredity’ (Morgan, 2010, 181). As I have
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been arguing, although Hardy had lost his orthodox faith in his early youth, he did not
dismiss God from his novels. Hardy’s God is Hebraist and apathetic to human suffering.
When Alec begs Tess to pray for him to save his soul on their reencounter after his sudden
conversion, she refuses by saying: ‘How can I pray for you’, she said, ‘when I am forbidden
to believe that the great Power who moves the world would alter His plan on my account?’
(TDU, 1960, 408).
If Tess sees God as manager of mainly cosmic events with only harsh rules for small
creatures, the novel also allows for a deity so removed that chance and error govern our fates.
Hardy deployed mischance in his tragedies as dispensed by his Hebraist God and functions
insidiously through the human folly or wrong choice, as we have seen that it was Tess’s
mother’s fault in sending Tess to claim kinship with Alec without warning her against the
villainies of men. When Angel courts Tess honourably at Talbothay’s, the narrator complains
about the rarity of opportunities in her life: ‘This consciousness upon which he had intruded
was the single opportunity of existence ever vouchsafed to Tess by an unsympathetic First
Cause her all, her every and only chance’ (TDU, 1960, 199).
However, Tess’s only chance comes too late, for it occurs after she is raped, which in
its turn follows another mischance when Angel fails to recognise the presence of Tess at the
May Pole Dance, owing to his seeing only the general scene. If it happened otherwise, Tess
would have been coveted and selected by the right man, and not by Alec. However, in The
Return of the Native, the hierarchy of the Hebraist God, mischance and human wrong choice
in co-ordination with the Darwinian law of natural adaptation, will assume a fatal role in
bringing about the tragic death of some of the characters.
Hardy viewed the Darwinian law of sexual selection as the driving and invigorating
force of life, as when Tess consents to Angel’s marriage proposal, ‘She might as well have
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agreed first. The “appetite for joy” which pervades all creation, that tremendous force which
sways humanity to its purpose, as the tide sway the helpless weed, was not be controlled by
lucubrations over the social rubric’ (TDU, 1960, 244). Nevertheless, this law is deterministic
and haphazard: once chance events lead to an outcome, that outcome determines the future,
and Hardy’s narrator also attributes Tess’s ordeal partly to her psychical heredity of sexual
violence-related murder, as when Alec rapes Tess at Chaseborough Wood:
Doubtless some of Tess d’Urbervilles mailed ancestors rollicking home from a fray
had dealt the same measure even more ruthlessly towards peasant girls of their time.
But though to visit the sins of the fathers upon the children may be a morality good
enough for divinities, it is scorned by average human nature (TDU, 1960, 91).
Hardy conceives of these laws as being partially formed in a sentient process which is
apathetic to human suffering (Morgan, 2010, 181). Hardy deems Humanity to be a part of
‘this deterministic universe’, although his Humanity is endowed with an ambivalent function
which is to suffer daily and, on the other hand, to revolt against a fatalistic universe (Morgan,
2010, 181).
Morgan follows Collins’s and Green’s claim where the latter posit that in his novels
Hardy was neither a determinist nor a fatalist, otherwise he would not have armed his
characters with willpower to confront the antipathetic strokes of an indifferent universe, and
that Hardy’s alleged determinism recedes where the small portion of his characters’ free will
begins (Collins, 1990, 102). According to Collins and Green, tragedy in Hardy’s novels
culminates when the characters defy the courses of their lives wrought by the Immanent Will
(Green, 1996, 3).
As it has been argued, in Far from the Madding Crowd Hardy’s tragedies are of fate
rather than of character (Southerington, 1971, 33); in Tess of the d’Urbervilles Hardy
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connects the dispensation of fate more to the action of his characters. In this section I will
argue that – as is true of Hardy’s other tragedies – that fate is man-made, as Morrell
illustrates in his analysis of the tragedy of Tess: ‘she is the victim of man and man-made
circumstances’ (Morrell, 1965, 39). In The Mayor of Casterbridge Hardy’s sketch of Farfrae
indicates that ‘character is fate’ (Hoffling, 1968, 431). Hardy’s presentation of Tess is as a
heroine fighting the slavishly male-based and worn out religious and social norms which
were apt to render her guilty for a sin she did not commit deliberately. In this novel, Hardy
ironically critiques the absence of Divine Providence, as in Hardy’s narrator’s depiction of
the Durbeyfields as disappointed ‘waiters upon Providence’ (TDU, 1960, 41). In the scene of
Tess’s rape, the narrator cynically questions the absence of ‘the providence of her simple
faith’ (TDU, 1960, 91). In the same manner, Morrell quotes Hardy’s statement on the role of
Fate in this novel,
Some people, God help them, may still suppose, (like Aeschylus long ago, or like
Joan Durbeyfield, shifting the blame from her own shoulders) that Fate can be blamed
for Tess’s disaster. The reader may wish to believe this too: but I have shown where
the real blame lies. (Florence Hardy, 1954, 31)
In a similar approach to fate, Hardy devolves the role of providence to the human, as
Hardy’s narrator illustrates:
If she could only believe what the children were singing; if she were only sure, how
different all would now be; how confidently she would leave them to Providence and
their future kingdom! But, in default of that, it behoved her to do something; to be
their Providence (TDU, 1960, 456).
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The last phrase entails Hardy’s positivist view of the evolutionary meliorist role of his
heroine, acting as the provider and protector of her siblings, thus meeting the positivist
paradigm of altruism and bringing welfare to society, epitomized by her immediate family.
As has been mentioned in Far from the Madding Crowd, Hardy had modified the
genre of the pastoral by realising and dramatising the plot and role of his characters, and thus
diverging from the tradition of the pastoral whose theme is very similar to that of a fairy tale.
Similarly, Hardy’s modification of tragedy is evident in his centring its form on the ‘concepts
of consciousnesses’ (Kramer, 1975, 112). That is, it is the experiences of the individual and
his impression about them that gives them both shape and significance (Kramer, 1975, 112).
Moreover, Kramer posits that there is no clear moral system in this novel, and that makes the
individual the sole judge of the morality of his own experiences (Kramer, 1975, 114). The
scene where Tess feels remorseful for the death of Prince, the family horse, is an example of
the biased judgment concluded by the consciousness of the individual. The scene where Tess
reflects on her life can be read in a number of ways:
And there was revived in her the wretched sentiment which had often come to her
before, that in inhabiting the fleshly tabernacle with which Nature had endowed her
she was somehow doing wrong (TDU, 1960, 395).
The first reading accepts Tess as a reliable judge. The second indicates her awareness of the
strict and biased morality of the social norms, whilst the third sees Hardy’s indictment of
these oppressive customs through his narrator. We also see characters constantly judging
each other. As for Angel Clare’s individual judgment of Tess, he rendered her a fallen
woman, according to his neo-Christian outlook, with its retention of the orthodox code of
morality. Alec, in several scenes keeps accusing Tess of tempting him with her charms,
causing his ‘backsliding’ (TDU, 1960, 411). Although Kramer claims that the individual
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consciousness is the sole referee in rendering the characters innocent or guilty, we can see
how flawed individual judgement can be, and how actions are not purely individual; Tess’s
tragic flaw is engendered partially by her psychological heredity and partially because of her
being deserted by Angel Clare.
Although Hardy had modified the form of tragedy by structuring his tragedy on the
individual perception and judgment of his own experiences, he retained the thematic element
of the classical tragedy, which is the ‘family curse’ (Kramer, 1975, 112). This is all the more
necessary as a framework to hold together an increasing vision of atomised randomness.
Hardy’s emphasis on individual action is a reflection of the breakdown of human community
under modernity and the reduction of human significance caused by the discoveries in space
and geology in the Victorian age. In other words, Hardy perceived the afore-mentioned theme
of Classical tragedy as a still valid criterion against which his tragic vision of the dilemma of
universally obscured modern individual could be measured. Hence, Tess is both everything
and nothing in the scheme of the story:
She might have seen that what had bowed her head so profoundly – the thought of the
world’s concern at her situation – was founded on an illusion. She was not an
existence, an experience, a passion, a structure of sensations, to anybody but herself.
To all humankind besides Tess was only a passing thought... Most of the misery [at
being unwed mother] had been generated by her innate sensation (TDU, 1960, 115).
It is, perhaps, Hardy’s permitting Tess a degree of introspection that signals our
capacity for arriving at a clear awareness of our position and agency in the world and this
leaves open the possibility of general improvement in the human condition. In short, Tess’s
remorseful conscience reflects her concerns about the whole world’s recognition of her
alleged guilt as a fallen woman. Thus she struggles against her being socially and religiously
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persecuted, by intuitively fulfilling Hardy’s vision of her as an evolutionary meliorist heroine,
endowed with the Comtean merits of altruism and philanthropy and thus attains her own
survival as well as the survival of the group as epitomised by her siblings. In a letter
addressed to the English Positivist Fredrick Harrison, Hardy clarified his attitude to
meliorism:
I, too, call myself a ‘meliorist’, but then, I find myself unable to be in such good
spirits as you are at the prospect... The fact is that when you get to the bottom of
things you find no bed-rock of righteousness to rest on – nature is unmoral – and our
puny efforts are those of people who try to keep their leaky house dry by wiping off
the waterdrops from the ceiling (Purdy & Millgate,1982, 231).
In his tragedies, Hardy’s meliorism is ruthlessly complicated by his concept of ‘the
inevitable’; the oppressive power that assumes different forms of deterministic laws: social,
religious, and Darwinian. Therefore, the evolutionary meliorism with which Hardy arms his
protagonists to battle heroically against the ‘inevitable’ is realistic rather than utopian, for it
allows his heroes to endure and struggle against the deterministic laws that Hardy believes to
rule the universe, without ensuring their triumph. Ultimately, Hardy’s belief in the
philosophy of Positivism did not completely cure his pessimism, but it did alleviate it (Wright,
1986, 209).
After her sexual violation by Alec, Tess returns to her family house in Marlott,
resuming her night walks in the woods. The narrator depicts the huge gap between Tess’s
individual submission to social mores and reality:
But this encompassment of her own characterization, based on shreds of convention,
peopled by phantoms and voices antipathetic to her, was a sorry and mistaken creation
of Tess’s fancy – a cloud of moral hobgoblins by which she was terrified without
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reason. It was they that were out of harmony with the actual world, not she (TDU,
1960, 108).
In this passage, Tess’s harmony with the natural world is emphasized, and there is the
hint that her nightly reflections may lead to some enlightenment. Hardy inherited the
aesthetic element of subjectivity of experience and judgment from Rousseau, especially from
his Confessions. Poets such as Keats in his odes and Wordsworth in The Prelude gave a clear
example of a world psychologically reflected by the visionary mind of the individual (Kramer,
1975, 113). Hardy’s notion, that ‘the world is only a psychological phenomenon’ (TDU, 1960,
108) depicts the rising spirit of enquiry on the psychology of the individual in the Victorian
era, illustrated by the poems of Robert Browning. However, Kramer interprets Hardy’s vision
as ‘tragedy [that] arises when the impetus on one’s consciousness cannot be practically
realized by the individual, or when efforts to achieve realization result in the frustration or
destruction of the individual’s true self’ (Kramer, 1975, 116; Hardy, 1928, 230). The tragic
conflict in Tess of the d’Urbervilles culminates when the protagonist’s aspirations for an
affectionate reunion with Angel are aborted by the external world (society and orthodox
theology), with which they are engaged in a bitter conflict (Kramer, 1975, 114).
Although Kramer attributes the tragedy of Tess to her own self-consciousness
resulting in her own self-judgement, Hardy positioned the strict social and religious norms as
‘the inevitable’ in his definition of tragedy. I disagree with Kramer, because Tess’s ordeal
was due to her being an outcast by both the social and the religious norms. Such norms did
not allow for Tess to be redeemed from a sin that she did not commit deliberately in her early
youth. The narrator advocates for Tess’s purity shortly before Tess writes a letter to her
husband Angel, while he was away in Brazil, in which she blames him bitterly for being
unjust to her: ‘Whatever her sins, they were not intentional, but of inadvertence, and why
should she be punished so persistently?’ (TDU, 1960, 455). Nonetheless she suffers ‘The
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severity of the decree’ not just from her husband, but from society as a whole (TDU, 960,
323).
Hardy’s definition of tragedy, which applies to Tess, centres upon the conflict
between an individual’s attempt to attain his fulfilment and the constraints of the external
world (Kramer, 1975, 114). In Tess’s case, the struggle is of a woman pure at heart against
the strict social and religious canons which judge her by her fall and not by her good will. In
other words, and according to Kramer, the amoral, natural norms fail to exculpate Tess and
render her innocent in the eyes of ruthless social and religious norms, and consequently the
capacity of the unique individual(Tess in this case) to be her sole judge (TDU, 1960, 435) is
insufficient to withstand fate.
Stave supports Bonica’s premise that Tess was guilty only in the eyes of Victorian
culture, but was innocent in the eyes of nature (Stave, 1995, 105-106). Shortly after her
confession to Angel of her painful past experience with Alec, Nature imaged her as a pure
woman: ‘She looked absolutely pure. Nature, in her fantastic trickery, had set such a seal of
maidenhood upon Tess’s countenance that he gazed at her with her with a stupefied air’
(TDU, 1960, 303-304). Using the Persephone myth, Hardy endows Tess with the attributes of
a goddess, especially of fertility. In contrast with the repressive attitude of Christianity
towards female sexuality, nature’s judgment is amoral, having no place for the condemnation
of a woman who lost her virginity. Hardy provides a vision of a new relationship between the
sexes; a relationship that is celebrated in nature, both human and environmental. This allows
for the invocation of the Positivist Religion of Humanity with its characteristic philanthropy,
interpreted by Hardy as ‘loving kindness’ (Dalziel, 2006, 13). In her character analysis of
Tess as a Goddess of Nature, Stave renders her as a wilful accomplice of Alec, since the
norms of Nature are amoral and they have no constraints on the sexuality of women and
consequently Alec did not rape her – according to Stave – but her body responded willingly
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to Alec’s seduction of her at the Chase, even though she was asleep (Stave, 1995, 103).
Stave’s interpretation of Tess as an incarnation of Nature views Tess as shamelessly erotic
and thus transforms the character of Tess from an innocent girl into a temptress who enjoys
having sex with men, only to satisfy her potent sexuality (Stave, 1995, 103). Stave identifies
another scene when Angel importunes Tess to deny the incident of her being raped and made
pregnant by Alec:
“Tess! Say it is not true! No, it is not true!”
“It is true.”
“Every word?”
“Every word.”
He looked at her imploringly, as if he would willingly have taken a lie from her lips.
(TDU, 1960, 304)
In this scene, Stave interprets Tess’s bold confession to Angel of her fall as Tess
being shamelessly proud of her sexuality, and thus in her interpretation, Stave deprives Tess
of the possibility of being honest to her husband because Tess believed in herself a victim of
rape. When Angel returns from Brazil, he goes to The Herons to claim his wife back, and
Tess tells him that Alec ‘has won me back to him’ (TDU, 1960, 484). Stave interprets this
scene as a manifestation of Tess’s yielding to her sexual desire, as it has been satisfied by
Alec. Stave’s interpretation ignores the implied possibility of Tess’s self-sacrifice to provide
for her siblings, as we have seen in when Alec visits Tess as she works for farmer Groby,
offering her his financial aid for their accommodation and well-being; he touches a raw nerve
in her.
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I disagree with Stave when she envisions Tess as a wilful accomplice in Alec’s sexual
intercourse, thus rendering her a temptress rather than a victim of rape (Stave, 1995, 103).
Moreover, Stave’s claim subverts the claim of this thesis that Tess was an evolutionary
meliorist, and thus a Positivist-Christian. However, I agree with Stave when she ascribes the
cause of Tess’s tragedy to the double standards of Victorian religious and social norms that
indicted her and vindicated Alec.
Hardy’s definition of tragedy with its reference to ‘the inevitable’ as the oppressive
power which impedes the character’s self-fulfilment is implicitly alluded to by Stave as
determinism. The influence of the detrimental legacy of social and religious imperatives
which were pervasive in Victorian England wrought the tragedy of Tess (Stave, 1995, 103).
In Stave’s view the conflicting values of the conservative tradition and the liberal transition
cast their bleak shadows on Victorian society. The social constraints embodied by the
patriarchal hierarchy and class distinction turned Victorian women into mediocre creatures
(i.e.) inferior to the sterner sex, attributing the former’s sexual behaviour to the work of the
devil (Stave, 1995, 110).
In this novel, Hardy’s portrayal of the clergy is different from that in his earlier works,
such as Far from the Madding Crowd. Although Hardy maintains his concept of the
‘unorthodox priest’ (Hands, 1989, 64), or priestess in Tess’s case, he draws a comparison
between his two unorthodox priests in this novel. The paradigmatic Tess, with Positivist
belief in Hardy’s ‘loving kindness’ elevates her to the rank of Hardy’s Positivist priestess, for
Hardy deemed his motif as the equivalent of ‘Christian Charity’ (Dalziel, 2006, 13). In
contrast, the character sketch of Angel Clare offers an incarnation of Hardy’s critique of
Matthew Arnold’s ‘Neo-Christianity’, with its incongruent combination of agnostic thinking
and retaining the orthodox Christian creed of morality. By so doing, Hardy concludes that the
Arnoldian tenet is doomed to failure in the modern world. Hardy’s narrator tells us that Angel
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Clare’s doctrine is too ideal and thus utopian on the intellectual level, but too repressive on
the moral level: ‘It was the third day of the estrangement. Some might risk the odd paradox
that with more animalism he would have been a nobler man. We do not say it. Yet Clare’s
love was doubtless ethereal to a fault, imaginative to impracticability’ (TDU, 1960, 312). In
other words, Tess’s shocking confession shortly after their wedding put Clare’s intellectual
and moral ideals of Neo-Christianity to test, where they failed to endure the truth of Tess’s
lost virginity. In Classical terms, the Hyperion side of his nature failed to condescend and
reach a compromise with the Satyr side in respect of the alleged fall of Tess. Shortly after
Tess’s confession to Angel about her lost innocence, when she begs him to be his wife only
in name, he meditates on his attitude to the Church:
Within the remote depths of his constitution, so gentle and affectionate as he was in
general, there lay hidden a hard logical deposit, like a vein of metal in a soft loam,
which turned the edge of everything that attempted to traverse it. It had blocked his
acceptance of the Church; it blocked his acceptance of Tess (TDU, 1960, 308).
Angel’s blind adherence to orthodox Christian morality, with its relentless creed of
the mandatory immaculate physical state of women before marriage, was undermined by the
case of Tess and would soon subvert his abidance with the morality of the Church when he
leaves Tess for Brazil.
The elements of determinism in this novel can be arguably traced in the religious and
social mores which were strongly influential in the Victorian age. Victorian religious and
social creeds were so authoritative that they even enslaved Angel Clare despite his agnostic
thinking, such as in the scene where Clare reveals to Tess his concerns about the future
shame that would smear them if they had children: ‘Besides, that’s not all the difficulty; it
lies in another consideration – one bearing upon the future of other people than ourselves.
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Think of years to come, and this past matter getting known’ (TDU, 1960, 310). In the scene at
Angel’s parents’ house the narrator depicts Angel’s inadequate code of morality as a result of
his submission to the hegemonic customs:
This night the woman of his belittling deprecation was thinking how great and good
her husband was. But over them both there hung a deeper shade than the shade which
Angel Clare perceived, namely, the shade of his own limitations. With all his
attempted independence of judgment this advanced and well-meaning young man, a
sample product of the last five and twenty years, was yet the slave to custom and
conventionality when surprised back into his early teachings. (TDU, 1960, 338)
Both social and religious creeds were prejudiced against women. Being a society structured
on a patriarchal hierarchy, Victorian society treated women as inferior to and thus a mere
possession of men, such as in the scene where Alec reminds Tess of his gender and class
superiority over her, ‘Remember, my lady, I was your master once! I will be your master
again’ (TDU, 1960, 423).
In this novel Hardy endeavours to discredit the patriarchal social order when he
presents Tess as the only carer and provider for her infant, Sorrow, the father role having
absconded (Stave, 1995, 104). Moreover, Tess assumes her role as Hardy’s unorthodox
priestess when she pleads for God’s mercy for her child Sorrow as he is dying: “O merciful
God, have pity upon my poor baby!”, she cried. “Heap as much anger as you want upon me,
and welcome; but pity the child!” (TDU, 1960, 118). These two parental and clerical
responsibilities Hardy bequeathed to Tess illustrate her evolutionary and Positivist role of
establishing a new concept of relationship between the sexes. This is a relationship that is
based on reciprocal forgiveness between the married couple and philanthropic love that fulfils
Hardy’s concept of ‘loving kindness’ which is the equivalent of ‘Christian Charity’ (Dalziel,
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2006, 13). Moreover, Hardy’s endowment of Tess with self-reliance is a manifestation of the
Comtean basic tenet of ‘evolutionary meliorism’ (Wright, 1986, 213). In other words, Hardy
deemed that the positive role of the individual – Tess in this novel – can lead to the
improvement of society, as embodied by Tess’s family.
The tragedy of Tess culminates when the deterministic laws of Darwin, Victorian
society and religious orthodoxy interact to bring about the tragic ruin of the protagonist.
According to Glending, the Darwinian law of sexual selection labels the female sex as
passive and thus waiting for the male to take the initiative in the mating process. In the scene
of the May Pole Dance, Tess was waiting for Angel Clare to be her dancing mate, but he
ignored her because he was interested in the whole scene rather than the particular:
The young man, thus invited, glanced them over, and attempted some discrimination;
but, as the group were all new to him, he could not very well exercise it. (TDU, 1960,
15)
This scene bears a mythical interpretation, especially the large female participation in the
Dance which entails the mythic significance of sexual fertility. By contrast, the double
standards of the religious and social norms were apt to inhibit and even condemn feminine
sexuality, attributing it to the original sin of Eve. Another potential interpretation of the May
Pole dance entails the theological notion of the Heavenly Dispensation of fortunes; such as in
the scene where Hardy’s narrator bitterly wonders why Tess was coveted by the villainous
Alec, but not by the virtuous Angel:
Thus the thing began. Had she perceived this meeting’s import she might have asked
why she was coveted by the wrong man, and not by some other man, the right and
desired one in all respects. (TDU, 1960, 48)
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This mishap of Angel’s ignoring the outstanding sexuality of Tess implies Hardy’s
recognition of the oppressive power of the ‘Immanent Will’, although he deployed fate and
providence as man-made behaviour.
Although Glending posits that the Darwinian deterministic laws of sexual selection
and natural adaptation or rather male adaptation cause Tess to be sexually selected by the
least fitting male for her, he attributes Tess’s tragedy to the prejudiced social and religious
norms that curtailed her marital life from taking its natural course, despite her physical,
sexual and emotional fitness to mate with Angel Clare (Glending, 2007, 83).
As we have seen in Chapter Two, in FMC positivist altruism was the driving force
that urged Gabriel Oak to intervene selflessly to save Bathsheba’s flocks and ricks from
natural disaster. In Tess of the d’Urbervilles Hardy evolved altruism to assume the role of a
moral system in itself.
Textual evidence for this is Tess’s voluntary initiative to replace her father in carrying
out the bee-hive shipment when he was deeply drunk, ‘I think I could go if Abraham could go
with me to kip me company’ (TDU, 1960, 31-32). This scene demonstrates Tess’s
evolutionary meliorist nature, as embodied in her aptitude to sustain the welfare of her family.
However, Tess’s initiative is a marker of her positivist character as a provider for her little
society, her immediate family. Other incidents are Tess’s agreement with her mother’s
scheme of going to Trantridge to execute her mother’s oracle of the ‘Fortune Teller’ (TDU,
1960, 29) to claim kinship with the Durbyfields, despite her initial forebodings. Tess does
this to restore the welfare of the family after the death of Prince, who had been the source of
the family’s income.
At Talbothay’s, when Angel Clare courts Tess and proposes to marry her, she
recommends that he choose one of the other dairy maids over herself, believing that they are
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better than herself as Angel’s future wife: ‘Self-sacrificing as her mood might be Tess could
not go further and cry, “Marry one of them, if you really want a dairy woman and not a lady;
and don’t think of marrying me!”’ (TDU, 1960, 180). Probably Tess does so because she does
not want her violated past to be exposed. From that time on, she strives to curb her
admiration for Angel Clare, out of her altruism. When her family has to vacate their house at
Marllot after her father’s death, because it was a life-hold lease, Tess makes a pledge within
herself to be the Providence of her siblings. When she takes to hard work at Mr Groby’s farm,
she says in reply to Alec’s question ‘“I like doing it – it is for my father”’ (TDU, 1960, 445).
In the scene where Alec promises Tess to take care of her siblings if she agrees to live with
him, Tess’s most sublime act of self-sacrifice is revealed. She agrees, thus sacrificing her
flesh to provide for her younger siblings: “‘About the children – your brothers and sisters;
I’ve been thinking of them.” ‘Tess’s heart quivered – he was touching her in a weak place’
(TDU, 1960, 446). The last altruistic act of Tess was triggered by Alec’s Satanic influence
upon her when he dissuades her from the hope of her reunion with Angel, after a period of
disruption during which Angel withheld response from her imploring letters asking for his
return to protect her from Alec’s evil allure. At The Herons where Angel comes back from
Brazil to claim his wife back, Tess tells him that, “He is upstairs. I hate him now, because he
told a lie – that you would not come again; and you have come!” (TDU, 1960, 484).
Immediately after Angel leaves The Herons Hotel, Tess runs after him to tell him why she
killed Alec: “Still I owed it to you, and to myself, Angel. I feared long ago, when I struck him
on the mouth with my glove, that I might do it someday for the trap he set for me in my
simple youth, and his wrong to you through me. He has come between us and ruined us, and
now he can never do it any more” (TDU, 1960, 491).
Hardy perceives altruism as an evolutionary shift from ‘egotism’ to the intellectual
and moral development of the individual, as the latter seeks not only his own survival, but the
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survival of the group (Hyman, 1979, 181). Comte believed altruism to be the highest state of
moral and social uplift, motivating the individual to work for the survival of his society
(Hyman, 1974, 181). This positivist tenet is self-evident in Tess’s consistent will to secure
her small society (as epitomised by her family), leading it to its survival. The evolutionary
role of time has been discussed from a Positivist point of view in Chapter One. Comte
observed the evolutionary impact of time as causing the shift from the ‘theological’ and
‘metaphysical’ eras to the ‘sociological’ epoch (Hyman, 1974, 181). As Hardy’s Positivist
heroine, Tess surpasses the ‘theological’ era as it was inadequate to her redemption, and thus
she repudiates orthodox Christianity as she embraces her husband’s intellectual creed, such as
when Alec accuses her of being an infidel: ‘“You seem to have no religion – perhaps owing
to me’”. She retorts, “‘But I have. Though I don’t believe in anything supernatural”’ (TDU,
1960, 408). Through Tess, Hardy conveys to the reader his own belief in the creed of
primitive Christianity on which Positivism was founded, embodied by Tess’s words in ‘I
believe in the spirit of the Sermon on the Mount, and so did my dear husband’ (TDU, 1960,
409). Although Angel’s intellectual creed echoed the Positivist view, his alleged Positivist
progress is impaired by his adherence to the orthodox Christian code of morality, which puts
him in line with the Arnoldian ‘Neo-Christianity’ more than with Positivist thinking.
Although pagan Nature rendered Tess innocent, it was unable to vanquish the
authoritarian religious and social norms that rendered her guilty. Thus Hardy made Tess
firmly adhere to Positivist altruism as a moral creed that could make her the initiator of her
family’s survival. As we have seen in Chapter One, Hardy diverged from the Darwinian
assumption that the relations amongst the individuals within a single species are governed by
ruthless competition. Instead, Hardy viewed those relations as governed by compassion rather
than by competition, especially in a higher race such as human beings. This is one reason
why Hardy embraced the Positivist creed of altruism, since it aims to attain the survival of the
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group. Hardy deemed that this planet does not bring happiness to the higher race, since
happiness is associated with the selfish contentment of the individual. Because of this he
viewed Positivist altruism as a sublime means of achieving the survival of the race, and thus
achieving the moral and intellectual edification of both the individual and the group, by
shifting from ‘egotism’ to ‘altruism’ (Hyman, 1979, 182). Tess’s evident altruism is strongly
perceived throughout the novel, especially in her pathetic attempts to acquiescently tolerate
her husband’s repulsion from her, shortly after her confession to him of her lost innocence,
But Tess did not think of this; she took everything as her deserts, and hardly opened
her mouth. The firmness of her devotion to him was indeed almost pitiful; quicktempered as she naturally was, nothing that he could say made her unseemly; she
sought not her own; was not provoked; thought no evil treatment of her. She might
just now have been Apostolic Charity herself returned to a self-seeking modern world.
(TDU, 1960, 308-309)
The last sentence of the quote demonstrates the idea that Positivist philanthropy and altruism
are based on the Basic Christian virtue of charity. On the other hand, the ‘Apostolic Charity’
of Tess elevates her to the rank of Hardy’s positivist priestess.
I dispute Wright’s view when he labels Angel Clare as a Positivist who embraces
‘Positivist belief in moral progress’ (Wright, 1986, 213). Angel’s morality is devoid of the
Positivist principal qualities, such as altruism, philanthropy and the like. He is more aligned
with egoism than with Positivist merits, refusing to love Tess because of a sin she did not
commit deliberately. Only in Brazil does his moral judgment of Tess shift from the ideal to
the real. When Angel claims his wife back at The Herons hotel after his return from Brazil,
only then does he see Tess in her real image as an innocent woman:
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But he could not get on. Speech was as inexpressive as silence. But he had a vague
consciousness of one thing, though it was not clear to him later; that his original Tess
had spiritually ceased to recognise the body before him as hers – allowing it to drift,
like a corpse upon the current, in a direction dissociated from its living will (TDU,
1960, 484).
Angel ceases his idealisation of Tess, and consequently he starts judging her in respect of the
oppressive social and religious norms that tragically change the course of her life. Therefore,
the character of Angel can be viewed as a representation of the ‘Neo-Christian’ modern man
because he does not manifest any sign of Positivist altruism towards Tess throughout the
novel.
The Positivist theory of the cyclic motion of time is embodied in Hardy’s setting of
the rural pagan. As seen earlier, the evolutionary role of time is marked by three stages, the
‘theological’, ‘the supernatural’ and the ‘positive thought’ (Schneewind, 1970, 78). Therefore,
Tess’s recitation of the psalms is articulated in ‘a Fetichistic utterance in a Monotheistic
setting’ (TDU, 1960, 134). The last metaphor entails Tess’s evolutionary attempt to liberate
her thinking from the supernatural stage which is governed by the people’s belief in
superstitions. She then diverges from the theological stage as when she meets the fanatical
text painter, and reaches the Positivist stage when she demonstrates the Positivist quality of
altruism (Wright, 1986, 211). This occurs in the scene where she hears the superstitious
interpretation of the churn not yielding butter because ‘Perhaps somebody in the house is in
love’ (TDU, 1960, 171). Unlike the dairy folks, Tess does not perceive this incident as a
supernatural phenomenon, but as a poignantly evocative scene of her painful past experience
with Alec. For the incident entails the violation of a virgin who used to work at the dairy by
Jack Dollop, one of the previous milkers:
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She was wretched – O so wretched – at the perception that to her companions the
dairyman’s story had been rather a humorous narration than otherwise; none of them
but herself seemed to see the sorrow of it; to a certainty, not one knew how cruelly it
touched the tender place in her experience. (TDU, 1960, 173)
This scene illustrates Tess’s Positivist-oriented thinking as she surpasses her fellow peasants’
supernatural thinking. In the afore-mentioned psalm recitation, the narrator cast the seeds of
Tess’s later repudiation of Christian orthodoxy. There she surpasses the theological era in
Positivist philosophy when she expresses her doubts of her knowledge of God, ‘She suddenly
stopped and murmured: “but perhaps I don’t quite know the Lord as yet”’ (TDU, 1960, 134).
It can be seen from the above that Hardy’s purpose behind his depiction of different
religions was to assert Tess’s purity as rendered by the religion of Nature, despite the
irrational consciousness Hardy endowed it with. In this novel, Hardy does not spare his
censure of ‘neo-Christianity’, embodied by Angel Clare, for its embracing of the punitive
moral creed of orthodox Christianity. Ultimately, Hardy leads the reader to conclude that
Positivism, with its Religion of Humanity as embodied by Tess, is the most apt religion for
humanity to embrace. Unfortunately, the positivist merits that Hardy arms Tess with do not
lead her to win over Hardy’s ‘inevitable’ as embodied by Hardy’s belief in the oppressive
role of the strict religious and social norms that brought about the ruin of Tess. In this novel,
Hardy portrays Tess as his implicit Positivist protagonist, whereas in The Return of the Native,
Hardy presents Clym Yeobright as his explicit Positivist hero, as I will argue in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Signs of Positivism
In The Return of the Native

In this chapter I will argue that the role of Nature in this novel is different from that in
Tess of the d’Urbervilles where animated Nature is characterised by its indifference to human
consciousness. In The Return of the Native, Nature assumes a more oppressive role, as a
bleak manifestation of cosmic fate. Furthermore, I will discuss the types of religion depicted
in The Return of the Native. These religions are: Druidical paganism, Hellenic Paganism,
Christian orthodoxy and Hardy’s Religion of Humanity as embodied explicitly by Clym
Yeobright.
Consistent with Hardy’s belief in the Comtean evolutionary role of time, with its three
stages, the ‘theological’, ‘supernatural’ and ‘positive’ stage, I will argue that Druidical
paganism and superstitions prevalent on Egdon Heath are a transitional medium for the heath
men to reach the stage of ‘positive thought’ embodied by Clym Yeobright, whose noble aim
is to teach the heath men ‘the secrets of happiness’ (RTN, 1980, 377). I will investigate the
tragic conflict of the characters’ free will against a Supreme Power that rules the universe,
referred to by the narrator as ‘First Cause’ (RTN, 1980, 44), and how their hopeful schemes
are thwarted by that inimical God. Although Hardy endowed Clym with Positivist merits, he
was not carried away by Positivist optimism, which he opposed for being idealistic and even
utopian when tested against the harsh reality of the daily suffering of man. I will illustrate the
evolutionary role of Clym, the Positivist hero, aspiring to the grand role of Christ-like
character and passing through the role of Paul the Apostle. I will also refer to Hardy’s
critique of some aspects of the Positivist philosophy.
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Hardy portrayed Egdon Heath, the colossal, barren wasteland as a bleak manifestation
of cosmic fate, which is in general inimical to mankind. The mediocre life-style of the heath
men and their submissive congeniality with it validates the claim that, on Egdon Heath only
the meek survive, and the rebel perishes. When Wildeve asks his wife Thomasin whether she
likes Egdon Heath, she responds, ‘“I like what I was born near to; I admire its grim old face”’
(RTN, 1980, 414). Unlike Thomasin, whose meekness made her survive on Egdon Heath,
Wildeve and Eustacia are both doomed for despising it. When Wildeve meets Eustacia before
his marriage to Thomasin, Eustacia confirms to him her detestation of Egdon Heath as he
suggests that she virulently hates the heath: “So I would!” said Wildeve. “Such strange
thoughts as I’ve had from time to time, Eustacia; and they come to me this moment. You hate
the heath as much as ever; that I know.”
“I do,” she murmured deeply. ‘‘Tis my cross, my shame, and will be my death!”
“I abhor it too,” said he. “How mournfully the wind blows round us now!” (RTN,
1980, 139)
Not long afterwards, Egdon Heath casts a shadow of damnation over them, carried by its
Aeolian herald, as the wind blows around the mouth of their distant observer, Diggory Venn,
The reddle man’s walk across the vale, and over into the next where his cart lay, was
not sprightly for a slim young fellow of twenty-four. The breezes that blew around his
mouth in that walk carried off upon them the accents of a Commination. (RTN, 1980,
140)
As we shall see, later in the novel, on the boisterous night of Eustacia and Wildeve’s
elopement the wind blows a similar funereal note, foreshadowing their imminent death.
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As we have seen in Tess of the d’Urbervilles, Hardy animated Nature to make her
reflective of human consciousness and psychology. In The Return of the Native, he animated
Egdon Heath along with other natural phenomena, such as wind, rain and storm to emphasize
the mightiness of Nature, especially by endowing Egdon Heath with absolute authority on the
afore-mentioned natural phenomena, as the narrator tells us: ‘The place became full of a
watchful intentness now; for when other things sank brooding to sleep the heath appeared
slowly to wake and listen’ (RTN, 1980, 54) and ‘Then Egdon was aroused to reciprocity; for
the storm was its lover, and the wind its friend’ (RTN, 1980, 55). Moreover, Hardy’s likening
of Egdon Heath to man demonstrates his vision of humanity: ‘It was at present a place
perfectly accordant with man’s nature – neither ghastly, hateful nor ugly: but like man,
slighted and enduring’ (RTN, 1980, 55). Hardy viewed man as slighted by a universe devoid
of Providence and thus man struggles to establish and fulfil man-made providence by
disseminating Hardy’s concept of ‘loving kindness’ as a means of survival for the heath men,
provided for them by Clym Yeobright.
Hardy portrayed Clym as an explicitly positivist hero. His philanthropist propensity is
clearly stated by the narrator, ‘Yeobright loved his kind’ (RTN, 1980, 230). Philanthropy is
one attribute of positivist thought and Hardy draws on the Comtean view of society as an
organic integrity (Hyman, 1979, 181). The novel suggests a vision of suffering-tolerant
society of Egdon Heath led by Clym, as the narrator tells us, ‘He wished to raise the class at
the expense of society rather than individuals at the expense of the class. What was more, he
was ready at once to be the first unit sacrificed’ (RTN, 1980, 230). The novel’s evident
approval of Clym’s final role suggests Hardy’s belief in altruism as a lofty means of
achieving the survival of society. Hence Clym’s reply to his mother’s remark that he has a
better prospect to thrive in Paris than to live on Egdon Heath:
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“I cannot help it,” said Clym, in a troubled tone. “Mother, I hate the flashy business.
Talk about men who deserve the name, can any man deserving the name waste his
time in that effeminate way, when he sees half the world going to ruin for want of
somebody to buckle to and teach them how to breast the misery they are born to?”
(RTN, 1980, 233)
This scene endorses Clym’s belief in the Positivist concept of altruism. As Hardy viewed it,
altruism lies in the sacrifice of the Positivist vanguard; that is, Clym must teach his fellow
heath men the wisdom to endure their daily suffering and eventually to survive. By
abandoning his lucrative prospect of taking to the jewellery business in Paris and dedicating
his life on Egdon Heath to educate his folk with the knowledge that would help them survive,
he realises the Positivist merit of altruism. According to Hardy, the Positivist creed of
altruism lies in the survival of the group, since this planet does not bring happiness to the
higher races since their lives are governed by egotism. Clym’s Apostolic-like mission reflects
Hardy’s aspiration of endowing him with sublime merits that would make him assume the
role of Hardy’s ‘unorthodox priest’ (Hands, 1989, 64), and of an Apostle whose job is to help
people endure their daily suffering they are destined to live with.
As we have seen in Tess of the d’Urbervilles, Tess, as a Positivist heroine, exceeded
her community by reaching the positive stage of Comte’s developmental model. Clym also
was ahead of his fellow heath men, as the narrator tells us, ‘In consequence of this relatively
advanced position, Yeobright might have been called unfortunate. The rural world was not
ripe for him. A man should be only partially before his time’ (RTN, 1980, 230). In his
character sketch of Clym, the narrator depicts him as being far ahead of his community on the
intellectual level,
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In passing from the bucolic to the intellectual life the intermediate stages are usually
two at least, frequently many more; and one of these stages is almost sure to be
worldly advance. We can hardly imagine bucolic placidity quickening to intellectual
aims without imagining social aims as the transitional phase. Yeobright’s local
peculiarity was that in striving at high thinking he still cleaved to plain living – nay,
wild and meagre living in many respects, and brotherliness with clowns (RTN, 1980,
230).
This character analysis of Clym by the narrator underlines Clym’s dilemma, which is
that his intellectually and spiritually highly advanced position makes it very hard for him to
shuffle his heath men towards his position, without letting them pass through the stages of
social progress. Hence his declaration to Eustacia that he is “at an awkward turning” of time
(RTN, 1980, 265), demonstrates Hardy’s belief in the Positivist concept of the cyclic motion
of time, and thus the evolutionary role of time (Wright, 1986, 211). As we have seen in Tess
of the d’Urbervilles, Tess’s role as a positivist heroine was evident in her initiative to ‘be
their Providence’ (TDU, 1960, 456), i.e. to be the provider for her siblings’ needs. In The
Return of the Native, the Positivist change (or evolution) takes a rather different course as
when Clym Yeobright endeavours earnestly to introduce a new educational scheme into his
rural community in order to uplift it intellectually and spiritually, by teaching them “the
secrets of happiness” (RTN, 1980, 377). According to Hardy, this positive concept of
happiness could be attained by the altruistic devotion of the Positivist hero to help his
community put up with their daily suffering and ultimately survive (Hyman, 1979, 185).
Clym tells his mother that his scheme will not make him thrive economically, “There is no
chance of getting rich. But with my system of education, which is as new as it is true, I shall
do a great deal of good to my fellow-creatures” (RTN, 1980, 261). Instead, his scheme will
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satisfy his folks’ spiritual need for learning how to tolerate their daily suffering, a scheme for
which he relinquishes his jewellery trade in Paris.
When Clym tells Eustacia that “I am only at an awkward turning. I wish people
wouldn’t be so ready to think that there is no progress without uniformity” (RTN, 1980, 265),
he shows that he believes in both progress and variety as being necessary to it (Wright, 1986,
211). Hardy believed that the intellectual shift of society from the ‘Fetichistic stage’ to
‘Positive thought’ did not necessarily require a consensus; rather it needed a pioneer, who
had already attained the ‘Positive stage’ to lead his community to it, such as Clym’s noble
intention of spiritually enriching his folks with the wisdom necessary to help them put up
with their daily suffering and thus survive, (Hyman, 1979, 179). Hardy’s belief in the aforementioned intellectual shift is evident in Clym’s claim that progress of a community can be
achieved without the need for a social unanimity.
Hardy puts Heaven in a negative light in this novel. As we have seen in Tess of the
d’Urbervilles, the universe Hardy envisioned was ruled by deterministic laws of ‘the
Immanent Will’ (Morgan, 2010, 181), a Supreme Power which has other synonyms in his
novels: Prime Cause, God or Power, whose role varies between indifference to human
suffering and absolute capricious interference in the lives of the characters through dispatch
of his herald, mischance.
Hardy did not believe in the philosophy of teleology i.e. of ‘systematic formulations’
of forms of life, which was derived from ‘the argument from design’ which, in its turn,
attempted to construe the creation of the universe. Instead, he scanned the manifestations of
natural phenomena, imposed on man by ‘chance and change’, and concluded: “Unadjusted
impressions have their value, and the road to a true philosophy of life seems to lie humbly
recording diverse readings of its phenomena as they are forced upon us by chance and
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change”( Hardy , 1965, 5). In short, Hardy believed in the haphazard evolution of forms of
life, following Darwin’s theory of evolution.
According to the Norwegian scholar George Roppen, as quoted by Scott, that during
the eighties and nineties of the nineteenth century, Hardy was significantly influenced by the
philosophical thoughts of Von Hartmann and Schopenhauer, who intuitively perceived an
orderly but irrational Supreme Will that functions in and through natural law (Scott, 1960,
275). Therefore, Hardy was prone ‘to see human destiny as a palpable dilemma, ruled by
inescapable forces, and Nature as a process governed by Chance’ (Roppen, 1956, 315). In his
article, Scott asserts that The Origin of Species replaced religious belief in Creation and
Dispensation, which had long been held in Victorian England, and affirmed that man’s
destiny was steered by blind chance, or “lawless caprice” (Scott, 1960, 275). According to
Scott, Hardy reached a conclusion that, even if the existence of God is to be postulated, this
God is apathetic and capricious, and not providential (Scott, 1960, 275).
Unlike the role of the ‘Prime Cause’, or Hardy’s Hebraist God in Tess of the
d’Urbervilles, which is characterised by its apathy to the human suffering, in The Return of
the Native, Hardy’s Hebraist God maintains His caprice. The scene where Hardy’s narrator
laments the absence of Heavenly Providence while Alec was raping Tess at The Chase
suggests Hardy’s disbelief in the existence of such Providence. As for The Return of the
Native, the Hebraist God, or the ‘Prince of the World’ (RTN, 1980, 361), becomes more
thwarting as He interferes in the courses of events, and thus brings about the fortunes of the
characters. The Hebraist God deploys his sinister herald, mishap, to cause the tragic ruin of
the characters. When Eustacia walks to and fro near Clym’s house at Blooms-End, in order to
see him for the first time after his return from Paris, her attempts to meet him are hindered by
fog, rain and Clym’s staying in-doors: ‘But Providence is nothing if not coquettish; and no
sooner had Eustacia formed this resolve than the opportunity came which, while sought, had
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been entirely withholden’ (RTN, 1980, 175). By attributing the change of course of events to
the frivolous work of Heaven, and, despite his ironic tone, the narrator affirms Hardy’s
perception of a Hebraist God, who, by deploying His weapon of mischance, is apt to thwart
the good-will (amatory in this scene) initiative of the characters, and consequently brings
about their vicissitudes. The fatal role of a malevolent mishap is evident in the scene where
Clym’s mother launches a long and tiring journey from Blooms-End to Alderworth at a
blazing afternoon of the 31st of August, to be reconciled with his wife Eustacia. Heaven
interferes through its agent mishap to foil her noble intention. Given that Eustacia was
hosting her uninvited guest and old lover, Damon Wildeve, she does not open the door to her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Yeobright. However, Clym’s calling out ‘Mother’ while he is having a
bad dream, makes Eustacia, who was hiding in the backyard of her cottage along with
Wildeve, mistakenly think that Clym did open the door.
In addition to mishap, the defective law of natural adaptation takes its part in bringing
about the tragic end of Mrs. Yeobright. As Hardy perceived it, Nature did not necessarily
plan the physical evolution of the higher races (Beer, 2000, 223). Those higher races were
liable to the Darwinian law of ‘survival of the fittest’. Hardy’s portrayal of Mrs. Yeobright’s
watching the flying heron and colony of ants while she was exhausted by the heat and sitting
at the pond, after Eustacia’s reluctance to open the door for her, is not only a picturesque
setting, but demonstrates that the lower species are naturally adapted to their environment,
unlike the higher species as embodied by Mrs. Yeobright.
Mrs. Yeobright’s exertions, physical and emotional, had well-nigh prostrated her;
but she continued to creep along in short stages with long breaks between. The sun
now got far to the west of south and stood directly in her face, like some merciless
incendiary, brand in hand, waiting to consume her. With the departure of the boy all
visible animation disappeared from the landscape, though the intermittent husky
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notes of the male grasshoppers from every tuft of furze were enough to show that
amid the prostration of the larger animal species an unseen insect world was busy in
all the fullness of life (RTN, 1980, 351).
Ultimately, the combination of human error and of indifferent or malign nature results in Mrs.
Yeobright’s demise.
Hardy’s deployment of mishap as an agent at the dispensation of an apathetic and
capricious Heaven reflects Hardy’s tragic indictment of a universe that is not only devoid of
Providence, but also malevolent in its dispensation of fortunes. The narrator depicts Clym’s
advanced intellect, ‘he had reached the stage in young man’s life when the grimness of the
general human situation becomes clear; and the realization of this causes ambition to halt
awhile’ (RTN, 1980, 247). Taking serious interest in reality does not necessarily lead to
despair, though. For those blessed (perhaps accidentally) with good health and intelligence,
there is the possibility of improvement. Hence comes the role of the Positivist-Christian
protagonist of Clym to redeem the absence of the Heavenly Providence, by preaching the
secrets of selfless love to his folks and thus help them survive as a group. This requires a
degree of humility and adaptation to circumstances. Those who try to assert themselves too
much are doomed to disappointment. When Eustacia is deeply frustrated at the shattering of
her aspirations to get to Paris, she cries out, “I was capable of much; but I have been injured
and blighted and crushed by things beyond my control” (RTN, 1980, 421). This shows that
although Hardy endows his characters with free will, their intentions are circumvented by a
‘Prime Cause’ which is capricious and deftly apt at foiling their schemes. The excessive
passions of Eustacia Vye and Damon Wildeve produce their tragic end when they attempt to
elope. Eustacia drowns in the Weir Pool, and Wildeve dies trying to save her. Clym, on the
other hand, does not rage against his fate. Considering the loss of his mother and wife, ‘He
did sometimes think he had been ill-used by fortune, so far as to say that to be born is a
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palpable dilemma, and that instead of men aiming to advance in life with glory they should
calculate how to retreat out of it without shame’ (RTN, 1980, 448). Clym’s interior
monologue articulated by the narrator reveals Hardy’s pessimism, for, according to the
narrator, man is born to suffer and his ultimate fulfilment of life is how to depart this life with
some dignity. Although Hardy endowed Clym with the principal merits of philanthropy and
altruism, Clym’s noble intentions of teaching the community “the secrets of happiness” (RTN,
1980, 377), are undermined by the social constraints that impeded them from coping with
Clym’s aspiration of shifting them to spiritual edification without passing through the
Comtean sub-stage of the Positivist era, which is characterised by the economic and social
prosperity of the community (Schneewind, 1970, 78). This is due to Hardy’s disagreement
with the optimism of positive philosophy which he viewed as idealistic more than realistic. In
The Return of the Native the hierarchy of an indifferent and capricious ‘Prime Cause’ is intent
on ruining the lives of the characters through its interference in the events. A parallel
hierarchy is set up by Hardy which is that of Egdon Heath as a bleak manifestation of cosmic
fate with its prerogatives of destroying the rebel (Eustacia and Wildeve) and sparing the meek
(Thomasin).
Towards the end of the book, mishap joins with the malign Heath to lead Eustacia and
Wildeve to their tragic end. When Clym sends a reconciliatory letter to Eustacia after he
accuses her of her infidelity to him, Captain Vye’s failure to deliver the letter to Eustacia
leads Eustacia to the misconception that Clym’s estrangement from her is final and
irreversible. On the other hand, Clym’s waiting in vain for Eustacia’s reply to his letter is
construed by him to mean that Eustacia forever rejects his reunion attempt. This mischance
encourages Eustacia to proceed in her scheme of elopement with Wildeve. When her
grandfather remembers the letter it is too late:
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“Eustacia!’ There was no answer. ‘Eustacia!’ he repeated louder, ‘There is a letter on
mantelpiece for you”.
“But no response was made to this statement save an imaginary one from the
wind, which seemed to gnaw at the corners of the house, and the stroke of a few drops
of rain upon the widows” (RTN, 1980, 419).
This demonstrates Hardy’s mobilisation of mishap as an agent at the hand of frivolous fate,
whose sport lies in foiling the good intentions of the characters, and thus perversely changes
the course of events, leading them towards sombre tragedy.
Hardy’s deployment in this novel of superstitions and pagan rituals that precede
Christianity is not to be interpreted only as a sign of the receding religious faith in Victorian
England; rather it is evidence of his belief in the Positivist concept of the evolutionary role of
time. Since Hardy affirms that the ‘fetichistic mood’ is prevalent on Egdon Heath, (RTN,
1980, 106), he depicts the lives and mentality of the community as being governed by
superstitions and pagan rituals. As we have seen earlier, the ‘Supernatural’ or ‘Fetichistic’
stage of time is characterised by the society’s interpretation of their daily life events by
attributing them to supernatural or astrological phenomena. When Christian Cantle, the turfcutter tells his fellow-heath men that he was born in a no-moon night, they construe his birth
as an anomalous process of Nature and thus a bad omen:
“But she couldn’t tell when, to save her life, except that there was no moon”
“No moon: that’s bad. Hey, neighbours that’s bad for him.!” “Yes,’tis bad,”
said Grandfer Cantle, shaking his head’
“Mother knowe’d’t was no moon, for she asked another woman that had an
almanac, as she did whenever a boy was born to her, because of the saying, “No moon,
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no man,” which made afeard every man she had. Do ye really think it serious, Mister
Fairway, that there was no moon?”
‘Yes; “No moon, no man.” ’Tis one of the truest sayings ever spit out. The boy
never comes to anything that’s born at new moon. A bad job for thee, Christian, that
you should have showed your nose then of all days in the month’ (RTN, 1980, 76).
This scene illustrates Hardy’s attitude towards the paganism and superstition that govern the
mentality of the heath folks as a dubiously transitional medium that may fail to reach the
Positivist stage reflected by Clym’s intellect. When Susan Nunsuch attributes the weakness
of her son Johnny to the evil impact of Eustacia’s witchcraft, she makes a wax effigy of
Eustacia to burn in the fire:
By warming and kneading, cutting and twisting, dismembering and re-joining the
incipient image she had in about a quarter of an hour produced a shape which
tolerably well resembled a woman, and was about six inches high (RTN, 1980, 422).
Then Susan reaches the second phase of her anti-witchcraft practice after pricking
Eustacia’s effigy with pins, she dumped it into the fire and reciting: ‘It was a strange jargon –
the Lord’s Prayer repeated backwards – the incantation usual in proceedings for obtaining
unhallowed assistance against an enemy’ (RTN, 1980, 423). This scene suggests that the holy
and moral significance of the Lord’s Prayer was lowered to the level of an exorcist’s
incantation, and thus affirms the pagan ritual and superstition ruled the community of Egdon
Heath. It also shows to what extent superstitiously-construed events are inherent in the Pagan
culture of the heath folks. The rural world needs a preparatory stage that will lead it to the
Positive stage. That is why Hardy allegorically compares Clym to John the Baptist, as the
narrator tells us: ‘He was a John the Baptist who took ennoblement rather than repentance for
his text’ (RTN, 1980, 230). As much as John the Baptist announces the coming of Christ,
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Clym is the harbinger who prophesies the dawn of a new epoch of Positive thought. But he is
not equivalent to the Messiah. Later, when he loses his sight, he becomes also a Paul the
Apostle-like character, and is thereby linked to a Christ-like ideal yet to be fulfilled on earth.
In this novel Hardy draws a comparison between orthodox Christianity on the one
hand, and Druidical and Hellenic Paganism on the other hand. As we have seen in Tess of the
d’Urbervilles, Hardy draws on two religions of Paganism: Classical Paganism as represented
by Angel Clare and rural Druidical Paganism as embodied by the folks of Talbothays.
Hardy’s purpose behind his refuge in this theological analogy is to prove Tess’s innocence by
both Pagan Nature and Hellenic standards against the relentless Christian orthodoxy that was
apt to render her guilty of a sin that she did not commit deliberately. In The Return of the
Native, Hardy sets rural and Hellenic Paganism against orthodox Christianity for an
intrinsically thematic reason. This suggests that the above-mentioned Pagan creeds are more
lenient and thus more embraced by the rustics (Eustacia represents the Classical Paganism
whereas the rest of the Egdon community represent the Druidical Paganism), since the church
is rarely attended unless when someone is to get married or buried: ‘The day was Sunday; but
as going to church, except to be married or buried, was exceptional at Egdon, this made little
difference’ (RTN, 1980, 142). Hardy leads the reader through each religion to the Religion of
Humanity embodied by Clym Yeobright. Nevertheless, Clym’s Positivist Christianity is
challenged by Eustacia’s Hellenic Paganism. The introductory portrayal of Eustacia depicts
her as a goddess, as the narrator tells us,
Eustacia Vye was the raw material of a divinity. On Olympus she would have done
well with a little preparation. She had the passions and instincts which make her a
model goddess, that is, those which make not quite a model woman. Had it been
possible for the earth and mankind to be entirely in her grasp for a while, had she
handled the distaff, the spindle, and the shears at her free will, few in the world would
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have noticed the change of government. There would have been the same heaping up
of favours here, of contumely there, the same generosity before justice, the same
perpetual dilemmas, the same captious alternation of caresses and blows that we
endure now (RTN, 1980, 118).
In other words, she is fallible and a ‘feudal’ ruler swayed by personal feeling rather than a
modern one who is subject to social laws.
Even in his Olympian description of Eustacia, Hardy’s narrator does not spare his
censure of the injustice of Heaven, claiming that if Eustacia were given the privilege to rule
the world, we would have witnessed the same injustice as in a universe devoid of Providence.
Hardy’s portrayal of Eustacia as a witch stresses her anti-Christian character. When she tells
little Johnny Nunsuch to kindle her bonfire, as a signal to summon her lover, Wildeve, we
read: “I have come”, said the man, who was Wildeve. “Why do you not leave me alone?”
(RTN, 1980, 113). This scene suggests Eustacia’s occult power of manipulating the heath
men. Her Pagan attitude of biblical figures, as the narrator tells us, intensifies her sacrilegious
view of the Scriptures, ‘Had she been a mother she would have christened her boys such
names as Saul or Sisera in preference to Jacob or David’ (RTN, 1980, 122). This character
sketch of Eustacia reflects her revolt against Christianity as a part of her nature (RTN, 1980,
44). The heath folks are aware of and cautious about Eustacia’s supernatural powers and
consequently take counter measures against her witchcraft, as when Susan Nunsuch pricks
Eustacia with a sharp and long needle inside the church, a scene evocative of the medieval
anti-witch craft practice of testing witches and heretics, as Christian Cantle tells Clym and his
mother,
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“Ay, sure, about a witch, and ye must overlook my time o’day; says I, “I must go and
tell’em, though they won’t have half done dinner” “I assure ye it made me shake like
a driven leaf. Do ye think any harm will come o’t?”
“Well – what?”
“This morning at church we was all standing up, and the Pa’son said” “let us pray.”
“Well”, thinks I, “one may as well kneel as stand”; so down I went; and, more than
that, all the rest were as willing to oblige the man as I. We hadn’t been hard at it for
more than a minute when a most terrible screech sounded through church, as if
somebody had just gied up their heart’s blood. All the folk jumped up, and then we
found that Susan Nunsuch had pricked Miss Vye with along stocking needle” (RTN,
1980, 234-235).
Eustacia herself admits to Clym that she is not unaware of the heath folk’s conception
of her as a witch, as she reveals to Clym her forebodings of the potential failure of their
marriage because of: “Your mother will influence you too much; I shall not be judged fairly,
it will get afloat that I am not a good girl and the witch story” (RTN, 1980, 266). These
references to Eustacia’s character as a witch underline Hardy’s demonstration of the
prevalence of Paganism and superstitions in the heath folk-lore, for he envisioned this
landscape in his time as being impregnated with the great change yet to come which is the
gradual transformation into the positive thought. On the other hand, Hardy portrayed Eustacia
as a witch to enhance her anti-Christian character as measured against Clym’s positivist
Christianity. The scene where she tells Clym that she will never attend the church again after
she receives a painful sticking with Susan Nunsuch’s sharp needle, informs her Paganism:
“Yes, it frightened me. I had not been to church for a long time. And now I shall never go
again for ever so long – perhaps never” (RTN, 1980, 244).
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Hardy’s portrayal of Paganism serves at least two purposes. Firstly, it demonstrates
the decline of orthodox Christianity which he called ‘transient’ in Tess of the d’Urbervilles.
Secondly, it depicts Egdon Heath as a landscape fermenting with Clym’s potential
germination of that land with the Positivist thought, since Egdon Heath is a wasteland that
inspires the listener to its Aeolian accentuation with ‘a fetichistic mood’ (RTN, 1980, p106).
The manifest aspects of Paganism in this book are several, such as the pagan ritual of the
bonfire, the pagan calendar, superstitions and witchcraft. The bonfire ritual of receiving the
ingress of Winter on the fifth of November is evocative of the ‘Druidical rites’, as the
narrator notes: ‘Indeed, it is pretty well known that such blazes as this the heath men were
now enjoying are rather the lineal descendants from jumbled druidical rites and Saxon
ceremonies than the invention of popular feeling about Gunpowder plot’ (RTN, 1980, 67).
Moreover, the narrator attributes that Pagan ritual to the Classical myth of Prometheus, the
ritual functioning as the heath men’s counter measure amulet (safeguard) against potentially
ominous times to come. This pagan ritual entails the punitive man’s struggles against the
odds of latent ‘foul times, cold darkness, misery and death’ (RTN, 1980, 67). As this ritual
alienates the heath folks from their present environment, and withdraws them back to precivilization surroundings, where they allegorically belong, the narrator remarks: ‘It seemed as
if the bonfire makers were standing in some radiant upper storey of the world, detached from
and independent of the dark stretches below’ (RTN, 1980, 66). This ritual is echoed by
another pagan ritual, which the gypsy dancing at the end of August. In the scene where
Eustacia is disappointed at Clym’s gradual loss of his eyesight, and consequently at the
shattering of her scheme to go to Paris, she decides to go to ‘the gipsying they call it – at East
Egdon’ (RTN, 1980, 317) to fight depression. There she reencounters Wildeve, who invites
her for a dance and reveals his readiness to take her with him to Paris, after he has inherited a
fortune from his late uncle in Wisconsin. The significance of the gipsying is that it reflects
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the heath folks’ indulgence in their ‘Pagan self-assertion’, as opposed to ‘Christian self-denial’
(Hands, 1989, 6), as the narrator tells us: ‘A whole village-full of sensuous emotion, scattered
abroad all year long, surged here in a focus for an hour. The forty hearts of those waving
couples were beating as they had come together in similar jollity. For the time Paganism was
revived in their hearts, the pride of life was all in all, and they adored none other than
themselves’ (RTN, 1980, 321). According to the narrator, this Pagan dance offered the
dancers a sense of pride and self-adoration, as opposed to the subordination to the church
imposed on them by the orthodox Christianity. This is a subordination that made the church
followers submissive and credulous of its dogma, unlike their sense of Pagan conceit (selfassertion) which provokes them to feel the pride of, but not the zest for life which has been
subdued by both orthodox Christianity and the barren landscape they live on. Ultimately, if
Eustacia equals Hellenic paganism, then Egdon Heath represents Druidic paganism. Both are
simultaneously contrasted with and antithetical to Clym’s romantic identification with the
Heath as wild nature.
Although Paganism is pervasive on Egdon Heath, Eustacia’s paganism is emphasized
by Hardy in order to set her as the antithetical character to Clym, and to present her as a deity
of pagan Nature, (Stave, 1995, 58). Eustasia’s association with night as its queen suggests
that she is a Hellenic Goddess, a queen and a witch for her nocturnal tramps on the heath
wearing a black gown, an hour glass and carrying crooked six-pence (Stave, 1995, 55).
Hardy’s aim behind his resurrection of the joyous Hellenic view of life is to prove its
incapability to survive in the Victorian age.
Although the narrative confirms Hands’ claim that Clym is not a devout and regular
church goer as a typical ‘orthodox priest’ may be, Clym rather embraces a new religion
which is the Religion of Humanity. Thus the narrator notes that Clym came across a new
system of philosophy during his stay in Paris: ‘Much of this development he may have owed
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to his studious life in Paris, where he had become acquainted with ethical systems popular at
the time’ (RTN, 1980, 230). Unlike Tess, whose Positivist propensity is innate, and provoked
by her powers of perception, seeing and feeling (Hyman, 1979, 182), Clym gained his
positivist thought both innately and intellectually.
Clym’s return to Egdon Heath bears multi-levelled interpretations. It reflects Hardy’s
representation of the romantic tendency to glorify the commonplace and celebrate organic
harmony with nature, as Clym is intimate with the Heath as a romantic hero,
He walked along towards home without attending to paths. If anyone knew the heath
well it was Clym. He was permeated with its scenes, with its substance, and with its
odours. He might be said to be its product (RTN, 1980, 231).
In short, Clym will improve on Heath life, but on the Heath’s own terms, whereas Eustacia
will try to impose her ways on it.
His noble scheme of establishing a night school on the heath does not aim to replace
the natural world with an unnatural (urban) Parisian culture or the bleak Victorian orthodoxy,
but works with a more modest idea. His return to Egdon Heath also illustrates the Romantic
aspect of meditative worshipping because the Romantics believed that God is in the
wilderness, rather than in urban society. Shortly after his return from Paris, the narrator
describes Clym’s affinity with the heath, ‘Take all the varying hates felt by Eustacia Vye
towards the heath, and translate them into loves, and you have the heart of Clym. He gazed
upon the wide prospect as he walked, and was glad’ (RTN, 1980, 232). Furthermore, Clym’s
return to Egdon Heath, the barren landscape, foreshadows that its barrows and mounds will
allegorically become the auditorium of his future grand mission after the disruption of his
educational scheme, an itinerant preacher of undogmatic sermons, as the narrator asserts:
‘Yeobright had, in fact found his vocation in the career of an itinerant open-air preacher and
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lecturer on morally unimpeachable subjects’ (RTN, 1980, 474). Clym’s outdoor preaching is
evocative of the grand mission of his greater forerunner, and that is Christ the man. As we
have seen, Positivist philosophy was based on the basic Christian virtues of philanthropy,
altruism and the like. The primitive Christianity preached by Clym shows Christ-like man
entails Hardy’s perception that the ills and agonies of humanity in his time needed a character
far greater than a Positivist-Christian priest to relieve people from their daily suffering. It
needed a character like Christ the man. It behoves Clym to be only a few steps ahead of his
community, ‘A man should be only partially before his time: to be completely to the vanward
in aspirations is fatal to fame’ (RTN, 1980, 230). Thus his mission as spiritual reliever of his
heath folks, without letting them pass through a stage of materialistic luxury, can only be
limited in its success. It signifies the revolutionary change in the course of humanity but
achieves a shadow of the ideal.
To argue upon the possibility of culture before luxury to the bucolic world may be to
argue truly, but it is an attempt to disturb a sequence to which humanity has been long
accustomed. Yeobright preaching to the Egdon eremites that they might rise to a
serene comprehensiveness without going through the process of enriching themselves,
was not unlike arguing to ancient Chaldeans that in ascending from earth to the pure
empyrean it was not necessary to pass first into the intervening heaven of ether (RTN,
1980, 231).
Hardy’s realistic (or pessimistic) view of the universe qualifies the outcome of Clym’s
ambitious educational scheme. Hardy’s vision of life, which is characterised by his
perception of the tragic conflict between man and his physical constraints, impedes Clym’s
efforts to educate his heath men. Clym’s night habit of reading extensively, the narrative tells
us led him to lose his eyesight gradually, ‘Just when the sun was going down his eyes felt
weary’ (RTN, 1980, 246). Hardy condemned Nature for not following its flawless
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Wordsworthian holy plan of biologically evolving the higher races to proceed further on the
Darwinian scale of evolution. Therefore, from a Darwinian perspective, Clym’s gradual loss
of his eye sight is due to his lack of natural adaptation to his environment. The narrator
informs us that Clym gives up studying systems of philosophy: ‘He left alone creeds and
systems of philosophy’, owing to his biological limitations, ‘while, others again remarked
that it was well enough for a man to take to preaching who could not see to do anything else’
(RTN, 1980, 474).
Hardy’s keen observation of life, permeated by his pessimism and tragic vision led
him to the conclusion that in a universe devoid of Providence, and ruled by a Hebraist God
and the defective natural laws that hindered the physical evolution of man in addition to the
futility of human enquiry (exemplified by the Hellenic philosophy) over ages, the world
needs a Christ-like Positivist hero to relieve humanity from its daily suffering. There are
several textual references that associate Clym Yeobright with the grand character of Christ
the man. When the Heath men are discussing the return of Clym from Paris to the heath
before Eustacia, she feels very curious to know – through him – about Paris, ‘the French
capital – the centre and vortex of the world’ (RTN, 1980, 165); she imagines him as, ‘a man
coming from heaven’ (RTN, 1980, 164). When the narrator tells us about Eustacia’s romantic
aspiration for a new love that would replace her trifling with Wildeve, and that is her
potential love for Clym, whose return to Egdon Heath is depicted by the narrator as ‘the
advent of a greater man’ (RTN, 1980, 123). This biblical-like phrase is evocative of the
biblical annunciation of the Advent of Christ. In the scene shortly after the tragic death of his
wife in the Weir Pool, where Clym remorsefully prays to God to take his life, he at once
realizes that he cannot die, evoking the supernatural merit of Christ’s immortality (Stave,
1995, 59):
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I spoke cruel words to her, and she left my house. I did not invite her back till it was
too late. It is I who ought to have drowned myself. It would have been a charity to the
living had the river overwhelmed me and borne her up. But I cannot die. (RTN, 1980,
443)
In the final scene where Clym initiates his itinerant preaching, the narrator associates
his age with the age of Christ when he started his sacred mission: ‘The speaker was
bareheaded, and the breeze at each waft gently lifted and lowered his hair, somewhat too thin
for a man of his years, these still numbering less than thirty-three’ (RTN, 1980, 474). The
likeness of Clym to Christ the man is rather explicit, both in age and devotion to preaching
(Millgate, 1994, 143).
Hardy draws a sharp contrast between Hellenism and Positivist-Christianity since his
early character sketch of Eustacia as a representative of the Hellenic zest for life. Hardy sets
this sharp contrast to serve at least two purposes, the first one is to suggest that this Classical
view of life cannot survive in a universe colossal enough to marginalise the significance of
man, apart from living at an age that is characterised as the ‘Ache of Modernism’ (De Laura,
1967, 380). In other words, the Victorian age was an age marked by the struggle between the
traditional and the transitional. The second purpose is that the Hellenic view of life is
characterised by its glorification of the individual at the expense of belittling the group. Since
Hellenic philosophy is marked by its applause of egoistic character, it is engaged in a bitter
conflict with the altruist creed of Positivism (Pinion, 1990, 117). Eustacia’s romantic
yearning for the remote (e.g. Paris) at expense of despising the local (Egdon Heath) sets her
up as Clym’s anti-character. In her reveries, she dreams of Paris as her new Babylon, whereas
Clym envisions Egdon Heath to be his New Jerusalem. His organic integrity with the ascetic
norms of life on the heath is further depicted in the scene where he walks back home, shortly
after his return from Paris: ‘He gazed upon the wide prospect as he walked, and was glad’
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(RTN, 1980, 232). Clym’s contentment with the barren austerity of Egdon Heath surpasses
the romantic aspect of glorifying wild nature. Despite its dreary terrain, Egdon Heath was
Clym’s preaching auditorium after his affliction with ophthalmia.
Seen from a different perspective, the Pagan calendar of the Winter solstice on the
fifth of November is developed by Hardy as a chronicle which dates the activities of the heath
folks through their life time. When the heath men are gathering around the Bonfire discussing
Thomasine’s banned wedding ceremony, Humphrey tells Timothy Fairway: ‘You be bound
to dance at Christmas because ‘tis tho’ year; you must dance at weddings because ’tis the
time o’ life’ (RTN, 1980, 72). In this scene, Humphrey states that Pagan dancing at weddings
in a ritualistic mood demonstrates the affinity of the heath folks with pagan dancing at
weddings, in a performance evocative of the primitive ritual of fertility in primitive cultures.
The relapse of the very ritual of May Pole dance brings about the reunion of Thomasine and
her old admirer, Diggory Venn, where they exchange their marriage vow, acting as a preChristian outdoor temple, (Stave, 1995, 59). When Diggory Venn arrives at Clym’s and
Thomasin’s mutual lodging, after the death of her husband Wildeve, Diggory invites
Thomasine to join him in the May Pole dance, the Pagan ritual which symbolizes sexual
fertility, she agrees to his request,
I’ll not bide to tea this afternoon, thank’ee, for I’ve got something on hand that must
be settled. ’Tis May-pole-day tomorrow, and the Shadwater folk have clubbed with a
few of your neighbours here to have a pole just outside your palings in the heath.
(RTN, 1980, 451)
This scene shows that the Pagan calendar has replaced the Christian calendar. It also
intensifies the heath folks’ intellectual and spiritual backwardness and remoteness from Clym,
not because they were experiencing the Fetichistic stage of time but because Clym was far
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too ahead of them both intellectually and spiritually and which cast the seeds of doubt in the
feasibility of his educational scheme.
By contrast, and albeit the mumming play had its Pagan origins (Squillace, 1986, 172),
its finale unfolds the major theme of the novel, which is that the Christian kills the Pagan.
This play symbolises Hardy’s Comtean hero, Clym Yeobright’s sublime attempt to move his
folk from the Comtean chronological Fetichistic era to the transcendental sub-stage of the
Positivist era, without passing through (meeting) the socially prestigious requirements of
bringing about the economic prosperity of his community.
The Darwinian deterministic law of natural adaptation caused Clym’s gradual loss of
his eyesight and led to the curtailing of his educational plan to teach his folks the wisdom
necessary for their survival, and the kind of education that would lead to spiritual serenity,
without passing through ‘worldly affluence’ (RTN, 1980, 231). The narrator endorses the
tragic conflict of the changeable, Clym, and the changeless, the heath men. Clym’s rather
vain make-shift attempt to transfer the heath folks to the spiritual refinement of life without
undergoing the stage of economical thrift and social prestige is ruthlessly baffled by the
social constraints of snobbery and materialism. Another reason for the failure of Clym’s
noble scheme of imbuing his heath men with the principles of altruism is that it has collided
with the rampant social disease of egoism which precluded the progress, or even the initiation
of his scheme, as the narrator tells us in his depiction of Clym’s character:
In passing from the bucolic to the intellectual life the intermediate stages are usually
two at least, frequently many more; and one of these stages is almost sure to be
worldly advance. We can hardly imagine bucolic placidity quickening to intellectual
aims as the transitional phase. Yeobright’s local peculiarity was that in striving at high
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thinking he still cleaved to plain living – nay, wild and meagre living in any respects,
and brotherliness with clowns. (RTN, 1980, 230)
In a sharp contrast with the Fetishistic mentality of the heath folks, Clym superseded them
with his highly advanced Positivist intellect, but, while trying to heal the breach, his attempt
to make his fellows cope with his creed of altruism is doomed to failure. However, this
attempt was subverted partly because of his intellectual advance, and partly due to the
reluctance his scheme would encounter owing to social egoism. Clym fervently tells
Humphrey and Christian Cantle the aim of his return to Egdon Heath:
‘But you mistake me,’ pleaded Clym. ‘All this was very depressing as something I
next perceived – that my business was the idlest, most effeminate business that ever a
man could be put to. That decided me: I would give it up and try to follow some
rational occupation among the people I knew best, and to whom I could be of most
use. I have come home; and this how I mean to carry out my plan. I shall keep a
school as near to Egdon as possible, so as to be able to walk over here and have a
night-school in my mother’s house. But I must study a little at first, to get properly
qualified. Now, neighbours, I must go’. (RTN, 1980, 229)
Clym’s disclosure of his future plan reflects the Comtean perspective of science and
knowledge, which is that they should be optimally utilized and disseminated to serve the
general good. This general good could be attained through Hardy’s notion of ‘lovingkindness’, later allegorized in the novel in Clym’s future devotion to itinerant preaching,
echoing his greater biblical pre-figuration Christ by his recitation of The Sermon on the
Mount (Turner, 2002, 146). Comte wrote, ‘The spirit of Love, which hardly yet is sufficiently
developed, is at first so thoroughly stifled, that enmity is the rule towards the great bulk of the
human race’ (Comte, 2001, 73). The words demonstrate Comte’s bitter tone at the
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suppression of ‘the Spirit of Love’ by selfishness and artifice that characterizes all social
classes. Comte deems that the outspread of universal love needs a leading character, who
through teaching his community what Clym denotes as ‘the secrets of happiness’ which are
the secrets of selfless love. In a similar context, Hardy wrote in 1890, in Life and Work:
Altruism, or the Golden Rule, or whatever “Love your Neighbour as Yourself” may
be called, will ultimately be brought about I think by the pain we see in others
reacting on ourselves, as if we and they were a part of one body. Mankind, in fact,
may be and possibly will be viewed as members of one corporeal frame. (Turner,
1998, 224)
As we have seen in chapter three and earlier in this chapter, Hardy stressed the Comtean view
of the organic integrity of mankind, and that this integrity could be achieved by teaching
individuals how to endure their daily suffering, such as the scene where Clym philosophically
responds to his mother’s rhetoric question, ‘What is doing well?’ (RTN, 1980, 233). Since
Yeobright is intellectually and spiritually many steps ahead of his community, his noble
scheme falls rather flat upon his fellows because the mindset of the heath men is narrowed
down to materialistic interest only, as we see in Fairway and Humphrey’s comments about
Clym’s prospect:
‘He’ll never carry it out in the world,’ said Fairway. ‘In a few weeks he’ll learn to see
things otherwise’
‘Tis good-hearted of the young man,’ said another. ‘But, for my part, I think he had
better mind his business’. (RTN, 1980, 229)
This ominous comment articulated by the heath men foreshadows the failure of Clym’s
pedagogical plan, for already the narrator told us, ‘The rural world was not ripe for him’
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(RTN, 1980, 230). Not long after the disruption of Clym’s educational scheme, he becomes a
labourer, a furze-cutter. By assigning this hand labour to Clym, Hardy asserts (emphasizes)
Comte’s view of the moral edification of the labourer, achieved through his ‘nobler instincts’,
because Comte believed labourers to be the most experienced people with daily suffering
amongst all social classes hence they are the most qualified to teach their communities how
to tolerate their daily suffering (Comte, 1851, 144-145, 153). Hardy’s claim asserts his
presentation of the ascetic life of Clym on the heath as a revolt against the materialistic
prestige sought by all social classes, and again, this austere life style embraced by Clym
associates him with his greater exemplar, Christ. It is hard to classify Hardy as a Marxist
writer, although he shares with Marxists their glorification of the labour-class. Marxists were
apostates, they denied the existence of a god, and consequently they denied the existence of
any revealed religion. In contrast, Hardy believed in the existence of a Hebraist God,
although he renounced the Christian dogma. As we have seen in Chapter One, that Hardy’s
vision of an ideal church which would appeal to the rational side of its followers rather than
their sentiment, subverts the assumption that Hardy was a Marxist.
Consistent with the Comtean belief in the vital role of women in enlightening
community with knowledge, Clym assigns his wife Eustacia to the job of his assistant in
running his planned night school. Clym did so because he believes women ‘would provide
“the union of moral with intellectual qualities”’ (Southerington, 1974, 40). Unfortunately, as
a paradigm of the Hellenic view of life, Eustacia fails to cope with Clym’s scheme, as in the
scene where she expresses her dislike for the heath folks, as Clym reveals to her that he is
intent to eradicate superstitions from the mentality of the heath men, shortly after Susan
Nunsuch pricks Eustacia with a long needle in the church, Clym proposes to Eustacia,
‘I have come to clean away such cobwebs,’ said Yeobright. ‘Would you like to help
me – by high class teaching? We might benefit them much.’
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‘I don’t quite feel anxious to. I have no much love for my fellow-creatures.
Sometimes I quite hate them’. (RTN, 1980, 244)
Eustacia’s contentious view of the heath men demonstrates the sharp contrast between her
Hellenically egoistic character and Clym’s Positivist altruistic character which will eventually
lead to their estrangement after Clym accuses her of being unfaithful to him.
Viewed from a different perspective, Clym’s loss of his eyesight shortly after his
marriage to Eustacia is interpreted by Jordan as ‘self-punishment for sexual indulgence’
(Jordan, 1982, 112). Portrayed as an emulation of Christ the man, Clym’s baser desires had to
be subdued by the sublime spiritual side of his nature; his superego had to triumph over his
under ego. Clym tells his mother that the carnal pleasures of the world do not interest him:
‘For one thing, my body does not require much of me. I cannot enjoy delicacies; good things
are wasted upon me. Well, I ought to turn this defect to advantage, and by being able to do
without what other people require I can spend what such things cost upon anybody else’
(RTN, 1980, 234). Apart from showing Clym’s asceticism, this reveals his self-emasculation,
since he assumes the role of Christ-like character (Millgate, 1994, 143).
Hardy critiqued Positivists for not dedicating a place for Christ in their thought,
attributing their lack of popularity to the afore-mentioned shortcoming. On one occasion
Hardy wrote,
If Comte had introduced Christ among the worthies in his calendar it would have
made Positivism tolerable to thousands who, from position, family connection, or
early education, now decry what in their heart of hearts they hold to contain the germs
of a true system. It would have enabled them to modulate gently into religion by
deceiving themselves with the sophistry that they still continued one-quarter
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Christians, or one-eighth, or one- twentieth, as the case might be. This is a matter of
policy, without which no religion succeeds in making way (TH, Life I 129).
Hardy’s statement justifies his magnification of the role of Clym to evoke the Grand
Character of Christ the man, because Hardy attempted to make up for the absence of Christ
from the Positivist manifesto (Wright, 1986, 202). Hardy did that because he believed that the
agonies and daily suffering of man needed more than a Positivist hero to alleviate them.
Clym’s evolutionary apostolic role proceeds from John the Baptist to assume the role
of Paul the Apostle especially in his attitude of the superiority of men over women. When
Clym sends his mother a letter disparaging Thomasin’s disrupted wedding to Wildeve at the
first time because of wedding licence discrepancy, he tells his mother: ‘It is too ridiculous
that such a girl as Thomasin could so mortify us as to get jilted on the wedding day. What has
she done?’ (RTN, 1980, 214). Instead of expressing his sympathy for Thomasin, Clym is
worried about the family’s reputation, in a Pauline, patriarchal manner. Eustacia explicitly
depicts Clym as Paul the Apostle after Clym’s infliction with ophthalmia, as she tells
Wildeve: ‘He often reminds me of the Apostle Paul’ and he replies ‘I am glad to hear that
he’s so grand in character as that’ (RTN, 1980, 344). When Clym furiously interrogates
Eustacia about the details of his mother’s death, and about the identity of the man who was
inside the cottage when his mother knocked at the door and was not invited in, his words
demonstrate Clym’s patriarchal superiority: ‘Very well – let it be. And when you will confess
to the man I may pity you’ (RTN, 1980, 396).
In conclusion, Hardy’s deductive method of setting up parallel religions to his
embraced religion, the Religion of Humanity, leads the reader to conclude that the Religion
of Humanity with its creed of altruism and philanthropy is the most durable and viable ethical
system that could alleviate the agonies of modern man and thus it would help people endure
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their daily suffering. These parallel religions are orthodox Christianity, Hellenic Paganism
and Druidical Paganism. Hardy draws a sharp contrast between Positivism and the other
parallel religions to suggest to the reader the claim that Positivism is more lasting than the
extinct parallel religions. In this novel, Hardy has evolved the role of the Positivist –
Christian priest to the aspiration of assuming the role of Christ the man. Hardy does so
because he perceives that the daily suffering of people needs more than a Positivist –
Christian priest to reduce it to a tolerable level, rather, it needs a hero modelled on a grand
scale, which is that of the Christ-like character. Hardy wields science and knowledge
acquired by Clym during his stay in Paris, to educate the heath folks in the wisdom of
happiness which is that of selflessness that could ensure their survival. Unfortunately, Clym
is far ahead of the folk. Consequently, he could not move his fellows from the Supernatural
stage to the Positive stage, without passing through the sub-stage of materialistic prosperity
and social prestige.
Unlike the role of animated Nature in Tess of the d’Urbervilles, which is characterized
by its apathetic and irrational consciousness of human suffering, the landscape of Egdon
Heath along with natural phenomena such as wind and storm are manipulated and mobilized
to take revenge upon the ‘Promethean’ characters of Eustacia and Wildeve for their rebellion
against its supremacy. The role of the ‘Prime Cause’ that rules the universe is apathetic and
whimsical, as it appeared through his interference upon the courses of the life of the
characters to thwart their hopeful aspiration, by deploying its herald, mishap.
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CONCLUSION

In his only providential major novel, Far from the Madding Crowd, Hardy presented
Heavenly Providence as neutral, deploying good chance and mischance as counterbalancing
each other. Although in his later novels Hardy held a consistently tragic vision of life where
man suffers daily in a universe devoid of providence, in Far from the Madding Crowd he was
compelled to make the role of Providence neutral in line with the generic constraints of the
Pastoral. Moreover, Hardy modified the literary genre of the Pastoral by dramatizing the role
of his characters and by sensationalising the event of Fanny Robin’s death and Bathsheba’s
being widowed by Boldwood, the emotionally and mentally awkward character. By so doing,
Hardy diverged from the Pastoral tradition that usually ends with the ending, ‘they lived
happily ever after’, surrounded by an idyllic Arcadian life style where the shepherd ends up
with his beloved. Even on the wedding of Bathsheba and Gabriel Oak, the undertone of
Hardy’s tragic vision of life is felt in the setting, where their wedding morning was
nebulously ashy and cloudy, on an occasion which was said to be happy and rewarding after
the emotional ordeals they both underwent.
Another level of Hardy’s modification of the Pastoral is his critique of orthodox
Christianity for clinging to its obsolete creed. In this context, Hardy drew a comparison
between the religion of orthodox Christianity on the one hand, and his own parallel ‘religions’
of food and drink, reaching a conclusion that the latter religions are more long lasting than
the transient creed of Christian theology. Furthermore, he drew a comparison between the
established-ordained ‘priest’, such as Parson Thirdly in this novel, and Hardy’s own Positivist
priest, Gabriel Oak. Whilst Parson Thirdly is characterized by passivity in dealing with the
dramatic incidents the rural folks encounter, Gabriel Oak is stoic and proactive and apt to
altruistically save his community from natural disasters caused by Nature. The use of Nature
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is not altogether Romantic in that Gabriel Oak is endowed with the merit of Nature taming,
and the vision is centred on human society.
This novel – as in Hardy’s other novels – is characterised by an abundant use of
biblical allusions for multi-levelled purposes: narrative, thematic and for character sketch
purposes. This shows that Hardy did not entirely forsake ties to Christianity, but through Oak
Hardy preached his own beliefs in Positivism and an ideal of bringing welfare and prosperity
to his rural community. Similarly, the love affair of Bathsheba and Oak is characterised by
Comtean comradely love and companionship, which echoes the Religion of Humanity which
is based on the basic Christian virtues of philanthropy and altruism.
In Tess of the d’Urbervilles, Hardy measured Victorian despotic religious and social
norms against his alternative religions of animated Nature, ‘Neo-Christianity’, and NeoHellenism leading the reader to his most advocated religion which is the Religion of
Humanity as embodied by Tess. Like Gabriel Oak, Tess assumes the role of Hardy’s
Positivist ‘priestess’ whose superior merits help her surpass the Comtean stages of growth,
the ‘theological’ and the ‘supernatural’, thus attaining her positivist status as she attempts to
lead her community to a positivist stage by sacrificing herself for her family.
Since Hardy followed Comte’s interest in Greek mythology and the evolutionary role
of time, he modelled the character of Tess on the mythical figure of Persephone, for he
deemed both the fictional and mythical figures of Tess and Persephone to embody his ideal of
‘evolutionary meliorism’. This is derived from the Positivist gaol of the economic prosperity
of society marked by peace and harmony amongst social classes. Although Hardy was a
meliorist, he did not allow himself to be carried away by the Positivist optimism, because his
vision of life was realistic and often tragic. Therefore he portrayed Tess as a social reformist,
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struggling against a patriarchal society but destroyed because her ‘revolution’ occurs before
historical change can accommodate it.
Hardy modified the art of modern tragedy by his deployment of the individual
consciousness as a tool to morally judge one’s own experiences and the experiences of other
characters. He recognised the rise of the Victorian interest in the study of the psychology of
the individual as a means to confront human insignificance caused by the scientific
discoveries of the immensity of the universe that rendered man as a small particle.
In The Return of the Native, Hardy compared Druidical Paganism, Hellenic Paganism,
Christian orthodoxy, and the animated landscape of Egdon Heath as a manifestation of
cosmic fate, against his most advocated religion, the Religion of Humanity. Like the rural
community of Tess of the d’Urbervilles, whose cognitive faculties are limited to their
attributing the events of their daily lives to superstitions, the Egdon Heath folks construe the
events of their lives in terms of superstitions and witchcraft. This represents, in Comtean
terms, the ‘Fetichistic’ stage of time which precedes the ‘Positivist’ stage. Unlike Tess, who
surpassed her community by reaching the Positivist stage before them, Clym’s role has
evolved from a Positivist-Christian priest to an apostle and ultimately to a Christ-like
character whose function is to lead his community to spiritual edification without passing
through social or economic progress. As Clym was intellectually far ahead of his fellow
heath-dwellers, his noble intention is doomed to failure, partly due to the deterministic law
of natural adaptation, and partly because of social constraints, caused by the slow progress of
group thinking, from a Comtean perspective. Hardy modelled the role of Clym on the biblical
figure of Christ not only to emphasise Clym’s messianic mission but also to demonstrate the
harshness of reality, as opposed to the ideal. This conflict between the real and the ideal is
intensified by the magnitude of the daily suffering of man, which shows that man needs more
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than a Positivist hero to dispel it, rather, the world, as epitomised by Egdon Heath, needed a
Christ-like character to help man endure his daily suffering.
In conclusion, the aim of this research has been to investigate Hardy’s religious
attitudes after the loss of his orthodox faith. It is argued that Hardy lost his faith at an
intellectual level but he retained it at an emotional level. His reticence about his religious
status provoked scholars to study his work in order to discern his views and to detect the most
influential scientific and philosophical figures who had a significant impact on his intellect
and work. I undertook this research to show that although Hardy had lost his orthodox
Christianity, he embraced the Comtean Religion of Humanity to make up for the loss of
orthodox faith in his thinking. Nevertheless, Hardy did not completely subscribe to the ideals
of Positivism, for he saw ‘Positivist optimism’ as too utopian when tested against harsh
reality where the daily human suffering exists. Hardy embraced the Comtean Religion of
Humanity because it empowered the role of man, after this role was marginalised by the
scientific discoveries in geology, astronomy and biology. As for Hardy’s view of the universe,
he deemed it to be devoid of Providence; hence he armed his protagonists with evolutionary
meliorism to help them survive their ordeals and vicissitudes. Nevertheless, Hardy did not
allow himself to be carried away by Positivist ‘optimism’ and accordingly he activated his
protagonists to engage themselves in a tragic conflict against the deterministic laws of the
‘Immanent Will’, i.e. Hardy’s apathetic and capricious God, Darwinian laws of natural
selection and adaptation and the social and religious norms of Victorian England. Although
Hardy lost his orthodox faith, as his letters and novels inform us, he did not dismiss God from
his life, as reflected in his novels, but this God is Hebraist and apathetic to human suffering.
Similarly, he did not exclude the church from his thought, as his critique was directed against
the establishment church. In 1922 he revealed his vision of an ideal church that aims at the
moral edification of its followers by appealing to their logic, rather than to their emotion.
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Further studies are recommended to examine the conflict of Hardy’s evolutionary meliorism
and his tragic vision of life, especially the impact of World War I on his thought and art.
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